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Abstract
The widespread use of scanning in the processing of forms in insurance companies,
banks and other high volume businesses has created new opportunities for fraud by
document tampering and modification. Such alterations can be performed either
on the paper itself, or using digital image processing and editing.
This thesis describes several methods that can be integrated into automated
mail processing systems to detect potentially fraudulent alterations of documents.
Three novel approaches are presented: first, two model-based approaches are presented. Second, an alteration detection approach based on text-line examination
is introduced. Important contributions are also made by providing data sets for
evaluating the methods.
Using prior information on genuine documents, the model-based approaches
use intrinsic document features for authentication of the document source and for
detecting alterations. Authentication by identifying the source uses counterfeit
protection system (CPS) codes. These permit printer class identification with accuracies of up to 92.5% (n = 67, 16 classes). The image-based comparison of CPS
patterns provides authentication on a printer level and attains an accuracy of 88.3%
(n = 94). The second model-based approach models the positional variations of
fixed foreground components. These can effectively detect forgeries on the basis of
scanning distortions. This method shows an accuracy of 97.0% (n = 168) for classification between forged and genuine documents. Finally, an alteration detection
approach is presented that works even in absence of prior knowledge. Text-line
skew angles and text-line alignment are used to check the document’s contents
for optical consistency. Evaluation on two pass printed documents and manually
pasted text achieves an area under the ROC curve (AUC) score of AU C = 0.89
(n = 191).
The operation of the alteration detection is supported by additional pre-processing:
an integrated approach for orientation and skew detection is presented, showing
competitive results of up to 98.8% (n = 979) for orientation detection accuracy
and up to 98.0% (n = 979) for the skew detection accuracy on the UW-I dataset.
Border noise removal by explicit detection of the page’s content area is presented
together with a comprehensive and extensive set of evaluation procedures. Results
on public datasets show an accuracy of up to 97.2% on zone-level classification
(n = 1440). A flexible and accurate case-based reasoning approach is presented
for logical labeling, showing accuracy rates of up to 99.6% (n=6770) on the MARG
dataset.
The methods described in this thesis suggest that authentication and alteration
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detection methods can be used to build an effective filter in high volume document digitization setups. This constitutes a first step into the direction of a fully
automated forgery detection system.
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Chapter 1

Introduction
There is a German saying “Papier lügt nicht” (“paper doesn’t lie”), which expresses
the trust that we commonly show in paper documents. Contracts, wills, doctor’s
notes and invoices are just a few examples of typical paper documents which we
trust without questioning. If there is any agreement between two parties, both
want to have it “black on white”, meaning that if the details are written down on
paper, we have solid proof of what has been agreed on.
While this expresses a deep trust in paper documents, what most people tend
to forget is that paper documents can be manipulated. This is a serious problem as
shown by the following numbers: in the 2008 Report to the Nation on Occupational
Fraud and Abuse [78] the Association of Certified Fraud Examiners estimates that
$994 billion were lost to fraud in 2008. The fraud schemes of billing and check
tampering that often involve document forgery represent 23.9% and 14.7% of the
cases, and are responsible for a median loss of $100, 000 and $138, 000 per case.
In a survey from 1988 among German questioned document examiners [92] Rieß
reported that 80% of the cases relate to offenses against property, which is also
reflected in the distribution of the type of questioned documents: checks (28.8%),
contracts and mandates (11.6%) and bills and receipts (11.6%) are the most frequently analyzed documents.
Despite these numbers, in every day business relations documents remain widely
insecure, lowering the threshold for successful fraud by falsification of documents.
Insurance fraud e.g. can be easily done by forging invoices as these play a particularly important role when claiming compensation: invoices certify that a person
has paid a certain amount of money to buy some product or service. An example
could be the receipt that the customer receives when he buys his digital camera, or
the invoice that he gets after the accidental damage of his car was repaired. If the
customer has car insurance, he will send the invoice of the repairs to the insurance
company as a receipt for the costs he had for repairing his car. The insurance
1

company will then reimburse him with the money.
Traditionally, invoices are processed manually. This gives the insurance adjuster the possibility to check the invoice for semantic inconsistencies. He might
look for prices that to not fit the item, e.g. having a “Goodyear 195/65R15 Ultragrip 7” tire that costs more than the list prize of 80 EUR. He could also look for
obvious optical features of forgery as e.g. correction fluid or other easily observable inconsistencies. For example, the perpetrator could try to remove the original
date using correction fluid, or he could try to modify numbers using a fine ball
pen. The insurance adjuster, on his side, could try to obtain another invoice from
the same repair shop and compare both to see if they share the same layout and
same font type. This visual consistency check is important, as it is much harder
to produce a visually similar forgery than just to keep the contents of the forged
invoice consistent.
A key problem with forgery detection is that, in the effort of continuously increasing the degree of automation in office environments, visual consistency checks
become impossible due to data volume and automated processing of invoices: incoming printed invoices are digitized and the insurance adjuster is shown only
the extracted information of the invoice, so no visual consistency check is possible
anymore. In this scenario, document forgery becomes an easy task. The only two
constraints for the perpetrator are that his forgery is machine readable and that
it is semantically consistent.
A simple approach to deal with the problem would be to have a manual inspection of each document before the digitization. This is however a tremendous
cost factor, which cancels out the cost cutting gained by the digitization.
Another approach would be to increase the effort that a potential forger has
to spend to create a forged document, thus increasing the document’s security.
There have been several attempts to make documents more counterfeit resistant
in the field of optical document security. Most methods base on the idea of adding
an extrinsic feature to the document that is hard to forge. Intrinsic features are
features that are present in the document due to the normal document generation process. In contrast, extrinsic security features are features that are added
with the sole purpose of making a document more difficult to forge. There are
numerous examples of extrinsic features: watermarks, security fibers, holograms,
bar codes, intaglio printing, optically variable inks, etc. A good overview can be
found in [122].
These approaches are known to be suited for documents with direct or indirect
value, according to van Renesse’s classification [122]:
• direct value: documents giving access to unconditional and immediate
value, e.g. banknotes.
• indirect value: documents that certifies a transaction or a right, e.g. diplo2
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mas and passports
• conditional value: documents that give access to a value after the document has been inspected, e.g. admission tickets or check
• informative value: documents that have no immediate value apart from
the informations that it contains, e.g. confidential reports
• fictitious value: documents that have no immediate value and that do not
contain any valuable information, e.g. institution or company stationary
In the scenario of invoices and contracts, however, this approach is not feasible, as the invoice generating parties would have to add extrinsic security features,
which would increase the production costs of the invoices dramatically. An approach using intrinsic document features is more appropriate.
Therefore, in this thesis the following research questions will be treated:
1. Is it possible to develop an automatic or semi-automatic system to filter
forged documents in an automated document digitization environment?
2. What intrinsic features can be used to detect forged documents and how can
these be used in an automatic or semi-automatic setup?
3. What are the requirements for the document image pre-processing to successfully apply the document security approaches?
The contribution of this thesis is a system for authentication of documents. The
proposed approach is to introduce new barriers into the automated processing of
the documents, which are able to filter the incoming stream of documents based on
intrinsic features and give an alarm if a document looks suspicious. An operator
can then decide if further steps have to be taken, based on the outcome of the
different analysis steps.
But how can forgeries be detected? Or how do people forge documents in
the first place? An extensive search in the literature and inquiries to questioned
document examiners lead to the conclusion, that, to the author’s best knowledge,
there is so far no public quantitative study on the methods of forgery for the
proposed scenario.
The results of an experiment1 conducted by the author show that three forgery
methods are being used:
• Print, Paste & Copy (PPC) Forgeries: out of 25 forgeries, three were
generated by replacing a part of the invoice. This was done by printing the
new text (presenting higher values or more items) on an empty sheet and
1 Further

details about the outcome of this test are given in Appendix A.
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pasting this part onto the genuine document. This was then copied using a
color copier. This technique was mostly used by people without a computer
science background.
• Reverse Engineered Imitations (REI) Forgeries: three candidates generated an editable document by imitating the genuine invoice. Five samples
were delivered. They scanned the genuine invoice and used it as a template
to generate a new document by retyping all the text, putting the logos into
place, etc.
• Scan, Edit & Print (SEP) Forgeries: the remaining 17 forgeries were
generated by digitizing the invoice and manipulating the digital image. Here,
mostly only numbers were modified, e.g. increasing the price of a tire or
increasing the number of tires from two to four.
Looking at the forgeries (Examples are given in Figure 1.1), the following observations can be made:
• visual consistency: detecting forgeries by visual appearance is a tough
problem. The visual appearance of the forgeries was consistent in most cases.
Only in one PPC forgery the forged areas could be easily detected due to a
slightly different font, which a trained person could eventually detect.
• skew and alignment of text: especially in the PPC forgeries a small
dis-alignment of the text-lines in comparison to the remaining parts of the
invoice could be observed. This concerns both the skew angle of the forged
lines relative to the genuine areas as well as the left or right alignment. This
effect was almost not observable for the SEP forgeries.
• comparison to a genuine invoice: in either scenario, if a genuine document was directly compared to a forgery it was easily visible that the forged
document had been distorted. If e.g. the header lines were aligned, the footer
lines did not fit any more.
These observations lead to the development of the features and methods that
will be presented in this thesis. The presented approach has several advantages:
first and most importantly, by the use of intrinsic features only the digitization process has to be extended and the document generating process remains unchanged.
Modifying the document generation process in this scenario is very costly and
practically impossible. Another tremendous advantage of the proposed methods
over previously published intrinsic features is the relatively low resolution of 300
to 600 dpi at which the analysis is done. Other intrinsic features [50] require resolutions of up to 2400 dpi, which is not feasible in a large through-put setup: on the
one hand, most high-volume automatic document feeding (ADF) scanners support
4
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Figure 1.1: Examples of forged documents. Image (a) shows the genuine invoice that
was given to the candidates. The next image (Image (b)) shows a PPC forgery, Image
(c) a REI forgery and (d) shows an SEP forgery.
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resolutions only up to 600 dpi or sometimes even less. On the other hand, higher
resolutions dramatically increase the hardware requirements for processing these
images. Finally, another advantage of most methods that will be presented in this
thesis is that they are independent of the printing technique used to generate the
document.
The single steps are presented in processing order in this thesis. An overview is
presented in Figure 1.2: after scanning, a document is usually not perfectly aligned
nor does it necessarily have the correct orientation. Therefore, in Chapter 2, a novel
approach for an integrated skew and orientation detection approach is presented.
During the scanning process, border noise appears frequently. Chapter 3 proposes a novel approach for removing border noise by explicitly detecting the main
page content area, the so-called page frame.
For automated processing of invoices and also for the later use of model based
document authentication (authentication of a document compared to a model
learnt from previously seen genuine documents from the same source), the incoming document has to be matched to its correct model. In Chapter 4 a case-based
reasoning approach is developed that shows how the logical meta data of different
text-parts in an invoice is extracted. This extracted meta information can be used
for identifying the insurance adjuster in charge, or to detect the correct invoice
source for document security applications.
Having a previously processed model of the invoice allows the insurance adjuster
to verify the genuineness of the invoice in question. In Chapter 5 two automated
ways of authentication of a document compared to its model are presented, using
intrinsic document features. The first approach tries to identify if the same class of
printers was used to generate two different invoices by analyzing the so-called counterfeit protection system (CPS) codes from color laser printers and color copiers.
This approach is extended to identify if the same printer was used to generate
two different invoices by comparing the CPS pattern of both documents. The second approach measured the distortions introduced during scanning and printing
of forged documents by modelling the positional variability of fixed components in
an invoice (e.g. characters in headers and footers). This model is used to verify
an incoming invoice if all the fixed components are exactly where they should be.
If no model information is available, the insurance adjuster might also check
for general consistency of the document. Two features that are used for this
plausibility check are the text-line skew and the text-line alignment: it is reasonable
to assume that for a genuine invoice, the text-lines will have all more or less the
same skew angle. Lines differing from the expected skew angle could hint at a
possibly tampered document. Also the alignment of text-lines is analyzed in the
same way. In Chapter 6 automated methods are presented that analyze these
features for document forgery detection purposes.

6
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customers
ADF scanner
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Figure 1.2: System overview: the yellow box represents the contributions of this thesis:
the first three steps are general document image understanding methods with the goal
of improving and cleaning the digital image as well as extracting meta data from the
scanned invoices (Chapters 2,3 and 4. The orange boxes represent the document security
related methods (Chapters 5 and 6).
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Chapter 2

Orientation and Skew
Detection
In large scale document digitization, orientation detection plays an important role,
especially when digitizing incoming mail. The heavy use of automatic document
feeding (ADF) scanners and, even more, automatic processing of facsimiles results
in many documents being scanned in the wrong orientation.
In document security applications, however, knowing the correct orientation of
the page is indispensable: accurately measuring text-line rotation angles is difficult. Also, applying model-based techniques on wrongly oriented document images
will result in false alarms. Therefore, misoriented scans have to be corrected, as
most subsequent processing steps assume the document to be scanned in the right
orientation.
In this chapter, a new one-step skew and orientation detection method is presented. The advantage of the proposed method is that it combines accurate skew
estimation with robust, resolution independent orientation detection. Its effectiveness is demonstrated on the UW-I dataset and a publicly available dataset from
OCRopus1 , an open source optical character recognition (OCR) system. In this
chapter, the following contributions are presented2 :
1. An integrated approach for orientation and skew detection using text-line
1 http://code.google.com/p/ocropus/
2 This chapter is based on the author’s work in
[119] J. van Beusekom, F. Shafait, and T. M. Breuel. Combined orientation and skew detection
using geometric text-line modeling. Int. Jour. on Document Analysis and Recognition, 2010,
and
[118] J. van Beusekom, F. Shafait, and T. M. Breuel. Resolution independent skew and orientation detection for document images. In Proc. of SPIE Document Recognition and Retrieval
XVI, volume 7247, San Jose, CA, USA, January 2009.
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finding.
2. An evaluation proving competitive results concerning accuracy for orientation detection (accuracy of 98.8%, n = 979) and for skew detection (accuracy
of 98.0%, n = 979) on the UW-I data set.
3. Practically only little extra computation costs as the obtained line segmentation may be reused in the following OCR step.

2.1

Introduction

When it comes to the large scale digitization of paper documents, manual interaction is often the bottleneck of the process. Manual interaction is mostly unwanted,
mainly because it is expensive. This is the main reason for the use of automatic
document feeding scanners. These scanners can easily scan huge amounts of detached sheets without the need of any human intervention. Modern scanners even
incorporate techniques for multi feed detection and correction [30], reducing the
human interaction to mainly filling and emptying the scanner’s paper trays.
The automatic feeding, however, comes along with two drawbacks: first, the
orientation of the document is not being manually checked before scanning. Second
the resulting document images tend to be slightly rotated, as seen in Figure 2.1. A
histogram of document rotation angles produced by scanning documents using an
ADF scanner can be found in Figure 2.2, showing the variety of skew angles when
using an ADF scanner. From this it is clear, that for accurate measurements as
they are needed for document security applications, skew and orientation the page
to be analyzed have to be corrected. It is easily comprehensible, that e.g. skew
angle measurements for deciding whether the measured skew angles are suspicious
or not has to be done on accurately deskewed document images.
Skew and orientation detection are the processes that in combination generate
from a rotated document image a horizontally aligned correctly oriented document
image. The term skew is mostly used for a slight rotation of the page, whereas
orientation is used to denote if the page is 0◦ , 90◦ , 180◦ or 270◦ rotated. A more
detailed discussion about the definitions of skew and orientation is given at the
end of this section.
Overall, in the domain of mail digitization, orientation detection is an important pre-processing step. The use of ADF scanners is likely to introduce misoriented scans. According to estimates by a company providing document management system solutions around 1% to 5% of the documents are scanned in the wrong
orientation. A more important number of misoriented pages originates from electronic facsimile processing: as some fax machines use automatic document feeding
that is opposite (from bottom to top) to the intuitive direction of paper insertion
10
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Figure 2.1: Examples of document images scanned using a high volume ADF scanner.
The red line shows a perfectly horizontal line. It should be noted that all three images
have different skew angles.

(up-right), it often occurs that misoriented facsimiles are transmitted. The estimated percentage of misoriented facsimiles, according to the information obtained
by the same company as above, is about 50%.
As most subsequent processing steps in a document understanding system assume an up-right and deskewed position of the document, subsequent steps may
fail when this is not granted. In Figure 2.3 the result of a page segmentation [76]
assuming deskewed input on a skewed document image can be seen. It should
be noted that for the deskewed image, the page segmentation algorithm gives a
good block segmentation (yellow blocks). For the rotated image, however, the page
segmentation returns useless results. In Figure 2.4 the result of optical character
recognition on a text in two different orientations are shown. The text output
on the misoriented document image is not usable anymore. Ocrad3 was used to
generate these results.
In literature, no clear distinction between orientation and skew of a document
image is to be found. In Cattoni’s survey [25], skew estimation techniques are
presented that cover up to ±90◦ . Orientation detection has not been considered.
Bose et al. [15] do not make any distinction between orientation and skew detection. Avila et al. [11] define the orientation of a document image to be either in
landscape, portrait, up or down orientation. Bloomberg et al. [14] use an approach
based on their practical experience, that rotation angles are not greater than ±45◦
in real world setups. Mostly, the skew angles are small ±5◦ . The orientation is
then defined as one of the angles 0◦ ± 5◦ , 90◦ ± 5◦ , 180◦ ± 5◦ and 270◦ ± 5◦ . Skew
removal thus consists in removing the small degree of rotation [−5◦ , 5◦ ]. This definition is a reasonable choice for most real-world applications and is thus also used
in the following.
3 http://www.gnu.org/software/ocrad/
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Figure 2.2: A histogram of skew angles of document images when using a high volume
ADF scanner is shown. Please note that the skew angles are quite small but still present
an important amount of variation.

An illustration of the approach presented in this chapter is given in Figure 2.5.
Given an input image with unknown orientation and skew. The orientation that
returns the best text-lines according to a model consisting of a base line and a
descender line is considered as the correct orientation. The skew angle of the
document is obtained by the skew angles of the text-lines.

2.2

Related Work

Previous work on orientation and skew detection can be categorized into three
parts:
1. skew-only detection methods: these methods only consider skew detection
and are not able to detect upside down or landscape orientations.
2. orientation-only detection methods: these methods are able to detect orientations but do not solve the skew estimation problem.
3. combined skew and orientation detection methods.
12
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Figure 2.3: Result of page segmentation on skewed and deskewed image. Yellow blocks
represent a segmented block. It should be noted that the algorithm expects deskewed
images. Thus the result in the right image shows considerable errors in page segmentation.

2.2.1

Skew Detection Methods

For skew detection, Cattoni et al. [25] gave a good overview of the state of the art
back in 1998. He proposes the following categorization:
• analysis of projection profiles: the basic idea is to compute projection profiles [88] for “all” skew angles and evaluate an objective function that is
maximal when the correct skew angle is used. A visualization of the basic
idea of the projection profile methods can be seen in Figure 2.6(a). The
drawback of this method lies in its computationally expensive search: the
coarser the angular parameter space is searched, the more time it will need.
• Hough transform [36]: using the fact that text-lines are parallel and the
characters in each text-line are aligned, the Hough transform is applied to
estimate the skew angle of the document. A visualization can be found in
Figure 2.6(b). Character positions (x, y) are mapped to curves in parameter
space (r, θ), where r is the distance between the line and the origin and
θ is the angle between the normal vector of the line w.r.t. to the x-axis.
The angular resolution depends on the resolution of θ in parameter space.
Characters lying on a line will lead to peaks in parameter space.
13
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Figure 2.4: Result of optical character recognition using Ocrad on a test image in different orientations. The result of the correctly rotated image is not perfect but readable.
The result of the 180◦ rotated image is of no practical use.

• clustering of components: assuming that characters in one line are aligned
and closer to each other than to characters in different lines, their spacial
relationship is used to estimate the skew angle. An example can be found in
Figure 2.6(c).
• other techniques: other approaches include the analysis of vertical deviation, the analysis of the gradients, the Fourier transform, and morphological
operations.

Approaches using Projection Profiles
In 1997, Del Ninno et al. [33] present a method belonging to the family of projection
profile methods. A projection profile giving more weight to lines with long runs of
black or white pixels is computed. Using this projection profile, areas of interest
are identified. For these areas the projection profile along different skew angles is
computed to maximize an objective function. Evaluation on a non-public dataset
containing 114 images showed results of 97% correctly deskewed document images.
However, no clear definition of a correctly detected skew is given. The average angle
measurement error has been reported being below 0.2◦ .
A solution to a more complex problem, the problem of documents containing
text lines where the skew angles vary depending on the vertical distance along the
page has been proposed by Spitz [108]. Using projection profiles, iteratively, the
different skew angles of the text-lines are computed.
14
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Method Overview
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Figure 2.5: Overview of the orientation and skew detection approach. The orientation
fitting best to the base line and descender line text-line model is searched. In this example
the best fit is for the 180◦ orientation. Skew measurement from the text-lines returned
−5◦ , thus the overall rotation angle of the input image is 175◦ .

Approaches using Hough Transform

In 2000, Amin et al. [5] presented a Hough transform based method. Using the
Hough transform, an initial estimate of the skew angle is computed. Using the
least squares method, a more accurate angle is computed. An average angle measurement error of 0.19◦ is reported. Considering the detected skew as correct is
the difference is below 1◦ , an accuracy of 97.1% is achieved. A comparison with
six other methods has been done. It could be shown that the proposed method
works more accurate than the other six approaches.
A classical Hough transform based method was presented by Manjuntah [70]
in 2006. After filtering the connected components using morphological operations,
the Hough transform is computed for the remaining components. However, the
proposed method does not work with text containing images.
15
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Figure 2.6: Visualization of common skew detection methods. Figure 2.6(a) shows a
the projection profiles for three different skew angles. Figure 2.6(b) shows the Hough
space of the above feature points. Figure 2.6(c) shows an example of how a clustering
method could cluster single components into words and lines.

Approaches using Clustering
Okun et al. [81, 82, 80] presented in 1999 a skew detection method for low resolution
(50 dpi) document images. Using the first eigenvector of the covariance matrix of
each connected component, an approximate skew angle is computed. This is used
to group nearby components with similar skew angles to a line. The extracted
lines are then used for estimating the skew angle of the entire page. An error rate
of 1.2% on a 1160 460 images sampled from the UW-I [87] dataset were reported.
The authors defined an estimated skew angle as correct if the absolute difference to
the ground truth skew angles is less than 1◦ . Comparison to two Hough transform
based methods proved their method to outperform these methods. Considered
skew angles in the test were [0◦ , 179◦ ].
In 2001, Das and Chanda [32] presented a method using morphological operations to group pixels to text-lines. The median of the obtained line angles is
returned as the page skew angle. Evaluation on images from the UW-I and UW-II
dataset and on privately collected images with different scripts showed reasonable
results on small skew angles. Comparison to four methods from other authors has
been done.
Lu [69] presented in 2003 an approach where connected components are merged
with their nearest neighbor components to chains. The slope is estimated from
each of these chains and finally the document skew is estimated using the mean
or mode of the slopes. An evaluation on a non-public dataset showed reasonable
results with a mean skew angle measurement error of 0.32◦ .
16
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Methods based on minimum spanning trees [15, 46, 85] also belong to the class
of clustering methods for skew detection. Variants of these approaches have also
been used for skew detection on different scripts [8].
Other Approaches
In 2000, Safabakhsh et al. [93] proposed an approach using the rotation angle of
the minimum area bounding rectangle of the connected components as an estimate
for the document skew angle. A limited evaluation on a private dataset of 8 pages
containing English, Arabic and Farsi text showed reasonable results. Skew angles
in the range of [−10◦ , +10◦ ] were considered.
Antonacopoulos [6] presented a skew detection approach that is able to detect
different skew angles for different text blocks. Page segmentation is first done by
analyzing the white space that represents the image background. In short, page
segmentation is the process of segmenting the document image into homogeneous
areas, e.g. lines and paragraphs. After this step, the text zones are identified.
In these text zones, the rectangles covering the background are analyzed to find
rectangles forming a white separator line between two text-lines. The median skew
angle of a set of lines inside a text block is defined as the skew angle of this block.
In 2004, Lins and Avila [66] presented a method that uses an analysis of the
left-most points of a document image to detect the skew. However, the authors
implicitly assume that the text is aligned to the left border of the image, which
reduces its practical usefulness.
In 2005, Xi et al. [125] used a wavelet decomposition to find the skew angles
of scanned forms. The main idea is to use the horizontal and vertical rulers and
table separators present in forms for rotation angle estimation. After wavelet
decomposition, two images are obtained presenting different responses for lines
with different slopes. These images are binarized and the rotation angle of each
image point is computed using central moments. A histogram over the obtained
angles is used to estimate the skew angle. Evaluation on a non public dataset
proved good results. Another approach examining the lines in form documents
has been presented by Xie et al. [126].

2.2.2

Orientation Detection Methods

For orientation detection, several approaches have been presented in the past.
They can be divided into two categories:
• ascender to descender ratio methods: these methods use the ratio of
ascender characters like “b,d,f,h,k” to descender characters “g,j,p,q,y” to estimate the orientation of a document. As ascenders are more frequent in
Latin script, a statistical analysis of the ratio is used to decide upon the
orientation.
17
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• recognition driven approaches: these approaches recognize single characters or at least simple features of characters to determine the orientation
for which the characters are most likely to be known characters.
A method using the ascender to descender ratio was presented by Caprari [24] in
1999. 0◦ and 180◦ orientations are detected using an asymmetry measure computed
from projection profiles, which makes it sensible to document skew. An accuracy
of 100% is reported on a non-public dataset of 226 images containing mainly text
and only little skew.
Aradhye [9] presented in 2005 an up/down orientation detection method for
Roman and Non-Roman scripts. Text blobs are extracted and the so called opening
to the left and the opening to the right is computed for each blob. The ratio
between left and right opening is used to decide whether the page is rotated 0◦ or
180◦ . The method was tested on different datasets and reached accuracies from
87% to 100%. On the UW-I dataset an accuracy of 99% was obtained.
In 2006 Lu et al. [67] presented a method for language and orientation detection
using the distributions of the number and position of white to black transitions
of the components in the line. The performance of their method is reported on a
partially non-public dataset and achieves an success rate of 98.2% for documents
with at least 12 text-lines.
Rangoni et al. [91] presented a recognition driven approach for orientation
detection. Using text-line level character recognition, for each of the four possible
orientations the extracted words are compared to a dictionary. The orientation
returning the most words that can be found in the dictionary is considered to be
the correct one.
A similar approach has also been followed by van Beusekom et al. [113]: instead
of doing a full recognition step, however, only the similarity of the characters from
the document is compared to characters that are correctly oriented for all four
orientations. The orientation for which the similarity is highest is then considered
to be the correct orientation.

2.2.3

Combined Skew and Orientation Detection Methods

Methods solving skew and orientation detection together can also be found in the
literature. Most often, however, not a single integrated approach is used but two
different approaches, one for skew detection and one for orientation detection.
In 1994 Le et al. [58] presented a system capable of detecting of portrait or
landscape mode images and subsequently the skew angle. 180◦ rotated document
images are not considered. The approach uses rules based on projection profiles
and textual features for orientation detection. The Hough transform is used in the
second step to determine the skew of the page. Evaluation has been done on a
18
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non-public dataset of pages of medical journal articles. An error rate of 0.1% is
reported.
In 1995, Bloomberg et al. [14] presented a method for orientation detection
that uses the ratio of the number of ascender characters to the number of descender characters used in the English language. As ascenders are more frequent
than descenders, this is used to detect the correct orientation. Ascenders and
descenders are extracted using morphological operations. Skew detection is also
provided. This is done by finding the maximum of an objective function, the so
called “skew function”. Using two different search strategies, the best angle is computed. The reported error rate for orientation detection on the UW-I [87] dataset
is one wrongly detected orientation versus 938 correctly detected. The orientation
of 41 documents could not be extracted but are not considered as errors. Skew detection error histograms are also given for the UW-I dataset. An implementation
of this method is available in Leptonica4 , an open source image processing library.
A more recent method using the ascender to descender ratio for orientation
detection is presented by Avila et al. [11]. Using the x-height line and the base
line of the text-lines, the number of ascenders and descenders is computed. If
the number of descenders is higher than the number of ascenders, the page is
considered to be rotated by 180◦ . Skew detection is done by grouping connected
components to lines and building an angle histogram of the lines. The reported
error rate for orientation detection is below 0.1% on a non-public dataset.
Lu [68] et al. presented in 2007 a method to solve the orientation detection
and skew detection problem fast and accurately. Similar to their previous work,
characteristic peaks are detected in the white run histograms. This is used to
estimate the skew angle. Orientation detection is typically solved using ascender
to descender ratio. A comparison between their method and other methods found
in the literature is done. Unfortunately, the test set consists of only 52 documents
from a non-public dataset.

2.3

Description of the Approach

Considering the previously published methods presented in Section 2.2.3, it should
be noted, that none of these methods is really an integrated approach to solve
skew and orientation detection simultaneously. Also, previously published skew
detection methods either depend on the angular resolution of the detection or
on heuristics for grouping components. All these disadvantages can be overcome
by the proposed method. First of all it uses a single method to detect skew
and orientation. Second, it extracts globally optimal text-lines, not depending
on any clustering heuristic. Third, no angular resolution has to be fixed. The
4 http://www.leptonica.com
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The quick brown fox

ascender line
x-height line
base line
descender line

Figure 2.7: The anatomy of a line. It shows the four different lines that are being
distinguished: the descender line, the base line, the x-height line and the ascender line.

angular resolution obtained by the method is only limited by the scan resolution.
Moreover, the proposed method allows integration into existing systems at virtually
no cost, as most of the line information that is needed to detect the skew and
orientation is needed anyway in the subsequent page segmentation and optical
character recognition processes.
To detect the skew angle of a document image, linear structures are to be found.
In document images, the most frequent linear structures are text-lines. Therefore,
the proposed approach uses text-lines to detect the skew. Modeling text-lines by
just one geometric line does not allow to detect the orientation of a text-line. A
more flexible model is the model presented in Section 2.3.1. It explicitly models
the line of descenders. According to the observation [14], that for Latin script,
characters with ascenders are more likely than characters with descenders, this
model can be used to identify the orientation of a text-line.
The next three sections describe the text-line extraction. First, the text-line
model is explained in Section 2.3.1. In the subsequent Section 2.3.2 the quality
function for a text-line is explained. Section 2.3.3 briefly explains the branchand-bound algorithm that is used to extract the text-lines using the previously
mentioned quality function.
Then, in Section 2.3.4 the proposed approach that uses text-line extraction for
orientation and skew detection is described. Finally, in Section 2.3.5 an extension
of the original method is proposed that considerably improves the performance in
terms of speed.

2.3.1

Geometric Text-Line Model

The text-line model proposed by Breuel [18] uses three parameters (r, θ, d), where r
is the y-intercept, θ is the angle of the baseline from the horizontal axis, and d is the
distance of the line of descenders from the baseline. A visualization of the ascender,
descender, x-height and base line is shown in Figure 2.7. An illustration of this
text-line model can be found in Figure 2.8. The advantage of explicitly modeling
the line of descenders is that it removes the ambiguities in baseline detection caused
by the presence of descenders.
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Figure 2.8: An illustration of the Roman script text-line model proposed by
Breuel [18]. The baseline is modeled as a
straight line with parameters (r, θ), and the
descender line is modeled as a line parallel
to the baseline at a distance d below the
baseline.

2.3.2

Figure 2.9: An illustration of the textline ascender model. The x-height line is
modeled as a straight line with parameters
(r, θ), and the ascender line is modeled as
a line parallel to the baseline at a distance
a above the x-height line.

Quality Function for Text-Line Extraction

In the following, the quality function for a single text-line is explained. Later, in
Section 2.3.3 it is explained how this is used to extract all the text-lines from a
document image.
Based on this geometric model of Latin script text-lines, geometric matching is
used to extract text-lines from scanned documents as in [18]. A quality function is
defined which measures the quality of matching the text-line model to a given set
of points. The goal is to find a collection of parameters (r, θ, d) for each text-line in
the document image that maximizes the number of bounding boxes matching the
model and that minimizes the distance of each reference point from the baseline
in a robust least square sense. The RAST algorithm [17, 20] is used to find the
parameters of all text-lines in a document image. The algorithm is run in a greedy
fashion such that it returns text-lines in decreasing order of quality.
Consider a set of reference points {x1 , x2 , · · · , xn } obtained by taking the middle of the bottom line of the bounding boxes of the connected components in a
document image (see Figure 2.10). The goal of text-line detection is to find the
maximizing set of parameters ϑ = (r, θ, d) with respect to the reference points
{x1 , x2 , · · · , xn }:
ϑ̂ := arg max Qxn1 (ϑ)
ϑ

Qxn1 (ϑ) = Qxn1 (r, θ, d) =

n
X

max(q(r,θ) (xi ), α · q(r−d,θ) (xi ))

i=1
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Figure 2.10: An illustration of the image points used for text-line extraction. The center
point of the bottom line of the bounding rectangle of the connected component, marked
with a red dot, is used as reference point for the line finding. The parameter , defining
a margin within which points are considered to contribute to the line is visualized by the
dotted lines: every reference point in between the dotted lines contributes to the line.

q(r,θ) (x) = max 0, 1 −

d2(r,θ) (x) 

(2.3)
2
The maximum of the sum in Equation 2.2 consists of two terms: the first term
computes the contribution of a point xi to the base line, the second term computes
the contribution of a point to the descender line. The maximum of both is taken,
as one point may belong to either the base line or the descender line, but not to
both. The factor α is used to account for the different priors of a point belonging to
the base line or the descender line. Setting α = 1 would give the same importance
to points on the descender line as on the ascender line. Setting α = 0 would ignore
the points lying on the descender line.
The values of Equation 2.3 lie in the interval [0, 1]. For all references points for
which d(r,θ) (x) ≥ , the contribution q(r,θ) (x) is zero. These points are considered
not belonging to the line (r, θ) as they are too far away from it.
Depending on the application,  may be set to different values. In order to cope
with noise and binarization artifacts,  = 5 is a good choice for the task of textline extraction on images scanned with a resolution of 150 dpi to 400 dpi. Setting
 = 0 leads to the effect that only points lying exactly on the line contribute to
the quality measure.

2.3.3

Text-Line Extraction

The RAST algorithm is used to extract the text-line with maximum quality as
given by Equation 2.1. RAST is a branch-and-bound algorithm that recursively
splits the parameter space into smaller subspaces and first analyzes to most promising subspaces. This is done using a priority queue that keeps track of all subspaces
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that need to be analyzed. When a solution is found, all reference points that contributed with a non-zero quality to the extracted text-line are removed from the
list of reference points and the algorithm continues its search. In this way, the
algorithm returns text-lines in decreasing order of quality until all text-lines have
been extracted from the document image.
As mentioned in Section 2.3.1, the text-lines are defined by three parameters
(r, θ, d). The text-line extraction consists in finding parameter triples that maximize Equation 2.2. This is done using a branch-and-bound search. In the first
step, the parameter space P is defined:
P = [rmin , rmax ] × [θmin , θmax ] × [dmin , dmax ]

(2.4)

For practical applications, rmin = 0 and rmax are fixed using the image size.
As large skew angles |θ| > 20◦ are unlikely to occur (in the afore mentioned
applications, such skew angles will likely lead to a paper feed error on the scanning
device), the range of the rotation angle [θmin , θmax ] is set to [−20◦ , 20◦ ]. Finally
the possible distances of the descender line to the base line has to be set. For
the current setup this is fixed to [0, 30]. The theoretical size of a 12 pt character
scanned with 300 dpi is 50 px. For common fonts the distance between the ascender
and the baseline is about 1/4 to 1/3 of the total height, thus the above setting of
the parameter d gives enough flexibility.
The branch and bound algorithm works as follows:
0: initialize the search space and insert it into priority queue Q
1: stop if Q is empty, else get the top search space S from Q
2: if S is small enough: save S and discard all image points contributing to the
line from further consideration; Stop if enough results are found. Otherwise,
continue with Step 1.
3: split S into two subspaces S1 and S2
4: compute upper bounds for the quality of S1 and S2
5: sort S1 and S2 into Q. Continue with Step 1.
The computation of the upper bound for the quality of the text-line defined by
the parameter subspace is done using interval arithmetic. The upper bound can
be seen as the maximum number of points that are covered by all the lines defined
by the subspace. If not all the text-lines need to be extracted, the algorithm is
stopped after extraction of n text-lines. A space is considered as a solution if it
is small enough to identify the unique line in the image. The parameters of the
solution represent the detected line.
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Figure 2.11: An illustration of the orientation detection using text-lines. Using the
descender model, more points lie on the base line compared with the text-line extracted
using the ascender model. Thus the quality of the last one will be lower than the quality
of the first one.

As mentioned in Section 2.3.3, the set of reference points {x1 , x2 , · · · , xn } is
obtained by taking the middle of the bottom line of the bounding boxes of the
connected components in a document image. Instead of taking all connected components, a filtering step is used to discard too small or too big components, in order
to increase the robustness of the method. The modes of the width and height of
the connected components are computed. Based on these, minarea = 2 × ymode ,
maxheight = 10 × ymode , minheight = 0.5 × ymode , maxwidth = 10 × xmode ,
minwidth = 0.5 × xmode and maxaspect = 10.0 are defined and used as thresholds for the width, height, aspect-ratio and area of the connected components.
To simplify reading, in the following the filtered set of connected components is
referred to simply as the connected components.

2.3.4

One-Step Skew and Orientation Detection

The key idea of the approach is to use ascender modeling in the same way as
modeling descenders. Now, if both text-lines are extracted, the text-line for the
ascender as well as for the descender model, the descender model will have a higher
quality as more points are lying on the base line, as fewer descenders are expected
than ascenders. An intuitive example is given in Figure 2.11.
An illustration of the ascender text-line model is shown in Figure 2.9. The xheight line (the line passing through the top of non-ascending lower case characters
like “x”, “a”, “c”, etc.) is modeled as a straight line with parameters (r, θ), and the
ascender line is modeled as a line parallel to the x-height line at a distance a above
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the x-height line.
Consider a set of reference points {y1 , y2 , · · · , yn } obtained by taking the middle
of the top line of the bounding boxes of the connected components in a document
image. The goal of text-line detection is to find the maximizing set of parameters
ϑ = (r, θ, a) with respect to the reference points {y1 , y2 , · · · , yn }:
ϑ̂ := arg max Qa,y1n (ϑ)
ϑ

(2.5)

The quality function can then be defined as:
Qa,y1n (ϑ)

=
=

Qa,y1n (r, θ, a)
n
X
max(q(r,θ) (yi ), α · q(r+a,θ) (yi ))

(2.6)

i=1

where the local quality is computed in the same way as Equation 2.3.
Since in Latin script ascenders are more likely to occur than descenders, more
components will match to the ascender line than to the descender line. A component matching to ascender line achieves a lower score (due to the factor α in
Equations 2.2 and 2.6) as compared to a component matching to baseline/x-line.
Therefore, in general the total quality of the descender line (Equation 2.2) will be
higher than the total quality of the ascender line (Equation 2.6). This information
is used in this work to find the upside down orientation of the page. The qualities
of n best lines returned by RAST first using the descender model and using the
ascender model are summed up. If the quality of the ascender model is higher than
the descender model, the page is reported as upside down (180◦ rotated).
Note that computing the ascender model for a given page image in a correct
orientation is equivalent to computing the descender model for a 180 degree rotated
page. Therefore, for any given image only the descender model for the original
image and for 180 degree rotated image is computed. The image that results in
better descender quality is reported as the one with the correct orientation. This
concept is then easily extended to detected pages with a 90◦ and 270◦ orientation.
The horizontal text-line model does not fit well on vertical text-lines, so for a right
side up portrait page the total quality of n best lines in the vertical direction is
much lower than the total quality of n best horizontal lines. Hence by computing
the descender quality by rotating the page with all four orientation, one can find
out the correct orientation of the page. An illustration is shown in Figure 2.12.
An interesting aspect of the proposed method is that besides an estimate of page
orientation, estimates for page skew θ are obtained automatically of all detected
text-lines at this stage. The skew angle of the text-line with the highest quality
is chosen as the global skew of the page which has already shown to give accurate
results for skew detection [18]. Another, even more interesting aspect of the method
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Figure 2.12: An example figure illustrating the results of fitting descender line model
on all four orientations of the image. The blue line represents the baseline, whereas the
cyan line represents the descender line. Note that the model fits well on only two of the
four orientations. Between these two the one in the correct orientations achieves a higher
quality due to a fewer number of descenders.

in the context of a subsequent OCR system, is the line information that is already
computed. This information can then be used to extract the lines and feed them
to a line recognizer.

2.3.5

Run-Time Improvement

In a high volume digitization setup, computation time is an important aspect.
Although the computation time needed by the text-line extraction process is justifiable in the context of page segmentation, running the extraction 4 times might
be too slow if one is only interested in the orientation of the page. Furthermore,
the line extraction converges only slowly on pages that having only few aligned
components, as for 90◦ and 270◦ misoriented pages. This computational overhead
may render the method impractical.
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Distribution of aspect ratios for UW−III
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Figure 2.14: Histogram of the distribution
Figure 2.13: Histogram of the aspect ratio
of standard deviation of skew angles within
of connected components of UW-III docuone page in UW-I dataset.
ments. For each document the number of
connected components with aspect ratio <
1 was divided by the number of component
es with aspect ratio > 1.

Therefore, in order to speed up the proposed approach, a fast pre-classification
is done on the basis of the aspect ratio of the bounding boxes of the connected
components. Measurements on correctly aligned document images showed that
the ratio of the number of bounding boxes with an aspect ratio ar > 1 to the
number of bounding boxes with an aspect ratio ar < 1 is about 3.5 : 1. This is
used to discard two possible orientations from the process. The distribution of this
ratio is shown in Figure 2.13. It can be seen that a strict decision at the boundary
of ar = 1 leads to misclassifications. To avoid this, a margin has been defined
for which all four orientations are analyzed. According to the measurements in
Figure 2.13 this was set to 0.66 < ar < 1.5.

2.4

Evaluation

The evaluation of the proposed method is divided into two main parts: First, the
ascender to descender ratio is measured for a number of languages using Latin
script to support the claim made by Bloomberg [14]. Second, the skew estimation
accuracy is evaluated. The last part of the evaluation is dedicated to measure the
performance on orientation detection.
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The dataset used for the ascender to descender ratios for different languages is
the Project Gutenberg E-Book DVD5 . Licence notices in English language at the
end of the text files have been removed to avoid falsification of the results.
The training dataset, used for adapting the method and the parameters, is
composed of 159 images of the UW-III [87] dataset. The total size of the UW-III
dataset is 1600 images. Every 10th image (in alphabetical order) from the total
dataset was included. Hence the training set consists of images A00A, A00K, . . . ,
W1UA. Image W0H4 was manually removed as it contains text in two different
orientations. In order to have equal distribution over all orientations, the first
image in alphabetical order was left unchanged, the second was rotated by 90◦ ,
the third one by 180◦ , etc.
The test set on which the main evaluation of the system’s performance was
done on is the UW-I dataset. The UW-I dataset consists of 979 binarized images
containing scans of scientific journals in English language.
For skew detection, the accuracy is defined as the difference between the estimated skew angle and the skew angle from ground truth. For the orientation
detection evaluation, the accuracy is defined as the number of correctly detected
page orientations divided by the total number of analyzed document images. The
decision whether an orientation is correct or not is made using the ground truth
information.
The accuracy is defined as the number of correctly detected page orientations
divided by the total number of analyzed document images. The decision whether
an orientation is correct or not is made using the ground truth information.
The accuracy of the skew estimation is analyzed on the UW-I dataset. in
Section 2.4.2. Evaluation of the orientation detection is described in Section 2.4.3.

2.4.1

Ascender to Descender Ratios for Latin Script Languages

Bloomberg’s [14] measurement on the frequency of ascenders to descenders in English text obtained a ratio of three to one. This is sustained by the measurements
for several different languages that can be found in Table 2.4.1. It can thus be concluded that the proposed method will work on most languages using Latin Script.
The Project Gutenberg DVD dataset was used for these measurements.

2.4.2

Skew Detection Accuracy

In this experiment, the accuracy of the skew detection capability of the proposed
method on the UW-I dataset is evaluated. For this purpose the slope/skew information of the best line (line with the highest quality defined by Equation 2.2)
5 http://www.gutenberg.org/wiki/Gutenberg:The
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Language
English
French
Finnish
Dutch
German
Spanish
Italian
Swedish
Portuguese

Total (in million)
2150
256
64
45
41
30
11
8
8

Ascenders
19.9%
12.5%
14.9%
17.4%
20.9%
14.5%
13.5%
19.7%
12.6%

Descenders
7.2%
7.1%
6.9%
7.9%
5.2%
7.6%
7.0%
8.4%
7.0%

Ratio
2.8
1.7
2.1
2.2
4.0
1.9
1.9
2.3
1.8

Table 2.1: Measurements of ascender to descender ratios for different languages on the
Project Gutenberg dataset. The first column gives the analyzed language, the second the
total number of analyzed characters. The third and fourth column contain the percentage
of ascender and descender characters, and the last column the ascender to descender ratio.

only is chosen. Other possibilities, like the median, mean, weighted median, or
weighted mean, of all the different rotations of lines have been reported to give
similar results [18]. Using only one line also makes the skew detection algorithm
fast.
Results
Figure 2.15 shows a scatter plot of the detected rotation angles and the groundtruth rotation angles as supplied with the UW-I dataset. For the sake of comparison, the skew detection accuracy of the Tesseract [107] and the Leptonica [14]
document analysis systems was measured as well. It is clear from the plot that
the proposed method is able to accurately find the skew angles of most document
images. Some outliers are due to pages having only formulas or images in them
such that no reliable text-line could be found.
Page rotations in the UW-I dataset were estimated using a triangulation scheme
on multiple sets of three points on each document page [26]. Since multiple sets of
points were used there is an associated standard deviation for each estimated page
rotation angle. Figure 2.14 shows a plot of the histogram of standard deviations
of skew angles within one page in the UW-I dataset. Hence there is no single
page rotation angle that can be called “correct” for these pages. Also, for many
pages, there is a significant difference in the skew of lines that are near the top
of the page and the lines that are near the page bottom. This means that the
variance between estimated and ground-truth page rotations may simply be due
to the intrinsic variability of baseline orientations on these pages. If a difference
of less than 0.5 degrees between the estimated and the supplied rotation angle
29
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Figure 2.15: Scatter plot of supplied rotation angles of the UW-I dataset and skew
angles estimated by (a) Tesseract open source OCR system, (b) Leptonica open source
image processing library, and (c) method presented in this paper.

as correct is considered as correct, rotation angles of 960 out of 979 documents
are correctly identified resulting in an accuracy of 98%. Using the same criteria,
Leptonica correctly identified skew of 966 (98.7%) documents, whereas Tesseract
identified skew of 895 (91.4%) documents correctly.

2.4.3

Orientation Detection Accuracy

Three different tests have been run to evaluate the orientation detecting performance:
1. The overall accuracy and processing speed of the full system is analyzed,
thus using four line extraction steps. The main parameter influencing the
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processing time is the maximum number of extracted text-lines. The effect
of the number of extracted lines on the accuracy and the running time has
been analyzed.
2. The accuracy and processing speed of the system using the preliminary classification on the aspect ratios of the connected components is measured.
3. A quantitative performance comparison of the proposed approach to other
methods is done.
Orientation Detection Using Four Text-Line Extraction Steps
In this evaluation, the performance of the orientation and skew detection method
that analyzes the text-lines for all four orientations is presented. The test was run
on the UW-I dataset.
For each image, the output of the orientation detection system was compared
with the ground truth. The following test parameter set for the maximum number
of extracted lines is used: {1, 2, 4, 8, 16, 32, 64, 128, 256, 512}
The plot in Figure 2.16 shows the computation time needed with respect to
the number of extracted text-lines. It should be noted, that the processing time
increases with the number of text-lines to be extracted.
In the plot in Figure 2.17 the accuracy of the method in relation with the
number of extracted lines is shown. It can be seen, that the accuracy for very few
lines is already quite high, that it then reaches a maximum around 32 extracted
lines and then decreases slightly to finally stay at a constant level. The absolute
difference in correctly detected orientations between extracting 32 and 512 lines
is only three documents. A manual inspection of different failures showed, that
extracting more lines on documents with only few text-lines can lead to misdetection of the orientation. Examples can be found in Figures 2.18(a) and 2.18(b). It
can also be noted that for some documents extracting more lines is advantageous.
The orientation of image A00M (see Figure 2.18(c)), e.g. is recognized correctly
when 512 lines are extracted but not if only 32 lines are extracted. In that case a
rotation angle of 90◦ is detected, due to the long nicely structured tables.
Finally, the choice of  = 5, which was motivated in Section 2.3.1, is validated
empirically. In Figure 2.19, the accuracy versus different values of  is shown. The
tested values are:  ∈ {0, 2, 4, 6, 8, 10, 12, 14, 16, 18, 20, 22, 24, 26, 28, 30}. It can be
seen that for values of  ∈ [2, 20], the performance stays relatively stable at a high
value. For values of  > 20, the performance drops dramatically.
Orientation Detection Using Two Text-Line Extraction Steps
In this experiment, the performance of the orientation and skew detection method
using the pre-classification on the basis of the aspect ratio of the connected compo31
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Figure 2.16: Plot of the processing time
vs. the number of extracted lines for the
method using text-line extraction for all
four orientations. The more lines are extracted, the more time is needed. As the
number of text-lines on a document page
cannot be arbitrarily high, a saturation effect can be noticed.
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Figure 2.17: Plot of the accuracy vs. the
number of extracted lines for the method
using text-line extraction for all four orientations. For very few extracted text-lines
the accuracy is slightly lower but staying at
a high level for four or more extracted textlines.

nents 2.3.5 is analyzed on the UW-I dataset. The following test parameter set for
the maximum number of extracted lines is used: {1, 2, 4, 8, 16, 32, 64, 128, 256, 512}.
The plot in Figure 2.21 shows the accuracy of the method in relation to the
number of extracted lines. It can be observed that there is a peak for a moderate
number of extracted lines, in this case 16. Then the accuracy drops slightly but
stays stable afterwards. A manual inspection was done to find out how many
documents were wrongly classified on the aspect ratio of the connected components:
it showed that only 7 images were misclassified on the basis of their aspect ratios
of the connected components. Examples can be found in Figure 2.20. It should be
noticed, that all images show areas where due to binarization many small connected
components are present. These are likely to disturb the statistics of the total page.
The plot in Figure 2.22 shows the time consumption of the method in relation
with the number of extracted text-lines. As expected, extracting less text-lines
speeds up the method. This information, in combination with the above mentioned
accuracy considerations allow the user to specify the parameters according to his
needs: if only orientation and skew detection are needed, only few lines have to be
extracted. If the full text-lines are needed anyway for subsequent processing steps,
then all lines can be extracted with nearly the same overall performance.
Comparing the performance of the full method to the method using fast preclassification shows that the gain in running time is significant, around the factor
of seven. The accuracy, however, drops only slightly, approximately about 0.7%.
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(a) H00L

(b) H04I

(c) A00M

Figure 2.18: Examples of images that lead to errors depending on the number of textlines extracted. Orientations of images H00L and H04I are correctly recognized when
extracting only 32 lines, but not if at maximum 512 lines are extracted. Image A00M is
recognized correctly for 512 extracted lines but not for 32 extracted lines.

Performance Comparison on UW-I
In this part, the proposed method is compared with a previously published method
by Bloomberg [14]. For this evaluation, the test setup used by Bloomberg was
followed, which is the same as in the two previous tests: the document images
from the UW-I dataset are fed to the orientation detection system and the detected
orientation is compared with the ground truth orientation. Examples of resulting
images of the one-step skew and orientation detection can be found in Figure 2.23.
The proposed method was set to extract at maximum 512 lines, which for normal
documents should cover all lines.
Table 2.4.3 shows the results per orientation and a comparison to Bloomberg’s
method. It shows that although Bloomberg’s method works quite well, the proposed approach achieves even better results. From 979 images in the data set only
12 could not be classified correctly.
A manual verification of the errors showed the following problems:
• Upper case letters only: in image N02J and N03G no lower case letters
were present, leading to a false classification as 180◦ rotated images. So the
ascender to descender ratio can not be used. For the same reason D067 has
been classified as 270◦ instead of 90◦ .
• Long columns: in image A00M the main part of the page consists of long lists
of numbers in a table. This lead to the misclassification to 90◦ orientation
although it is a 0◦ rotated page.
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Figure 2.19: Plot of the accuracy vs. the parameter  for the method using text-line
extraction for all four orientations. Small values for  give bad accuracy rates as the
overall quality of the text-lines will be low. For reasonable values of  the accuracy stay
high, while dropping for high values.

• Mathematical symbols: pages consisting mainly of mathematical symbols are
also hard to be oriented correctly as line finding will not find many good lines.
This holds for A002 (classified as 270◦ instead of 90◦ ) and H00Y (classified
as 180◦ instead of 0◦ ).
Examples of these failures are shown in Figure 2.24. A performance comparison
on single pages showed that Bloomberg’s method is about twice as fast as the
presented method using pre-classification and only one extracted line. The comparison, however, is not too significant: on the one hand, different code bases are
used. Especially for Leptonica, the code base has been well optimized. On the
other hand, the nature and also the resulting information (orientation versus orientation, skew angle and line extraction) obtained by both methods widely differ.
So if a subsequent OCR step is done, the text-lines have to be extracted anyway
and then the presented approach has only little computation overhead.
Resolution Independence
In another setup, the resolution independence was tested. A set of images that
is available with OCRopus [23] open source OCR6 is used. These images are
synthesized from electronic documents using the following resolution settings: 150,
200, 300 and 400 dpi. Nine different images are present in four different resolutions.
6 http://ocropus.googlecode.com/files/ocropus-0.2-test-images.tar.gz
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(a) C005

(b) E029

(c) V004

Figure 2.20: Example images whose orientations are misclassified on the basis of the
aspect ratios of the connected components. It should be noted that all images show areas
where many small connected components are present.

For each image four different orientations were tested, leading to a total test set
size of 144 images. These images were chosen as they can be freely obtained on
the web, so that they can be used for comparison by other researchers.
The results for the second test showed a 100% success rate on the 144 test
images. This good result is favored by the test images containing no disturbing
elements like images, numbers or mathematical symbols.
The same test was run for Bloomberg’s method. The results are given in
Table 2.4.3. It shows that on high resolutions (400 dpi) it is not able to return high
confidences for the obtained orientation estimates. Inspection of the intermediate
images of Bloomberg’s method shows problems for the dilation using the horizontal
structuring element for pages with 90◦ and 270◦ rotation. This is likely due to the
too small horizontal structuring element.

2.5

Conclusion

In this chapter an integrated approach for skew and orientation detection using a
line extraction algorithm was presented. The effectiveness of the method has been
demonstrated on a publicly available dataset. A comparison to a widely used open
source orientation detection technique [14] was done. Experiments showed that the
proposed method outperformed the analyzed method for both UW-I dataset and a
dataset having documents rendered at different resolutions. A particular advantage
of this method is that it can compute both orientation and skew estimates in one
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Figure 2.21: Plot of the accuracy vs. the
number of extracted lines for the method using pre-classification on the bases of aspect
ratio of the connected component. Even
with only a few extracted lines a high accuracy is obtained.
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Figure 2.22: Plot of the processing time
vs. the number of extracted lines for the
method using pre-classification on the bases
of aspect ratio of the connected component. Extracting more text-lines increases
the processing time.

step. Furthermore, is optical character recognition is a subsequent step, the already
computed text-line information can be reused.
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(a) A004 rotated 10◦

(b) A004 deskewed

(c) A004 rotated 100◦

(d) A004 deskewed

(e) A005 rotated 75◦

(f) A005 deskewed

(g) D04G rotated 190◦

(h) D04G deskewed

Figure 2.23: Examples for the output of the orientation and skew detection algorithm.

(a) D067

(b) H00Y

(c) N02J

Figure 2.24: Examples of failures. Image D067 shows a page being disoriented by the
proposed method due to the many lines consisting only of numbers. Image H00Y shows
another page where the method failed due to mathematical formulas. Finally image N02J
shows an image that fails to be oriented correctly due to the capitalized text.
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Orientation
0◦
90◦
180◦
270◦
No result
Correct

Results from [14]
Found Correct
936
935
2
2
0
0
0
0
41
0
95.8%

Method (Full)
Found Correct
963
962
5
5
8
0
3
0
0
0
98.8%

Method (Fast)
Found Correct
955
955
6
5
8
0
10
0
0
0
98.0%

GT
970
9
0
0
−
−

Table 2.2: A comparison of orientation detection results on UW-I dataset. The table shows that the proposed method detects the right orientation for a larger number
of documents than does Bloomberg’s method. The column showing the ground-truth
information is entitled “GT”.

Resolution
150 dpi
200 dpi
300 dpi
400 dpi
Total Correct

Total
36
36
36
36

BB [14] Correct
36
36
36
27
93.8%

BB [14] No result
0
0
0
9

Prop. Method
36
36
36
36
100.0%

Table 2.3: Results of Bloomberg’s [14](BB) and the proposed method on test images
with different resolution. The results show that Bloomberg’s method failed to find a
correct orientation for several documents rendered at 400 dpi. The proposed method find
the correct orientation in all cases yielding a 100% result in this test.
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Chapter 3

Document Cleanup
When it comes to document security, even small variances in the documents appearance can be important to detect possible forgeries. Therefore, sensitive measurements have to be done. In the presence of noise, however, these measurements
will lead to unreliable results. If e.g. too much noise is present, accurate extraction
of the intrinsic document features as positions of the connected components will
be difficult. Therefore, it is important to remove the noise beforehand, as much as
possible.
In document image understanding, the term noise is used to describe the effects
of many different processes having all as consequence degradation of the image
quality: copy border noise comes from the copying process and is often to be
found as thick black borders around the page. Pixel noise can be found all over
the page and may come e.g. from bad binarization or from noisy print outs.
Due to the controlled lightening conditions while scanning using ADF scanners,
for every day documents, most noise can be observed around the border of the
pages: when the scanning area is bigger than the document page, or when physical
copies of documents are scanned, border noise will be visible. Manually removing
this noise is not feasible due to the costs this step would engender. Therefore, an
automatic step has to be added to solve the problem.
In this chapter a method is presented to remove border noise by detecting
the page frame, the area of the page that contains the main page content. The
contributions presented in this chapter are the following1 :
1. The first approach for effective noise removal by explicitly detecting the
1 This chapter is based on the author’s work in
[104] F. Shafait, J. van Beusekom, D. Keysers, and T. M. Breuel. Document cleanup using page
frame detection. Int. Jour. on Document Analysis and Recognition, 11(2):81–96, 2008, and
[103] F. Shafait, J. van Beusekom, D. Keysers, and T. M. Breuel. Page frame detection for
marginal noise removal from scanned documents. pages 651–660, Aalborg, Denmark, June 2007.
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(a) Page frame eexample

(b) Textual noise example

Figure 3.1: In Figure 3.1(a) an example of a page frame (red rectangle) and non-textual
border noise are depicted. In Figure 3.1(b) copy borders and textual noise can be seen.

page’s content (accuracy of 97.2% on zone level classification on the UWIII data set, n = 1440).
2. The first approach for textual and non-textual border noise removal.
3. Comprehensive evaluation scheme for multi-level evaluation of page content
detection methods.

3.1

Introduction

In document security applications, high accuracy measurements of e.g. the textline orientation need to be done. Noise, as in many other applications of document
image understanding methods, causes problems that, depending on the amount of
noise, decrease the accuracy of the methods considerably. Therefore, it is important to remove noise before the actual analysis of the document.
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In ADF scanning environments, the main source of noise comes from the border areas of the document: if the scan area is bigger than the actual sheet, the
sheet borders will be visible. Punching holes or the deterioration from staples also
produce degradations that one would like to ignore in further processing. Also,
many stationaries present various marks near the edges of the sheets. An example
of a typical image scanned using an ADF scanner and presenting border noise is
shown in Figure 3.1(a).
Concerning border noise, two different kinds of noise are distinguished: textual
and non-textual noise. Textual noise are characters and text parts that are visible
in the digital image but that are not actually part of the original page. Textual
noise can be observed while scanning copies of stapled documents or copies of
books. An example image is given in Figure 3.1(b).
In literature, many approaches try to explicitly detect and remove noise, as
will be presented in Section 3.2. As in the current application the main source of
noise is border noise, a method is presented to remove this type of noise implicitly
by detecting the main content area of the document, which is called page frame.
If the page frame is detected correctly, everything outside the page frame can be
discarded, and thus also the border noise. An example of a document and its page
frame is shown in Figure 3.1(a).

3.2

Previous Work

Related work in the domain of page frame detection can be divided into three
different scopes:
• non-textual border noise removal
• textual border noise removal
• textual and non-textual border noise removal
Most methods to remove non-textual noise perform filtering on statistics on
the connected components size and aspect ratio [79, 12, 19]. This might work well
for non-textual noise, however, there is no chance in removing textual noise using
these methods, as the textual noise will have to the same characteristics as the
characters inside the page frame.
Other approaches tend to specifically remove artefacts that come from the
copying process, as e.g. copy borders. In 2001, Fan et al. [38] presented a method
for border noise removal. Using features as the size, the position and the aspectratio of connected components, a rule-based decision is made for each non-character
connected component if it is border noise or not. Visual evaluation of the results
on a non public dataset was done and proved to work well.
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In 2004, Avila et al. [10] presented a method for removing noisy borders from
documents, with the restriction that the noisy parts have to touch the image’s
border. Region growing is then performed. The performance of their system is
measured by the compression ratio of the cleaned to the original image. Evaluation
was done on a non-public dataset.
Several approaches for removing textual and non-textual noise have also
been presented. Le et al. [57] presented a rule-based system for automatic border
detection for textual and non-textual border noise removal. Their main assumption
is that the borders are close to the image’s edges and that they are separated by
white space. A first rough initialization of the page frame is done based on the
estimated font size and on the assumption that the distances between neighboring
components is smaller for border components than for text components. Several
other rule-based steps are used to refine the initial page frame. According to the
authors, visual evaluation of the results proved good results.
Peerawit et al. [86] used projection profiles of the extracted edge image, to
detect the left and right borders of the page frame. These are represented by
peaks at the left and right end of the page. A similar approach was followed by
Stamatopoulos et al. [109]. Here projection profiles on the smeared image are used
to first remove thick black borders and then the textual noise. Both methods use
several rules and assumptions making it difficult to adept the method to a broader
class of documents. Both methods are evaluated only by visual inspection.
Cinque et al. [29] presented a method to solve the problem of textual and
non-textual noise removal (called “partial extra pages” and “marginal artifacts”
respectively) on gray scale images. This is done by counting transitions between
pixel sequences of high values and sequences of low values for the image rows and
columns. The four borders of the page frame are moved towards the center of the
document image until the number of transitions exceeds a predefined threshold.
An evaluation by visual inspection was done on a subset of the UW-I dataset.
So far, the previous methods have been trying to identify copy borders, border
noise and textual noise and remove it. The proposed approach has a different view
point: instead of identifying the noise around the page, the main page content
is being identified. The bounding rectangle containing the main page content is
defined as the page frame.
After the method presented in this chapter was published in 2008, Zhou et.
al [127] published in 2009 a similar method: text-lines are extracted and the left
and right border of the page frame are fixed. Then the upper and lower border are
computed. The presented evaluation shows good results on the public dataset UWIII. The evaluation scheme originally presented by the author [104] (see Section 3.4)
has been adopted by the Zhou et al.
All of the presented methods show considerable drawbacks: Le’s method [57]
uses many hand-crafted rules prohibiting easy adaption of the method to different
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document types. Furthermore, just as Fan’s [38], Avila’s [10], Peerawit’s [86] and
Stamatopoulos [109] methods, textual border noise cannot be detected.
One shortcoming all the presented methods have is the absence of an objective
evaluation: several authors evaluate their method only on a visual basis [29, 86,
109]. Le et al. [57] evaluate on the number of correctly removed borders. Avila [10]
presents an indirect evaluation based on the compression ratio of the cleaned image.
The assumption is that the cleaned image, e.g. the image where the noise borders
have been removed can be compressed more efficiently. This measure, however,
does not penalize too small page frames. If e.g. the whole page content would be
removed, the best compression ration would be achieved but the resulting image
would be just empty.
In this chapter, a new approach for border noise removal is proposed. Instead
of explicitly detecting the border noise, textual or non-textual, the page frame, the
area containing the main page content, is detected. Removing everything outside
the page frame will lead to nicely cleaned document images containing no border
noise. Also, a new evaluation scheme for the process of page frame detection
is presented. It takes into account different levels of page layout representation,
leading to a good set of measurements that allow to identify the strengths and the
weaknesses of the method.
In Section 3.3 the proposed method is explained. Section 3.4 explains the
proposed evaluation scheme. Results are presented in Section 3.5.

3.3

Border Noise Removal by Detecting the Pageframe

The novelty of the proposed approach is the explicit modeling of the page contents
for subsequent border noise removal. Previous methods all tried to remove the
border noise explicitly.
This modeling implies a characterization of the page content. Different concepts
are found in literature, most of these presenting hierarchical document models [34,
64, 31]. None of these models includes the description of border noise. Therefore,
the existing models have to be extended by the concept of the page frame that
defines the area of the content of the page. The resulting hierarchical model is
defined as follows, from bottom to top:
• Pf and Pb are the foreground and background pixels of a binary document
image D.
• Pf is divided into a set of connected components C = {c1 , . . . , cm } such that
ci ∩ cj = ∅, ∀i 6= j and ∪m
i=1 = Pf
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• C is grouped into a set of text-lines L = {l1 , . . . , ln } such that li ⊆ C,
li ∩ lj = ∅, ∀i 6= j
• Z = {z1 , . . . , zr } is defined as the set of zones zi , where zi ∩ zj = ∅, ∀i 6= j
and zi ⊆ C.
• the page frame F is defined as the minimum bounding rectangle containing
all connected components belonging to main document in the image.
The information for the different levels of the hierarchy is extracted using different algorithms: a fast labeling algorithm is used for the extraction of the connected
components [45]. Text-line information is extracted using a method presented by
Breuel [18] (details are given in Section 2.3.1). The zone information is extracted
using the Voronoi page segmentation algorithm [53]. Other algorithms could also
be used, but both algorithms proved to work well on standard document image
evaluation datasets [102].

3.3.1

Page Frame Model

The content of most documents lie inside a rectangular structure, due to the observation that most display medias are of rectangular nature (paper sheets, displays,
etc.). Therefore it is reasonable to model the page frame of a scanned document
images as a rectangle. A rectangle can be modeled by the following five parameters: ϑ = (l, t, r, b, α). The parameters l and r represent the left and right borders
of the page frame, whereas the parameters t and b represent the top and the bottom of the page frame. The parameter α is the skew angle of the document. Skew
is removed beforehand using the method presented in Chapter 2. Thus the page
frame model for a deskewed document image can be defined by four parameters
only ϑ = (l, t, r, b) representing an axis-aligned rectangle.
Given the page frame model and the document model, the problem of page
frame detection is defined as an optimization problem:
ϑ̂(C, L, Z) = arg max Q(ϑ, C, L, Z)

(3.1)

ϑ∈T

where T is the parameter space and Q(ϑ, C, L, Z) is the quality of the page
frame with parameters ϑ with respect to the set of connected components C, the
set of text-lines L and the set of zones Z.
The next step consists of defining a quality function that incorporates the
necessary information (Section 3.3.2). This quality function is used for finding the
parameter set that has highest quality (Section 3.3.3).
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3.3.2

Quality Function

The quality function defines what a good page frame is and what not, based on the
information that it incorporates. The quality function is needed by the subsequent
parameter search.
Referring to most common documents, the following observations concerning
the page content can be made:
• alignment of text: text is mostly left aligned or justified, leading to many
characters aligned to the page-frame’s left and right borders
• positions of non-text blocks: non-text blocks (images, logos, graphs) occur
often on top or on bottom of document pages
The first observation can be used to define the quality function of the left and
right parameters ϑh = {l, r} of the page frame. Although the four parameters
ϑ = {l, r, t, b} are not independent, the decomposition of the problem into two
subproblems seems a reasonable step, considering the differences in the nature of
the two subproblems. Therefore the focus of the first part is to fix the quality
function for the left and the right parameters of the page frame.
Measuring the text-line alignment could be done by counting the number of
aligned connected components. For documents containing highly structured text,
as e.g. tables, this may lead to problems, as columns of numbers are likely to give
good qualities using the proposed criterion. Therefore, text-lines are used to define
the quality for ϑh . Instead of counting up the number of connected components,
the number of text-lines touching the left or right page frame border is considered.
Text-lines are more robust against the afore mentioned problem while touching
the page frame (for aligned text-lines).
The second observation is used in the parameter refinement step in Section 3.3.4
to fix the parameters ϑv = {t, b}.
Considering first ϑh and the text-line alignment, the optimization problem in
Equation 3.1 can be written as follows:
ϑˆh (L) := arg max Q(ϑh , L)
ϑh ∈T

(3.2)

where Q(ϑh , L) is defined as:
Q(ϑh , L) :=

N
X

q(ϑh , Lj )

(3.3)

j=1

where q(ϑh , Lj ) is the quality contribution of a text-line Lj to the page frame
defined by parameters ϑh .
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The contribution of a text-line to the page frame is computed by the distance of the text-line to the respective page frame border. Therefore, a text-line
is represented by the bounding box rectangle of the text-line with parameters
(x0 , y0 , x1 , y1 ), where x0 and y0 define the lower left corner and x1 and y1 the
upper right corner of the bounding box of the text-line. The quality contribution
of the line Lj to the left and right page frame borders can be written as:
d2 (l, x0 ) 
+
2
d2 (r, x1 ) 
max 0, 1 −
2

q1 (ϑh , (x0 , x1 )) = max 0, 1 −

(3.4)

The parameter  defines the margin in which a text-line contributes to the
quality: a text-line that is farther away than  pixels from the corresponding page
frame border, will not contribute to the quality of the page frame.
Integrating only q1 in the quality function will already work for single column
documents. For multicolumn documents, however, this is likely to restrict the page
frame only to the text column with the highest number of text-lines. To avoid this
problem, a penalty term is added for text-lines on the “wrong” side of the page
frame: that means, that the x0 parameter of the line bounding box is left of the
left border of the page frame or x1 is right of the right border of the page frame.
This penalty term is defined as follows:
d2 (l, x1 ) 
(2)2
d2 (r, x0 ) 
− max 0, 1 −
(2)2

q2 (ϑh , (x0 , x1 )) = − max 0, 1 −

(3.5)

The total quality is then defined as:
q(ϑh , (x0 , x1 )) = q1 (ϑh , (x0 , x1 )) + q2 (ϑh , (x0 , x1 ))

(3.6)

It should be noted that the penalty term q2 has a larger influence boundary
(2) than q1 () in order to weaken its influence in comparison to q1 . Informally
speaking, for the right border, it is more important having many text-lines starting
at the same x0 position than to avoid having too many text-lines outside of the
page frame.

3.3.3

Branch-and-Bound Optimization

A branch-and-bound approach is used to search for the optimal parameter set
ϑh . The initial parameter space (search space) is recursively split into smaller
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subspaces. For each subspace an upper bound is computed that is used to guide
the search to the more promising subspaces. Finally, when the a subspace is found
that is small enough, given the necessary accuracy, this subspace is the optimal
result.
The upper bound is computed using the quality function defined in Equation 3.6. For each parameter subspace, the contribution of each text-line to the
overall quality is computed.
The initial search space (parameter space) for the left and right page frame borders is defined as T = [lmin , lmax ]×[rmin , rmax ]. The branch-and-bound algorithm
is depicted in the following, similarly as in Section 2.3.1:
0: initialize the search space T , compute the upper bound for the quality and
insert it into priority queue Q
1: stop if Q is empty, else get the top search space S from Q
2: if S is small enough: return S
3: split S into two subspaces S1 and S2
4: compute upper bounds for the quality of S1 and S2
5: sort S1 and S2 into Q using the computed upper bounds. Continue with
Step 1.
Just as in [17] a match list is used to speed up search by avoiding redundant
computations. This match list tracks for each subset which text-lines contribute
to the page frame quality. All lines that do not contribute to the page frame are
ignored.
The result of the algorithm will be a pair of parameters ϑ̂ = (l, r) that defines
the left and right position of the page frame with the highest quality according to
the quality function in Equation 3.2.

3.3.4

Parameter Refinement

The optimal branch-and-bound algorithm in Section 3.3.3 returns the best possible
left and right border for page frame according to the defined quality function. If
the text-lines are not justified or if a high number if indented lines are present,
the computed page frame from Section 3.3.3 may cut through text-lines. Also,
ϑv = (t, b) has still to be defined to obtain a complete pageframe.
First, the left and right border of the page frame are readjusted to avoid cutting
text-lines. This is done by extending the page frame such that all text-lines are
included that overlap with a certain amount the area of their bounding box to the
page frame.
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initial image

refinement of left
and right boder

left and right border

refinement of top and
bottom border

Figure 3.2: Example image demonstrating the parameter refinement on text-line level.
The left image shows the text-lines. The center image shows the optimal page frame
according to Equation 3.3 (the left and the right borders are fixed). It should be noticed,
that the page frame adapted to the indented text block in the center of the page and that
parts of other lines are missed. After applying the refinement for the left and right border,
this issue is solved. Finally, the top and the bottom borders are fixes (right image).

Second, the parameters ϑv = (t, b) for the top and the bottom page frame
borders have to be fixed. Using the text-lines contributing to the left and right
page frame borders, an initial setting for (t, b) is found by using the top bounding
box line of the uppermost text-line for t and the bottom bounding box line of the
lowest text-line for b. Formally, this is defined as follows: let C = {c1 , . . . , cn } be
the set of contributing text-lines. Then b = min(ci,y0 ) and t = max(ci,y1 ), where
i

i

ci,y0 is the lower coordinate of the bounding box of the contributing text-line ci
and ci,y1 is the upper coordinate of the bounding box of the contributing text-line
ci . An example is depicted in Figure 3.2.
For many documents, the proposed settings will lead to the correct page frame.
There are cases, however, that cannot be covered by the proposed parameter refinement method:
• pages starting or ending with non-text zones, e.g. logos, images, drawings or
graphics.
• pages having isolated small text-blocks as e.g. page numbers
In both cases, the document parts will be missed, as these parts normally do not
contain any text-lines. To cope with this difficulty a different level of representation
of the document layout has to be used. Instead of using text-level segmentation,
the zone level information is used. This is extracted using the Voronoi page segmentation algorithm proposed by Kise [53]. For each of these zone boxes, it is
checked whether it overlaps horizontally with the so far detected page frame. In
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missed zone

initial image

detected page frame
page frame is extended
after text-line refinement to include the missed zone

Figure 3.3: Example image showing the inclusion of non-text zones into the page frame.
The left image shows the initial document. The image in the middle shows the detected
page frame using the text-line level refinement. It also shows the missed zone on top of
the page. By including the missed zone, the page frame is extended to include all page
content (right image).

that case the page frame is extended by including the detected zone. A visualization of the different refinement steps is given in Figure 3.3. An example of a
detected page frame on a typical invoice can be found in Figure 3.8(b).

3.4

Performance Measures

First, in Section 3.4.1, direct performance measures are presented. These performance measures directly measure the goodness of the detected page frame compared with a given ground truth page frame. Different levels of comparison are
presented. Second, in Section 3.4.2 the improvement of real-world applications
after detecting the page frame is shown. These indirect measurements show, that
page frame detection is an important step that should not be neglected.

3.4.1

Page Frame Detection Accuracy

In this section, objective direct performance measures are presented that allow
automatic evaluation of page frame detection methods. Previous approaches for
marginal noise removal [57, 29, 38, 10] used visual inspection to decide whether
noise regions have been completely removed or not. Then, the error rate is defined
as the percentage of documents on which the noise was not completely removed.
These approaches have to considerable drawbacks: first, evaluation has to be done
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manually, making large scale evaluation problematic. Second, manual inspection
introduces a degree of uncertainty as often no formal definition of visually correct
or wrong is given.
As a document layout can be described on different levels, the performance
measures to be presented also use different level information. This is necessary
to fully describe the strengths and weaknesses of page frame detection methods.
First, a pixel level measure computing the area overlap between the ground-truth
and the detected page frame is presented. Next, the connected component based
measure computing the ratio of correctly classified connected components is explained. Finally, a performance measure on zone level is presented.
Area Overlap
Let Fg be the ground-truth page frame and Fd be the detected page frame. The
area overlap between the two page frames is defined as
A=

2|Fg ∩ Fd |
|Fg | + |Fd |

(3.7)

The area overlap A will vary between zero and one depending on the overlap
between ground-truth and detected page frames. If the two page frames do not
overlap at all A = 0, and if the two page frames are identical, i.e. |Fg ∩ Fd | =
|Fg | = |Fd |, then A = 1. This gives a good measure of how closely the two page
frames match.
The area overlap A, however, does not give any insight in the type of errors
made by the method. Moreover, small errors as including a noise zone near the top
or bottom of the page into the page frame or missing a page number may result
in a large error in terms of area overlap. To evaluate the page frame detection
algorithm in more detail, a performance measure based on connected component
classification is defined.
Connected Components Classification
Connected components lying inside the ground-truth page frame are defined as
’positive’, whereas connected components outside the ground-truth page frame are
considered as ’negative’. Using this classification scheme, the classification results
are measured in terms of ’true positives’, ’true negatives’, ’false positives’ and ’false
negatives’. The error rate is defined as the ratio of incorrectly classified connected
components to the total number of connected components.
The error measure based on classification of connected components gives equal
importance to all components, which may not be desired. For instance, if the
page number is not included in the detected page frame, the error rate will still
be very low because page number comprises a very small fraction (typically about
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0.03% to 0.1%) of the total number of connected components in the page frame.
However, the page number carries important information for the understanding of
the document. To compensate this shortcoming, a performance measure based on
detection of ground-truth zones is introduced.
Ground-Truth Zone Detection
This performance measure uses the ground-truth page zone information to measure
the accuracy of the method. The idea is to measure if any important zone, as e.g.
the zone containing the page number, is missed. For the zone-based performance
measure, three different values are determined:
• Totally In: Ground-truth zones lying completely inside the computed page
frame (complete overlap)
• Partially In: Ground-truth zones lying partially inside the computed page
frame (partial overlap)
• Totally Out: Ground-truth zones lying totally outside the computed page
frame (no overlap)
Using this performance measure, the ‘false negative’ detections are analyzed in
more detail. Zones that lie ’totally outside’ the page frame are a serious problem
and can be detected using this performance measure.

3.4.2

Performance Gain in Practical Applications

In this section, the performance measures on basis of real-world applications are
defined. The first measure computed the optical character recognition error rate
(OCR). The second application to show the improvement on a real-world problem
using page frame detection is a system for layout-based document image retrieval.
OCR Accuracy
The OCR accuracy is often measured using the edit distance (also called Levenshtein distance [59]). The edit distance between the ground-truth text and the
recognized text is the minimum number of point mutations (insertion, deletions,
and substitutions) required to convert the recognized text string into the groundtruth text string. As textual noise will result in additional characters, this distance
is likely to increase in the presence of textual border noise. The goal of this measure
is to show that page frame detection can help in improving OCR results.
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Layout-Based Document Image Retrieval
In layout-based retrieval, the purpose is to query document image databases by
layout, in particular by measuring the similarity of different layouts in comparison
to a reference or query layout. Blocks originating from marginal noise result in
incorrect matches, thereby increasing the error rates of the retrieval system. Different layout analysis or page segmentation algorithms use different methods to
deal with noise in a document image. The goal of this performance measure is to
determine the decrease in retrieval error rates when page frame detection is used
as a pre-processing step.

3.5

Experimental Setup and Results

The main part of the evaluation has been done on the UW-III dataset [87]. It
consists of 1600 binarized and deskewed document images from scientific journals.
In order to develop and adapt the quality function system, a training dataset of
160 images out of the 1600 was chosen. In order to make the results replicable,
every 10th image (in alphabetical order) from the dataset was included into the
training set. Hence the training set consists of images A00A, A00K, . . . , W1UA.
The parameter refinement steps (Section 3.3.4) were also introduced based on
results on the training images to cope with different layout styles and the presence
of non-textual content at the top or bottom of a page image.
The second test was run on the ICDAR 2007 page segmentation contest dataset [7].
The dataset contains 23 magazine pages, among which 6 are in the training set
and 17 are in the test set. All 23 images are used as test images and the proposed method was used without any parameter tuning on these images. The same
parameter settings is thus used in all experiments.
The method remained for all tests unchanged. Also the parameters were fixed
once for all tests. The parameter  defining the range in which a text-line contributes to the page frame is set to  = 150. The initial parameter space is fixed in
a way that allows the left page frame border to be anywhere left from the middle
of the image. The right page frame border can vary between the right border of
W
the image and the center: T = [lmin , lmax ] × [rmin , rmax ] = [0, W
2 ] × [ 2 , W ]. The
overlap of a text-line with the page frame in order to be included into the page
frame during parameter refinement (Section 3.3.4) is set to 50% of the area of the
text-line.
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Figure 3.4: The left image shows a document together with its original ground-truth
page frame. The right image shows the corrected ground-truth page frame obtained by
computing the smallest rectangle including all the ground-truth zones.

3.5.1

Results on Page Frame Detection Accuracy

Area Overlap on UW-III
The evaluation of page frame detection on the basis of overlapping area (Equation (3.7)) showed a page frame detection accuracy of 91%. As this number was
was unexpectedly low, a visual inspection of the UW3 ground-truth page frame
showed that it does not tightly enclose the page contents area as shown in Figure 3.4. Hence, the correct page frame of documents in the test set was fixed
to the bounding box of all ground-truth zones for each document. Testing with
the corrected ground-truth page frame gave an overall mean area overlap of 96%.
In the following, when mentioning the ground-truth page frame, this corrected
ground-truth page frame is meant.
Connected Component Classification on UW-III
The result for the connected component classification measure is given in Table 3.1.
The high percentage of true positives shows that the page frame mostly includes
all the ground-truth components. The percentage of true negatives is about 73.5%,
which means that a large part of noise components are successfully removed.
As the UW-III dataset contains document images generated by different consecutive copying processes, the performance on the different classes of copies is
analyzed. The results for the N th generation photocopies show that the percentage of true negatives goes down to 42.8% which may lead to the conclusion, that
the computed page frames for this subset are typically bigger than the groundtruth page frame. The total error rate defined as the ratio of ‘false’ classifications
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Table 3.1: Results for the connected component based evaluation. The number in
brackets gives the number of documents of that class. Error rates in [%].

Doc. Type
Scans (392)
1Gen (1029)
N Gen (19)
all
(1440)
total (abs.)

True
Positive
99.84
99.78
99.93
99.8
4,399,718

False
Negative
0.16
0.22
0.07
0.2
8,753

True
Negative
76.6
74.0
42.8
73.5
187,446

False
Positive
23.4
26.0
57.2
26.5
67,605

to the total number of connected components is 1.6%. Since the test set contains
only 19 images in the N Gen category, the total results do not reflect the performance on such severely degraded documents. A detail study of the performance
of the proposed page frame detection method on documents with different noise
levels is presented later in this section.
In order to quantify the amount of marginal noise in a document image, the
noise ratio of a document image is defined as
Noise ratio =

npb
np

(3.8)

Where npb is the number of foreground pixels outside the ground-truth page frame,
and np is the total number of foreground pixels in a document image. A histogram
of the noise level of the documents in the test set is shown in Figure 3.5. Interestingly, there are many documents with noise levels above 50%. The mean error
rate obtained for each of these noise level based document categories is plotted in
Figure 3.9. The plot shows that the algorithm works well even on documents with
high amount of noise. The error rates on all three performance measures used are
below 10% for noise levels up to 80%.
Zone-Based Classification on UW-III
The results for the zone based measure are given in Table 3.2. It can be seen that
the percentage of missed zones is slightly higher than the corresponding percentage
of false negatives on the connected component level. One conclusion is that the
missed zones do not contain a large number of components, which is typically true
for page numbers, headers and footers of documents. These zones contain only
few connected components and therefore do not contribute much to the mean false
negative errors on the connected component level. In some cases, the text-line
finding algorithm merges the text-lines consisting of textual noise to those in the
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Figure 3.5: Histogram of the noise ratio (Equation 3.8) of the documents in the test
set.

Table 3.2: Results for the zone based performance evaluation. Error rates in [%].

Document Type
Scans
(392)
1Gen
(1029)
N Gen
(19)
all
(1440)

Totally In
97.6
97.1
97.5
97.2

Partially In
0.7
1.0
0.0
0.9

Totally Out
1.7
1.9
2.5
1.9

page frame. This leads to a large portion of textual noise being included in the
page frame.

Processing Time on UW-III
A box plot of the run times of different steps of the proposed method is shown
in Figure 3.6. The execution times were computed on an AMD Athlon 1.8 GHz
machine running Linux. The worst case running time of the unmodified RAST
algorithm is exponential in the problem size [16]. In practice, however, such a case
rarely appears. For page frame detection, the RAST algorithm took less than 10
msec per page on the average. Hence if it is integrated with a document analysis
system that already computes text-lines and zones, page frame detection will not
add a significant increase in the computation time. When page frame detection is
used as a monolithic system for document image cleanup, the total running time
is of interest, which is 3-4 seconds per page.
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Figure 3.6: Run times of the different steps of the algorithm for the test on UW-III.

Evaluation on Magazine Pages
The UW-III dataset contains scanned pages from journal articles with Manhattan
layouts. In order to test the performance of the approach on non-Manhattan
layouts that are more representative of layouts in magazines, the ICDAR 2007
page segmentation contest dataset [7] was chosen. Some of the results are shown
in Figure 3.7. It can be seen that the page frame detection works correctly for most
of these pages. In Figures 3.7(a)-(c) the algorithm found the correct page frame
without making any error. In Figure 3.7(d) one vertical text-line was missed by the
proposed algorithm since it was not detected by the text-line detection algorithm.
Another error is shown in Figure 3.7(e) where the last column consisted only of
a few lines and hence was excluded from the detected page frame. Note that in
Figure 3.7(d), margin notes were included in the computed page frame because the
title lines were spanning across the main text content area and the margin notes
area. A similar error is shown in Figure 3.7(f) where the last column consists only
of images and hence was not included in the page frame.
The quantitative evaluation of the performance was done using the ground56
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Table 3.3: Results for the text-line based error measure on magazine pages from the
ICDAR 2007 page segmentation competition [7]. Error rates in [%].

Type of Line
Horizontal (2393)
Vertical
(15)
Inverted
(22)
all
(2430)

Totally In
98.6
66.7
81.8
98.23

Partially In
0.0
0.0
13.6
0.12

Totally Out
1.4
33.3
4.6
1.65

truth zone detection measure (see Section 3.4.1). Since ground-truth information
was not available, the number of text-lines in each document was counted. The
percentage of totally in, partially in, and totally out text-lines is computed. The
results are shown in Table 3.3. The results show that the page frame detection
correctly included 98.23% text-lines from the test images. The partially missed
lines were those with inverted text and were on the top of the page. The textline extraction algorithm detected only parts of these text-lines and hence the
remaining part was not included in the detected page frame. The missed errors
were due to margin notes and isolated vertical lines.

Advantages and Limitations
A particular advantage of the proposed method is that it is robust to skew between the main page frame and the textual noise. An example image is shown in
Figure 3.8(a) where the presented method successfully finds the main page content
area despite the presence of textual noise with a different skew angle. Also note
that there is little non-textual noise in this page. Therefore the assumption by
Peerawit et al. [86], that noisy regions can be separated from text regions based
on edge density, will not work here.
A few limitations of the presented page frame detection algorithm were also
revealed during the course of evaluation. Although the algorithm works very well
for most of the layouts even under large amount of noise, yet for a few layouts
the algorithm does not give 100% result even for noise-free documents. This happens for documents with few text-lines beside the margin of the document and
also, if there is no text-line that spans across the main content area and the page
margin. These text-lines lie completely outside the computed left and right page
frame border parameters ϑh (Equation 3.2). So the parameter refinement step
(Section 3.3.4) fails to include these text-lines into the page frame. To deal with
such layouts, the quality function can be modified to include an offset between the
page frame parameters and the main content area of the page.
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(a) mp00004

(b) mp00248

(c) mp00262

(d) mp00307

(e) mp00253

(f) mp00290

Figure 3.7: Example of page frame detection on magazine pages from the ICDAR 2007
page segmentation contest. (a) image with non-Manhattan layout with left aligned text.
(b) image with large variety of font sizes and a vertical text-line. (c) image with text-lines
extending beyond other lines on the page with some vertical text-lines. (d) image with a
mixture of content type (e) image with margin notes (f) image with a column containing
no text-lines.
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Figure 3.8: In Figure 3.8(a) an example image (S021) showing the page frame detection in case of skew between the main page frame and the textual noise can be found.
Figure 3.8(b) shows the detected page frame on a typical invoice.

3.5.2

Performance Gain in Practical Applications

The use of page frame detection in an OCR system showed significant improvement
in the OCR results. For this purpose Omnipage 14 - a commercial OCR system was chosen. The ground-truth text provided with the UW-III dataset has several
limitations when used to evaluate an OCR system. First, there is no text given
for tables. Secondly, the formating of the documents is coded as latex commands.
When an OCR system is tested on this ground-truth using error measures like the
Edit distance, the error rate is unjustly too high. Also, the emphasis in this work
is on the improvement of OCR errors by using page frame detection, and not on
the actual errors made by the OCR system. Hence, the UW-III documents are
first cleaned using the ground-truth page frame, and the output of Omnipage on
the cleaned images was used as the ground-truth text. This type of ground-truth
gives us an upper limit of the performance of a page frame detection algorithm,
and if the algorithm works perfectly, it should give 0% error rate, independent of
the actual error rate of the OCR engine itself.
First, OCR was performed on the original images and the Edit distance to
the estimated ground-truth text was computed. Then, the computed page frame
was used to remove marginal noise from the documents, and the experiment was
run again. The results in Table 3.4 show that the use of page frame detection
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Table 3.4: Results for the OCR based evaluation with page frame detection (PFD) and
without page frame detection. The total number of characters is about 4.8 million.

w/o PFD
with PFD

Del.

Subst.

Ins.

34966
19544

29756
9828

140700
53610

Total
Errors
205422
82982

Error
Rate
4.3%
1.7%

40
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Figure 3.9: Performance of the page frame detection on different documents categorized
by their noise level. The three lines show the three different error measures introduced
in Section 3.4 with increasing noise level.

for marginal noise removal reduced the OCR error rate from 4.3% to 1.7%. The
insertion errors are reduced by a factor of 2.6, which is a clear indication that
the page frame detection helped in removing a lot of extra text that were treated
previously as part of the document text. There are also some deletion errors, which
are a result of the changes in the OCR software’s reading order determination.
One example is shown in Figure 3.10 for which the reading order changed after
document cleaning.
The effect of using page frame detection on the performance of a layout based
document image retrieval application showed a significant decrease in retrieval
error rates. Van Beusekom et al. [111] introduced several similarity measures
for layout based document image retrieval. They evaluated the performance of
these similarity measures on the MARG database. The experiments showed that
the best distance measure for this task is the overlapping area combined with
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Figure 3.10: Result of Omnipage 14 showing the recognized text blocks in the document
and their reading order. Note that Omnipage fails to find a correct reading order and
inserts the textual noise zone between the text zones from the page contents area.

the Manhattan distance of the corner points as block distance together with the
minimum weight edge cover matching for establishing correspondences between
the matched layouts. The documents in the MARG database are categorized
with respect to 9 different layout types, 59 publishers, and 161 journals. Given a
query document, the target is to retrieve a document of the same class based on
layout information only. The error rates are then determined as the percentage of
correctly retrieved documents using leave-one-out cross validation.
In this work retrieval experiments were performed both with and without using page frame detection. Since each method for page segmentation has a different
way of dealing with noise, four well-known page segmentation algorithms were compared for use in layout based retrieval: the X-Y cut [76], Docstrum [79], whitespace
analysis [12], and the Voronoi-diagram based approach [52].
In the first experiment, the document images were used directly for page segmentation without any page frame detection. The blocks extracted from the documents were used for the purpose of layout based retrieval.
In the second experiment, the document images in the database were cleaned
by performing page frame detection and removing all the foreground pixels outside
the detected page frame. Following the document cleaning, page segments were
extracted from the cleaned images and the retrieval experiment was repeated. The
decrease in error rates for each of the three subdivisions of the data set (according
to type, publisher, and journal) was used as a performance measure.
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Table 3.5: Comparison of the error rates [%] for layout-based document image retrieval
with and without using page frame detection.

Segmentation
algorithm
Voronoi
X-Y cut
Docstrum
Whitespace

Page frame
detection
no
yes
no
yes
no
yes
no
yes

MARG database classes
journal
type publisher
31.0
7.5
7.0
29.7
5.3
5.4
36.3
11.7
13.6
33.5
8.6
8.0
40.9
14.0
14.4
32.1
7.4
7.1
48.3
20.3
24.6
31.2
7.2
6.1

The use of page frame detection for layout-based document image retrieval
resulted in lower error rates on all three classes of layouts for each algorithm as
shown in Table 3.5. These results show that the Voronoi-diagram based approach
performs better than other algorithms both with and without page frame detection.
The use of page frame detection with the Voronoi algorithm lowers the retrieval
error rates by 4% for the correct journal, 30% for the correct type, and 20% for the
correct publisher. These results clearly demonstrate the usefulness of page frame
detection in practical applications.

3.6

Conclusion

In this chapter an algorithm for page frame detection. The approach does not
assume the existence of whitespace between marginal noise and the page frame,
and can detect the page frame even if the noise overlaps regions of the page content
area. Also, an objective and reasonable set of performance measures was defined
based on area overlap, connected component classification, and ground-truth zone
detection accuracy for determining the accuracy of the presented page frame detection algorithm. It was shown that the algorithm performs well on all three
performance measures with error rates below 4% in each case. It was also demonstrated that the presented method can handle documents with a large amount of
noise with reasonable accuracy. The error rates on all three performance measures used are below 10% for noise levels up to 80%. The major source of errors
was missing isolated page numbers. Locating the page numbers as a separate
process and including them in the detected page frame may further decrease the
error rates. The benefits of the page frame detection in practical applications were
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highlighted by using it with an OCR system and a layout-based document image
retrieval system, where it showed a significant decrease in the error rates in both
applications.
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Chapter 4

Logical Labeling for Model
Identification
In document security applications, model-based approaches are used to detect
suspicious abnormal variations of a document relative to its model. Finding the
model that corresponds to the document in question can be done by identifying the
source of the invoice. This is achieved by extracting the corresponding information
from the document by logically labeling the text regions.
In this chapter, a method is presented that can identify specific text blocks, as
e.g. the invoice source or the invoice body. Using this information, the text in this
block is labeled accordingly and can thus be used to retrieve the correct model
from the database, by textual query on e.g. the address of the invoice source.
The process of detecting the function of a text block is called logical labeling.
The approach proposed in this chapter solves the logical labeling using a case-based
reasoning approach. It allows for fast and easy adaptation to new label domains
and avoids the need of huge labeled datasets for training the system. The following
contributions are presented in this chapter1 :
1. The first2 Case-Based Reasoning (CBR) approach for logical labeling.
1 This chapter is based on the author’s work in
[112] J. van Beusekom, D. Keysers, F. Shafait, and T. M. Breuel. Example-based logical labeling
of document title page images. In Proc. of the 9th Int. Conf. on Document Analysis and
Recognition, pages 919–923, Curitiba, Brazil, September 2007, and
[111] J. van Beusekom, D. Keysers, F. Shafait, and T. M. Breuel. Distance measures for layoutbased document image retrieval. In Proc. of the 2nd Int. Workshop on Document Image
Analysis for Libraries, pages 232–242, Lyon, France, April 2006.
2 Hamza et al. [43, 44] independently developed a different case-based reasoning approach at
about the same time
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2. A flexible method that is easily adaptable to other labeling domains, as
shown by the evaluation on different datasets.
3. A thorough evaluation of the proposed method proving that the proposed approach outperforms existing methods on standard public datasets (accuracy
of 99.6% on the MARG data set, n = 6770).

4.1

Introduction

A common approach to authenticate documents is to check if the properties of
the document in question coincide with known examples of previous documents
of the same type. For an automated implementation of this process, one needs
to find out to what type the document belongs to. In a border control scenario,
the different types may be passes from different countries. In the context of an
insurance scenario, these types can be invoices from different sources.
In this context, one possibility to select the correct type is to identify the invoice
source. This can be done by extracting the textual information about the invoice
source and use the extracted text as query to find the fitting type.
This text-based approach requires optical character recognition (OCR) and
may seem cumbersome at a first glance. But in the proposed scenario, the sole
goal of the digitization of incoming mail is not only to save space in the archive
but also to automate the document handling process: incoming mail could be sent
automatically to the insurance adjuster in charge of the customer. The necessary
information for the insurance adjuster could already be extracted, leaving him with
nothing to do but to decide if the customer will be reimbursed or not. Thus, the
step of extracting the textual information from the document is needed anyway.
It is clear, that different applications of logical labeling come with different
label sets. For invoices, labels as e.g. “address”, “invoice body” and “contact
information” might be useful. For other types of documents, e.g. business letters,
one might only be interested in finding the “destination”, the person that the letter
was sent to. In a different application, the labeling of title pages of scientific journal
papers, “author”, “abstract”, “affiliation” and “title” might be suitable. Developing
a system that solves the logical labeling problem for all type of documents is
thus more than an ambitious goal. Example images showing different types of
documents with different labels are shown in Figure 4.1.
In order to deal with a wide variety of labels, a flexible method has to be used.
The novel approach presented in this chapter bases on case-based reasoning [1].
The general idea of case-based reasoning for solving a new problem is to identify
the most similar case in the case-base, and to reuse the solution that was used in
the most similar case to solve the current problem.
In the current application, a problem is represented by a document and its
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sender
address

title
author
affiliation

other
invoice ID
contact

invoice body

abstract
other

other

banking details

other

Figure 4.1: Examples of documents having different logical label sets. The left image
shows an example of a labeled journal title page, whereas the right image shows an invoice
with its respective labels.

zone-level page segmentation, represented by a set of rectangular blocks. The
solution of the problem, which also is part of the case, is the assignment of labels
to the segmented zones.
Unlike existing approaches, the proposed CBR approach has the advantage that
it does not require label specific background knowledge. Furthermore it does not
need a large training set to learn how to correctly assign the labels to the blocks.
Hence, it is applicable on a wide range of document types. The functionality of
the proposed approach is shown for the task of labeling invoices and for the task
of labeling title pages of scientific journals (Section 4.4).
Section 4.2 gives a short overview of related methods. Section 4.3 presents the
CBR approach for logical labeling. Evaluation setup and performance measures
are presented found in Section 4.4 and Section 4.5. Section 4.6 concludes the
chapter.

4.2

Previous Work

Due to the lack of a general approach for solving the logical labeling problem for
a broad class of documents types, many different approaches have been developed
for various classes of documents. A good overview is given in the survey papers
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by Mao [72] and Cattoni [25]. Due to the wide diversity of the methods proposed
in literature and also due to the different focusses of the methods, having a strong
influence on the labels and test sets, quantitative comparison of the approaches is
not easily possible.
Labeling title pages of scientific papers has been investigated by several authors: Kim et al. [51] propose a rule based system using optical character recognition (OCR) to obtain plain text as well as document image analysis methods for
extracting block features. They obtain an overall accuracy of 96.7% for labeling
the title pages for three different layout types on the MARG [39] database3 . Mao
et al. [71] extend this rule-based approach to be usable for a broader class of layout types, without the need to define new rules for each new layout type. They
evaluate their approach on a small part of the MARG dataset and claim to have
better results than the initial system. In [73] Mao et al. present a labeling method
based on Hidden Markov Models. These are used to represent the layout using
projection profiles. Their approach was tested on 69 pages and compared with
other models. The accuracy ranges between 70% for the baseline heuristic model
and 91% for their Hidden Semi-Markov model.
Liang et al. [62] present a method capable of adaptively learning the layout
type (or layout model). The block-based layouts are represented as graphs which
express the relative position of the blocks to each other. The model graph is
matched to the unlabeled graph. The result of the graph matching combined with
the model labels are used for labeling the new graph. Unfortunately no quantitative
evaluation of this method is given.
Aiello et al. [2] present a complete document understanding system also capable of performing logical labeling. Features including aspect-ratio, font style and
number of lines are used with a decision tree as classifier. An overall accuracy of
96.8% is reported on the UW-III [87] and the MTDB [47] datasets.
Hamza et al. [43, 44] presented a CBR approach for extraction of invoice data.
Using the output of an optical character recognition system, keywords, alphabetic
and non-alphabetic structures are extracted. A graph is then constructed representing the spatial relationships between the keywords and the pattern structures.
Using graph comparison techniques, similar cases are identified, the solution of
which is adapted to serve as solution for the new case. Different evaluation measures have been introduced. An overall system accuracy of 85.2% is reported on a
private dataset.
Previous methods have all one considerable disadvantage: they have to be
carefully retrained when different label sets are needed. Others rely on high-level
OCR information, including text and font information. This is rarely available
in an early pre-processing step. Therefore, the method proposed in this chapter
uses a low-level feature set and a case-based reasoning approach. The case-based
3 http://marg.nlm.nih.gov/index2.asp
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approach can be considered as a nearest neighbor approach that can easily by
extended to new types by adding more labeled samples.

4.3

Logical Labeling using Case-Based Reasoning

As the variation of the labels and their respective text blocks for a given invoice
type is quite low, a case-based reasoning approach seems well suited for the task of
logical labeling. Other advantages are that no huge training datasets are needed.
Also, the distance measure for finding similar distances permits to incorporate
prior knowledge common to most documents and labels. Finally, the process will
be adaptable to new document types, which is easily done by adding new cases to
the case base.
The idea of case-based reasoning [1] is that similar problems have similar solutions. A typical example is the case of a mechanic: the engine of a car does not
work anymore. This problem is considered as the new case. Then the mechanics
makes some observations, e.g. that starter does not work. From his knowledge of
a previous case, he remembers a previous case where also the starter didn’t work.
This is the retrieval of a similar case. In that case, the mechanic checked the wiring
and detected an open fuse. In the current case he also starts checking the wiring,
this step is called reuse. Finally, he finds out that the electric cable is broken and
that therefore, the starter does not work. He thus revised the suggested solution
and retains a new case in his case base.
Adapting this approach to the problem of logical labeling leads to the following
problem description: given the segmentation of a new document image, represented
by a set of blocks and the image itself (illustrating examples can be found in
Figure 4.1): find the most similar case in the case base and reuse its labels. In
the proposed application, the case base consists of a number of cases representing
labeled and segmented document images. Visually speaking, a case can be seen
as one labeled example of a document layout type. The segments for each page
are given as block coordinates: xlow , ylow , xhigh , yhigh represent the coordinates of
the lower left and the upper right corner of the block. Each block is associated
with one string containing the label for this block and a feature vector, which is
extracted from each block and is stored together with the coordinates and the label
of that block. This feature vector is needed to compute the distance measure.
Reusing the labels after finding the most similar case is done by copying the labels to the new document. A schematic view of the presented approach is depicted
in Figure 4.2.
The current section is organized as follows: in Section 4.3.1 the overall similarity
measure that is used to find the most similar case is described. The additionally
required block distance is described in Section 4.3.3.
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address
invoice ID
sender
banking details
invoice body

retrieval
0.1

segmentation

reuse
0.5

document
Image

query

0.8

matched
query

solution

case base

Figure 4.2: Illustration of the method: after segmenting the document image into text
blocks, the most similar case is retrieved from the case-base. The most similar case is
the one where the distance is smallest (in the current example d = 0.1). The distance
measure uses positional and textural features. The most similar case is used as a reference
and then the labels are transferred using the matching information obtained during the
distance computation.

4.3.1

Similarity Measure

In order to find similar cases for the new unlabeled document, a distance measure
has to be defined. Given a segmented and unlabeled document image, the most
similar segmented and labeled document image in the case base has to be found.
The similarity measure is defined on a text block level, as this is the most
frequent abstraction level used for logical labeling [54, 51, 2, 71]. The idea is to
build a global measure out of a block distance measure that describes how similar
text blocks are to each other. The overall distance between two documents is
computed by assigning blocks of the query document to the blocks of the case
document while minimizing the sum of the assigned block distances.
Considering two document images, Iq being the unlabeled query document
image and Ic being the case from the case base for which the similarity has to
be computed. Each page segmentation Lq and Lc consists of a set of blocks
Bq = {bq1 , ..., bqm } and Bc = {bc1 , ..., bcn }. Let Dblock (bqi , bcj ) be the block
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distance between blocks bqi and bcj . For the ease of notation, this distance will be
written dij . The overall distance between two document images will be written as
D(Lq , Lc ).
First, the block distances for all pair of blocks is computed. This results in the
following cost matrix:


d11 · · · d1n

.. 
..
(4.1)
C =  ...
.
. 
dm1

···

dmn

The computation of the overall distance D(Lq , Lc ) is done by assigning blocks
from Lq to blocks from Lc . Different strategies are possible to assign the blocks:
• Solving the minimum weight edge cover that assigns each block of Lq to at
least one block in Lc . No block will remain unassigned.
• Solving the assignment problem that assigns each block of Lq to at most one
block in Lc . Unassigned blocks may remain.
• Solving the transportation problem that assigns parts of blocks of Lq to parts
of blocks in Lc .
In [111] the authors showed that the minimum weight edge cover solution gives
best results for layout-based document image retrieval. Furthermore, it has the
advantage that no block remains unlabeled, even if n and m differ. The minimum
weight edge cover is obtained using the Hungarian algorithm [55]. The result is
not only the total distance between two layouts but also an assignment of each
block of Lq to at least one block in Lc . As the segmentation Lc is in the case-base,
an assignment between an unlabeled block bq from Lq and a labeled block bc from
Lc is obtained, which is interpreted as bc being a block with a same “function” in
the page as block bq .
In Section 4.3.2 the reuse step will be discussed. In Section 4.3.3, the computation of the block distances is explained.

4.3.2

Reuse

After having found the best matching document, reusing the solution of the best
case is straightforward: the minimum weight edge cover returns the assignment
matrix containing the information about which blocks were matched in order to
obtain the minimum distance. This information is used to copy the labels from
the blocks of the most similar case, which are already labeled, to the blocks of the
document image.
It occurs, that a block are assigned with more than one label. This is the case
when the number of blocks differs between the document image from the case base
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Figure 4.3: Illustration of the distance measure: “Block A” to “Block E” represent
blocks from the first unlabeled document images, “Address” to “Bank. Det.” the labeled
blocks of the document image in the case-base. The block distance matrix gives the block
distances between all pairs of blocks. The highlighted cells symbolize the assignment of
blocks: block A is assigned to the “address” block, block B to the “sender” block, etc.
The total distance for this constructed example is 1.1

and the new document image. In that case a fall-back solution has to be used. One
possibility could be to take the label of the block with the smallest distance, as
this is more similar to the query block according to the distance measure. Instead
of only choring the best case form the case base, one could also choose the n best
cases and do a voting on the assigned labels.
As the focus of interest is the distance measure, the performance evaluation
in Section 4.4 is done on an assignment level. Further details are given in the
corresponding section.

4.3.3

Block Distance

Block similarity may be defined in many ways. In the present application, the
definition of similarity (or dissimilarity) bases on two observations: first, positions
of the labeled blocks in the page depend on their label and second, blocks with the
same label have similar visual appearance. Both assumptions seem reasonable for
fixed-layout documents, as e.g. invoices: an “address” block will be mostly found
on top of the page and will have a similar visual appearance as other “address”
blocks. The same holds for “invoice body” and other blocks. The “banking details”
blocks’ position is much more dependant on the layout used by the invoice source:
some put this information onto the right top side, some add it after at the end of
the page. This variability can be handled by adding examples of each layout type
to the case-base.
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Both observations are combined to build up one block distance measure, composed of two components, a positional part and a content descriptive part:
Dall (bqi , bcj ) = Dov (bqi , bcj ) × Df eat (Fqi , Fcj )

(4.2)

where Dov is the positional component and Df eat (Fi , Fj ) is the distance between
the two feature vectors Fqi and Fcj extracted from the blocks bqi and bcj .
Positional Block Distance
A block distance measure that proved to work well, has been developed in [111]:
in this layout based retrieval system, different block distances have been tested.
Evaluation showed, that the overlapping distance worked best. Therefore, this is
chosen as the positional component in the distance. It is defined as follows:
Dov (bqi , bcj ) = 1 −

2 × Ov(bqi , bcj )
area(bqi ) + area(bci )

(4.3)

where Ov(bi , bj ) is the number of overlapping pixels of both blocks and area(b)
is the number of pixels of block b.
Appearance-Based Block Distance
In order to cover the observation that blocks with the same labels are visually
similar, content-based features are needed to describe the texture of the blocks.
In the domain of image retrieval many features have been developed for textural
descriptors. Many of them have found application in block classification systems.
Keysers et al. have shown in [49] that the following features perform well on block
classification4 .
• Run-length histograms: run-length histograms of black and white pixel sequences in four directions: horizontal, vertical, main diagonal (upper left to
lower right corner) and side diagonal (lower left to upper right corner). Each
histogram uses 8 bins, with exponentially increasing bin size: {1}, {2, 3},
{4, ..., 7}, {8, ..., 15}, {16, ..., 31}, {32, ..., 63}, {64, ..., 127}, {128, ...}. These
values are normalized by the total number of run-length counts in all directions to obtain values between 0 and 1. In total 64 run-length features are
computed, 4 × 8 for black and 4 × 8 for white.
• Connected component sizes histograms: width and height of connected components are used to compute two 8-bin histograms. An 8 × 8 histogram is
4 Block classification is the task where the blocks are classified according to their physical
type of content like images, text and drawings.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 4.4: Examples of the features used to describe the block content: in Figure 4.4(a)
connected components are shown with their bounding box. In Figure 4.4(b) an example
for run-lengths is given: the upper row contains two 2-pixel and one 3-pixel black runs,
the middle row contains five 1-pixel black runs and the bottom row shows two 4-pixel
black runs.

computed for the combination of width and height of the connected components. These values are also normalized by the total number of components
in the block. In total 80 connected components features, 8 × 8 for the 2D
histogram and 2 × 8 for the two 1D histograms are used.
Thus F is written as: F = (f1 , . . . , f144 ), where fi are the entries of the different
histograms, all concatenated into one feature vector. As a measure of distance
between block content is needed, features performing well for block classification
systems are good candidates for this task. Examples for both feature types are
depicted in Figure 4.4.
After extracting the feature histograms from the blocks, the distance measure
between two feature vectors has to be defined. As the features are represented by
histograms, distance measures for histograms are used. Puzicha et al. show in [90]
that the Jensen-Shannon divergence [105] (JSD) is a reasonable distance measure
for histograms of textural features: Given two probability distributions P and Q
of a discrete variable, the JSD is defined as follows:
DJSD (P ||Q) =

1
1
DKLD (P ||M ) + DKLD (Q||M )
2
2

where P and Q are two feature histograms, M =
Leibler divergence (KLD) [56] is defined as
DKLD (P ||Q) =

X
i

P (i) log

1
2 (P

(4.4)

+ Q) and the Kullback-

P (i)
Q(i)

(4.5)

Thus, the feature distance Df eat between two blocks b1j and b2j is defined as:
Df eat (Fqi , Fcj ) = DJSD (F1i ||F2j )
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(a) Telekom old

(b) Telekom new

(c) Tele2 old

(d) Tele2 new

Figure 4.5: Layout types in the invoice dataset. The two images to the left show the
old and the new Telekom invoices. The images to the right show the old and the new
Tele2 invoices.

# samples
percentage

Telekom old
16
16.8

Telekom new
41
43.2

Tele2 old
15
15.8

Tele2 new
23
24.2

Table 4.1: Distribution of layout types in the invoice dataset in absolute values (first
row) and in [%] (second row).

4.4

Evaluation

In order to evaluate the performance of the case-based approach, two different
dataset were used: first, a private dataset consisting of invoices was used to prove
the general validity of the approach (Section 4.4.1). Then, a second dataset, the
MARG database containing 1553 document images was chosen for deeper evaluation and also to show the flexibility of the proposed approach (Section 4.4.2). Both
setups where run with exactly the same method, only using different case-bases.

4.4.1

Invoice Dataset

The invoice dataset consists of 95 documents from two different invoice sources.
The generation of the ground truth was done semi-automatically and is described in
Appendix C. As both invoice sources changed the layout of their documents in the
considered time interval, two layout types had to be distinguished for each invoice
source, leading to four different layout types. One example of each layout type
can be found in Figure 4.5. The types have been named according to the invoice
sources. Table 4.1 shows how many layouts of which type are in the dataset.
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A leave-one-out cross validation test has been run on the invoice dataset. In
this evaluation method one document image is used as “unlabeled” document and
the remaining document images are used as the case-base. This process is repeated
for all documents in the dataset.
For the second test the case base consisted only of 4 documents, one for each
layout type (leave-allbutone-out test). The first document in alphabetical order
was chosen as a representative for the corresponding layout type.

4.4.2

MARG Dataset

The MARG dataset contains binarized, skew corrected images of title pages of
medical journal articles and the corresponding ground-truth. To obtain reproducible results, the ground truth blocks of the datasets were used. In a real world
application, a standard page segmentation algorithm may be used.
The robustness of the method against varying layouts is tested on the MARG
dataset, as it presents divisions of the data according to differing layout types.
These layout types are further subdivided into different journals. To avoid splitting the dataset arbitrarily into a test- and a training-set, the following two tests
were carried out. In leave-journal-out cross validation, all document images from
the journal were removed from the case base before finding the best match. Analogously, leave-type-out cross validation removes all the document images of the
same layout type from the case base before finding the best match. Definitions of
the layout-types are given in Figure 4.6.
Finally, tests were conducted to evaluate how accuracy is effected by increasing
case base size. The accuracy of the system for case-bases ranging in size from 1 to
100 has been tested. The case-bases for these tests were randomly sampled. For
each size of the case-base, 50 runs were carried out.
For evaluation purposes, only the assignment level has been used: if the two
blocks representing a two-column abstract are matched against a one-column abstract, two correct matches are counted. If one block is assigned to the abstract
and one to the author, one error and one correct assignment are counted. The
motivation for this assignment-based evaluation is that the actual matching process is the one to be analyzed, and not the fall-back solution. The accuracy is thus
defined as the number of correct label assignments divided by the number of all
assignments with that label.

4.5

Results

In the following, results for the different setups are presented. In Section 4.5.1, the
results on the invoice dataset are given. Section 4.5.2 presents the results on the
MARG dataset. The results of the experiment on the case base size are presented
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Figure 4.6: Illustration of the different layout types in the MARG dataset.

in Section 4.5.3. In Section 4.5.4 a comparison to two previously published methods
is presented.

4.5.1

Results on the Invoice Dataset

The results of the test on the invoice dataset can be found in Table 4.2. For the
leave-one-out test, the method works robustly with accuracies of near 100% for
most labels. It should be noted, however, that the performance drops when the case
base is reduced to its minimal size of one example per layout type. Furthermore,
the numbers of assignments differs slightly from those from the leave-one-out test.
This is due unlabeled document image being matched to the wrong layout type,
containing a different number of blocks. Due to the constraint that any block is
matched to at least one block, extra assignments are inserted.

4.5.2

Results on the MARG Dataset

The results for the leave-[one|type|journal]-out cross-validation on the MARG
dataset can be found in Table 4.3. For the leave-one-out cross-validation the
number of incorrectly labeled blocks is low. The few errors are mostly due to mislabeling of “Affiliation” and “Abstract” blocks. Visual inspection of the mislabeled
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Label
Address
Inv. ID
Contact
Inv. Body
Bank Det.
Sender
Other

leave-one-out
95
100%
95
100%
95
100%
95
100%
94
97.9%
79
98.7%
258 99.6%

leave-allbutone-out
91
90.1%
108
80.5%
96
88.5%
93
97.8%
91
93.4%
80
90.0%
250
97.6%

Table 4.2: Accuracy (in [%]) and number of assignments for the leave-one-out and the
leave-all-but-one-out test. As expected, the accuracy drops if the case base is reduced to
its minimum size of one example for each layout type.

Label
Title
Author
Affiliation
Abstract
Overall

leave-one-out
99.6
1565
99.9
1558
99.2
1578
99.7
2069
99.6
6770

leave-jour-out
99.4
1565
99.1
1557
97.8
1580
99.0
2094
98.9
6796

leave-type-out
99.2
1565
95.7
1561
91.0
1607
93.9
2198
94.8
6913

Table 4.3: Accuracy (in [%]) and number of assignments for the leave-one-out, the leavejournal-out and the leave-type-out evaluation. It should be noted, that the accuracy is
highest for the biggest possible case-bases as obtained in the leave-one-out test. Accuracy
drops when journals or even whole layout types are removed from the case-base.

blocks showed, that these errors result mainly from the fact that a few journals
have single title pages in the database where no “Abstract” block is present. In
consequence, “Abstract” blocks in the best matching document will be matched to
another type of block and this produces errors. Furthermore, “Title” and “Author”
are being confused only rarely. This is mainly due to special versions of articles
from the same journal where subtitles are present. These subtitles are labeled as
“Title” in the ground-truth. Size, position and texture of these subtitle blocks are
similar to “Author” blocks, so they are likely to be mislabeled.
The number of assignments in Table 4.3 gives the absolute number of assignments between blocks for the different leave-[one|type|journal]-out tests. The reason for these numbers to vary slightly from test to test is explained by an example:
consider a document containing a one-column abstract, represented by one block,
that is matched to a document containing a two-column abstract, represented by
two blocks. This gives two correct assignments. If in the next test the first document is matched to a document having a one-column abstract (one block), it will
return only one correct match. If one block is matched to the abstract, the other
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Table 4.4: Distribution of layout types (typeA to typeH and typeO) in the MARG
dataset in absolute values (first row) and in [%] (second row).

A
196
12.6

B
238
15.3

C
223
14.3

D
218
14.0

E
432
27.8

F
19
1.2

G
59
3.8

H
20
1.3

O
148
9.5

one to something else, one correct and one wrong assignment will be counted.
For the leave-journal-out test, on average 1547 labeled layouts remain in the
dataset when all title pages from the same journal are removed before finding
the best match. The main source of error for this test, apart from the problems
stated above, results from mislabeling between the two classes “Affiliation” and
“Abstract”. Visual inspection of the errors leads to the conclusion that in most
of these cases, the best matching document does not fit to the given query layout
leading increasing numbers of wrong block assignments.
For the leave-type-out evaluation, all documents of the same type are removed
before searching the best match. There are in total 9 different layout types in
the MARG database. They are called “typeA” to “typeH” and the ninth type is
“typeO”, standing for “other types”. The distribution of the number of documents
per type can be found in Table 4.4. There is a clear trend in Table 4.4 that
“Affiliation” and “Abstract” mislabeling increase when the quality of the best match
decreases. The performance for “Title” remains nearly constant, which is due to
the unique position of the title. It is almost always above all the other blocks.

4.5.3

Considerations on the Case-Base Size

In Figure 4.7 the accuracy is plotted versus the size of the case-base. It can be seen
that accuracy is reasonably high even for a small case-base. With 12 examples in
the case base the accuracy rises over 90%.
An other test consisting of a case base with one example case per journal (case
base size of 310) yielded an accuracy rate of 99.4%, which is close to the result
obtained by the leave-one-out test.

4.5.4

Comparison to Other Labeling Methods

Comparison to other methods is a difficult task. Many different features and
many different labeling domains have been previously presented. Also, some systems have been evaluated as a whole, leading to labeling errors due to problems
in preceding steps. Also, most authors test their approach on private datasets,
making comparison to new methods hard.
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Figure 4.7: Accuracy versus case base size: on the x-axis the case base size is plotted.
The y-axis shows the accuracy rate for the given case base size. It should be noted, that
the accuracy rises quickly and returns good results for already quite small case bases
(≥ 16)

Kim’s system [51] was shown to have a mean accuracy of 96.7% on a dataset
that is related and similar to the MARG dataset. In total they evaluated on
11, 651 documents. The labeling module itself has an accuracy of 99.0% which is
comparable to the proposed method, even if only small case-bases are used.
The extension proposed by Mao [71] has been evaluated on 49 title pages from
7 different journals. Training was done on 161 documents. Comparison to Kim’s
method [51] showed that their approach outperforms Kim’s.
The accuracy of the zoning and labeling system presented by Mao [73] ranges
from about 99% to 55% depending on the label type and the method used. Unfortunately, no overall accuracy is given.
Hamza’s method [43] was evaluated on 950 document images. Their global
solving approach, which is similar to the presented view of copying the labels
given the closest case from the case base, was tested on 150 document images and
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obtained an accuracy of 85.3%.
From these results it becomes clear, that although a direct comparison is not
possible, the proposed case-based reasoning method using low-level features as
block positions and content descriptors works comparably well on the two tested
tasks.

4.6

Conclusion

In this chapter a case-based reasoning approach was presented for logical labeling.
The information extracted by the logical labeling step is needed in subsequent
document security and general document management and processing applications.
Using OCR in combination with the results from the logical labeling allows the
system to find the respective document type for the later security check.
A case-based reasoning approach has been presented for extracting the logical
labels from document images. Distance measures for fixed-layout document types
were used as a similarity measure for retrieval of the most similar case in the casebase. The similarity measure uses layout block information that is used to update
the labels of the unlabeled document. Evaluation of the proposed approach was
done on two different datasets, one containing images of invoices and one containing
title pages of journals. In both cases good accuracy rates could be shown. For
the MARG dataset, accuracy rates range from 94.8% to 99.6%, depending on
the number and the quality of the remaining layouts in the dataset for the leave[one|type|journal]-out cross validation test. It could be shown that even with small
case-bases the accuracy rates are reasonably high.
Another advantage of this approach is its flexibility concerning the labels: the
labels are defined by the labeled examples that are presented to the system. So
the system can easily be adapted to other labeling tasks, e.g. business letters.
The presented test setup works with ground truth labeling information. In a
real world setup, a standard segmentation algorithm e.g. Voronoi [52] can be taken
to compute segmentations of the documents. The output of this segmentation can
then be used to label the blocks.
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Chapter 5

Model-Based Authentication
Authenticity of printed documents is an important aspect in business relations.
As many documents present money-worth claims, the receiver of a document has
to be sure, that the document is genuine. This is especially true if the document
originates from an untrusted source.
Most methods for authentication add extra features to the document. In this
chapter, two approaches are presented to secure documents against forgeries generated by using standard computer hard- and software. The first approach uses the
counterfeit protection system codes produced by color laser printers and copiers
for automatic authentication of the source.
The second printing technique independent approach uses distortions introduced by scanning and printing to detect forged documents. The positional variations of characters in fixed headers and footers are used for this goal.
The following contributions are presented in this chapter1 :
1. The first research contribution for document authentication using the document intrinsic counterfeit protection system (CPS) codes for printer type
classification (accuracy of 92.5%, n = 67, 16 different classes).
1 This chapter is based on the author’s work in
[114] J. van Beusekom, M. Schreyer, and T. M. Breuel. Automatic counterfeit protection system
code classification. In Proc. of SPIE Media Forensics and Security XII, San Jose, CA, USA,
January 2010,
[116] J. van Beusekom, F. Shafait, and T. M. Breuel. Document signature using intrinsic features
for counterfeit detection. In Proc. of the 2nd Int. Workshop on Computational Forensics, volume
5158 of Lecture Notes in Computer Science, pages 47–57, Washington, DC, USA, August 2008,
and
[115] J. van Beusekom, F. Shafait, and T. M. Breuel. Image-matching for revision detection in
printed historical documents. In Proc. of the 29th DAGM Symposium on Pattern Recognition,
pages 507–516, Heidelberg, Germany, 2007.
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2. The first approach for image-based authentication of two CPS patterns (accuracy of 88.3%, n = 94).
3. The first public data set for evaluation of methods using the CPS codes is
generated, in cooperation with the Electronic Frontier Foundation.
4. A novel approach for document authentication using scanner distortions by
measuring the document intrinsic positional variation features. Evaluation
on a new data set showed the approach’s good performance, achieving an
accuracy of 97.0% (n = 168).
5. Generation of two new data sets for evaluation of document forgery detection
methods.

5.1

Introduction & Related Work

J. Hails [41] defines authentication in the context of documents as “. . . showing
that writing is what it is claimed to be”. In the context of invoices, the focus is
to make sure that the invoice has been created by the person or company that it
claims and that all the contents are genuine.
Authentication is often ensured by signatures: these represent a hard to forge
feature that only the creator may have added to the document. It can thus be
used to prove the document’s originality. Signatures have always been a critical
issue, even in ancient times, where the number of paper documents was limited,
compared to their tremendously wide-spread use nowadays. In these days, where
modern technologies enable a broad mass of people to easily counterfeit documents
and invoices, it becomes more and more important to assure the genuineness of a
document.
The signet rings from the monarchs that were used to sign the documents in
ancient times have nowadays been replaced with all kinds of modern security features. A good overview over signature features for document security is presented
by van Renesse [122]. Several categories of features are distinguished, depending
on the effort to detect or verify them. Three different levels effort, called level of
inspection are commonly being distinguished:
• first line inspection: this groups all the inspection methods that can done
using only the human senses. Examples of signatures that can be used in a
first line inspection are watermarks and holograms.
• second line inspection: inspections requiring additional tools to verify a
feature or a document fall into this category. Examples are ink that is only
visible under ultra violet light or bar codes that are only readable using a
bar code scanner.
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• third line inspection: this category covers the more sophisticated analysis that is normally done by experts, e.g. questioned document examiners.
Examples are physical and chemical analysis of the ink composition to date
a document.
There is a vast variety of different features available to make documents relatively secure even through first line inspection, e.g. using special sort of paper,
eventually integrating a watermark, by adding holographic images [106], specialized printing techniques [4] and other physical and chemical signatures [42]. Many
other types of features can be found in literature ([121, 124, 123]).
Having holograms, bar codes or other extra security features is certainly a reasonable way to make documents more robust against tampering. They require,
however, extra steps before or during the creation of a document, which will dramatically increase the costs of producing these. A more practical solution has to be
found for assuring the authenticity of documents of every day life without adding
extra features.
Therefore, in this chapter, the focus is on using features “inside” the document
as a signature, the so called intrinsic features. In contrast to extrinsic features that
are added only for document security purposes, intrinsic features are byproducts
of the normal document generating procedure. This has the advantage that the
creators of the documents can continue to use their usual technique to generate
the documents and while achieving a certain degree of tampering resistance.
Several uses of intrinsic features have been presented in previous publications:
printer identification, the process of assigning a print-out to a unique printer or a
printer type, has been intensively be studied by different groups. Mikkilineni et
al. [3, 74, 50] present features that can used to determine the model of laser printer
that was used to print a document.
Schreyer et al. [99, 98, 100] worked on detecting the printing technique used
to print a document. Also classification between printed documents and copied
versions of printed documents has been analyzed. Using discrete cosine transform
features, good performance could be shown even when scanning with moderate
resolutions of 400 dpi.
Another frequent intrinsic document feature is handwriting. Many printed documents contain handwritten parts as notices or signatures. Two related questions
can be distinguished: off-line writer identification and off-line signature verification. In this context, off-line means that only the image of the signature or the
handwriting is available, in contrast to online data, where stroke information is
also used. The first problem consists in identifying the writer of a document in
question using a previously trained model of the writers handwriting [96, 97, 13].
In signature verification the question is whether a signature on a document has
been generated by the person claimed by the signature or if someone else forged
the signature [27, 89].
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Considering the scenario of an insurance company processing incoming invoices,
it is likely that different invoices form the same invoice source are processed over
time. This information can also be used for authentication. If a new invoice from
the same source suddenly looks different or was printed on a different printer, it
could be that the document has been tampered. The assignment of the invoice to
previously encountered invoices can be accomplished by the textual information
extracted after logical labeling (Chapter 4).
In this chapter, two different document intrinsic approaches are used for authentication of documents: the first approach uses counterfeit protection system
codes2 and the second uses the positional variability modeling of the page content.
The CPS codes consist of small yellow dots that are invisible with the bare
eye. These dots are generated by many color laser printers and color copiers
to allow backtracking of possible fraudulent use of these printers. Each printer
integrates a unique pattern that can thus be used to identify the printer that was
used to generate the document. As information about the interpretation and the
decoding of the CPS codes is classified, an image-based approach is presented to
use these codes for authentication. The first approach does a printer classification
of the pattern based on the separating distances of the base pattern to neighboring
repetitions. The second approach tests if two pages contain the same pattern or
not. If the patterns differ, this could be a hint that a document has been forged.
Details about the CPS based methods are given in Section 5.2.
The second approach to authenticate documents uses positional variation modeling of the page’s content. This approach bases on two observations: first, most
methods involving consumer usable scanning and printing technologies slightly distort the layout of the page. Second, many documents have regions that are the
same for all invoices from the same source, as e.g. headers or footers. This is
especially true for invoices. In these regions, the distortions can be detected and
this is used to identify possibly forged documents. This approach is explained in
detail in Section 5.3.

5.2

Authentication using CPS Codes

The advent of new printing technologies, especially the wide spread use of color
laser printers and color copiers has simplified the way to create printed documents
in high quality. Recent cases reported to the American Society of Questioned
Document Examiners (ASQDE) revealed their increasing involvement in the production of counterfeited banknotes [28, 60] and forged documents [84].
2 One might argue that this feature is not intrinsic as these are added “by purpose” on the
print-out. The author, however, considers this feature as intrinsic as it is added without any
additional intervention by the document creating party.
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(a) Using blue LED

(b) Using high resolution camera

Figure 5.1: Examples of CPS dots on a print-out. The left picture shows the dots by
making them visible using a blue LED light source. The right image shows a detail of a
high resolution image taken from a part of the page. From the visual appearance of this
pattern, it is likely, that an HP color LaserJet was used [110].

In an effort to stop the use of color laser copiers and printers as a counterfeiting
tool, CPS codes are printed on the documents. The code consists of a pattern of
yellow dots that is invisible for the unaided human eye. An example of such
a pattern can be found in Figure 5.1. The pattern is distributed on the entire
surface of a document but may be overprinted by text or other document content.
Sending such document to a licensed laboratory allows the examiners to extract
the so called inspection code. This is transmitted to the manufacturer of the printer.
The manufacturer will then check his customer database to find the owner of that
specific printer.
In public only little is known about this technology. Also, it is not clear who
has access to the decoding technology and for what purposes it is being used. The
Electronic Frontier Foundation attracted the wider public’s attention to privacy
issues related to these codes, also called tracking dots, yellow dots or machine
identification codes. Their work on detecting and decoding tracking dot patterns
is presented on their web page [37]. An interesting set of slides [95] from a talk held
at the Chaos Communication Camp 2007 on this subject gives a good overview
over the few publicly known details about the tracking dot patterns. Also, the
Computer Counter Culture Group at the MIT Media Lab started a campaign to
stop the use of CPS codes [75] due to the privacy issues related to these codes.
As detailed information about the decoding of the patterns is classified, no
direct application of the pattern can be used for authentication. Several observations, however, have been made:
• base pattern: although the yellow dots are present all over the page, only a
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small subset of dots actually contains the printer specific information. This
base pattern is then repeated all over the page.
• stability: for most printers the base pattern is the same for all print-outs.
Only for some Xerox printers also the time and the date is encoded into the
base pattern.
• pattern types: different manufacturers have different pattern types. Canon
patterns, e.g. consist of a small, irregularly looking base pattern that repeats
many times. Xerox type patterns however are larger and placed on a regular
grid.
From all these observations, it can be concluded that an image based approach can
be followed to use the CPS codes for document authentication: visually different
patterns on two print-outs indicate that two different printers have been used. If
the patterns have the same appearance and the base patterns are the same, it can
be concluded that the same printer was used for both print-outs. The approach
followed in this section is to use the geometrical pattern itself for authentication
of the document, instead of extracting the pattern and decoding it.
In this section, an automated authentication on printer-class level is presented:
by detecting the printer class on which a document was printed, it can be verified if
the same class of printers was used for the questioned document as for previously
seen documents from the same invoice source. This presents an important first
barrier to forgers as the forger does not necessarily have the same printer type
as the original document generator. The classification follows the methodology
of Janis S. Tweedy [110]. The vertical pattern separation (VPS) distances are
used to distinguish 13 different classes of CPS codes. Several printer types or
manufacturers are assigned to each class. The second barrier is build by detecting
if exactly the same printer was used. This can be done by verifying if the pattern
on the questioned document is exactly the same as in the previously seen invoices.
Automatic image-based comparison of CPS codes is a challenging task: first of
all, the dots have to be extracted, which is explained in Section 5.2.1. As these dots
are very small and their color is close to the color of the white background, a specialized binarization method is needed to segment the dots from the background.
For computation of the HPS and VPS distances, presented in Section 5.2.2, it is
important to have a robust method as it regularly occurs that dots are missing
(due to text printed on the dots) or that noise leads to extra dots. Detecting if
two base patterns are identical (Section 5.2.4) is not less complicated: it has to
deal with all of the above problems and in addition to that it has to make a hard
decision if two patterns are identical or not.
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5.2.1

Extraction of the Tracking Dots

In a first step, the tracking dots have to be extracted. Tracking dots are small
yellow dots printed on the document. Their size is about 0.007 inch (approximately
4 pixels in a 600 dpi scan). Examples are shown in Figure 5.1.
Several ways are possible to extract the tracking dots: MIT Seeing Yellow [75]
proposes to extract the blue channel. Conversion to CYMK and using the Y
channel is also possible. A subsequent binarization step [83, 94, 101] could be used
to decide between foreground (dot candidate) and background. This approach,
however, leads to many false candidates.
Therefore, a manually tuned extraction was chosen: examining the color values
of the dots on different pages showed that in RGB color space the R and G values
are close to 255, while having a slightly lower B value. The following binarization
method was deduced:


if min(IR (x, y), IG (x, y)) − IB (x, y) < T1 and
0,
(5.1)
I(x, y) =
IR (x, y) > T2 and IG (x, y) > T2


255, else
where IR (x, y), IG (x, y) and IB (x, y) are the values of the red, green and blue
channel of image I at position (x, y), 0 being black and 255 being white. A good
choice for the thresholds are T1 = 20 and T2 = 240. The result of this step is a
binary image where the black pixels represent dot candidates.
This task specific binarization has the advantage that it returns a relatively
good set of dot candidates with only few isolated noise pixels. Also, the number
of missed dots using the proposed extraction is negligibly low.
Problems occur if areas with dithered colors are present in the image. After binarization, these areas tend to show significant amounts of pixel noise dots similar
in size to the ones form the CPS code. As these may be very numerous it is preferable to remove these dots to make the system more robust. This filtering is done by
morphological closing (dilation followed by erosion) using a quadratic mask. The
effect is that dots closer than half of the width of the mask are being connected
together, whereas singular dots remain unchanged. A computationally fast implementation using run length encoding for binary morphology was used [22]. The
width of the mask is fixed to half of the median distance between the neighboring
connected components, which is normally about 12 px.
From the resulting image the connected components are extracted. The filtering
is done on a connected component basis: big connected components (width or
height bigger than 4 px) are being ignored. This also removes the dithered parts
of the image, as these remain connected after the filtering.
Example images in Figure 5.2 show the intermediate results for each step. It
should be noted that the resulting set of dots is not perfect, e.g. there may be
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Figure 5.2: Visualization of the CPS dot extraction: (a) shows binarized image using
the task specific binarization. After dilation image (b) is obtained. Erosion of (b) leads
to (c). Finally, using connected component based filtering the final image (d) is obtained
where the black pixels represent the extracted dots.

false positives (due to noise or printer artefacts) or missed dots (due to overprinting
or due to the filtering), which will lead to increased requirements concerning the
robustness for the next steps.

5.2.2

Printer Class Identification

The proposed method for printer class identification uses a feature and a classification scheme proposed by Tweedy [110]. It uses the vertical pattern separating
distances. This idea is extended in this chapter to use also the horizontal pattern
separation (HPS) distance to cope with the problem that depending on the paper
feed inside the printer, the CPS codes may be rotated by 90◦ . Thus, the proposed
method extracts both, the HPS and the VPS distances from a print-out.
The computation of the distances is done by matching a randomly selected
sub pattern of dots, the so called search pattern on the extracted dots itself. The
translations from the search pattern to the matched patterns are measured. The
histogram of measurements shows peaks at positions that are multiples of the
HPS or VPS distance respectively. In the next section, the details concerning the
computation of the HPS and VPS distances are presented. A visualization of the
main idea is given in Figure 5.3.
Computation of Horizontal and Vertical Pattern Separation Distances
After extracting the dots, the next step consists of computing the vertical and
horizontal pattern separation distances (VPS and HPS respectively). These dis90
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7,97cm
5,3cm

10,3cm

2,5cm

1. select sub-pattern

2. match sub-pattern 3. compute HPS/VPS

Figure 5.3: Computation of HPS and VPS distances: first, a sub pattern is selected.
This is matched at different positions in the same column or row respectively. The
computed translation parameters in x and y direction are used to extract the HPS and
VPS distance of the pattern.

tances are used for the subsequent classification scheme. For reading simplicity, in
the following, only the computation of the HPS distance is discussed. The VPS
distance follows an analogous scheme, just switching the directions x (horizontal)
and y (vertical).
The approach for computing the HPS takes a random local subset of the tracking dots and matches this subset to the remaining dots at approximately the same
y position. For each obtained match the translation parameter ty in y direction
is returned. Statistics on these values are used to estimate the HPS and VPS
distance of a pattern.
The reason for only considering matches on the same y position lies in the fact,
that not all CPS pattern repetitions are on a regular grid. Some CPS code repeat
their base pattern shifted in x direction in neighboring columns. A base pattern
is defined as the smallest set of dots that can not be split into equal sub patterns
and that explains all the tracking dots in the image by just translating it in x
and y directions. An example of such a repetitive pattern with offset is shown in
Figure 5.4(a). Without this restriction, the matching would return distances that
represent only a fraction of the real distance.
The local pattern subset has to be chosen carefully: it must be assured, that
its width is not bigger than the smallest known HPS distance. Elsewise, only
multiples of the distance will be found. Another constraint is that the pattern
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should be big enough to allow for robust matches. If only a few (e.g. two or
three) dots are to be matched, many matches on random positions will be found.
Therefore, for each direction a different search pattern is used for the matching:
starting from a randomly selected point, an area around this point is defined such
that in the direction of measurement its size is smaller than the smallest known
pattern separation distance. In the other direction, it is extended to a wider area
to cover more points. This allows the method to find more robust matches. A
visualization of such search patterns is given in Figures 5.4(c) and 5.4(d).

(a) Non-aligned pattern

(b) Matching result

(c) Vertical search pattern
(d) Horizontal search
pattern

Figure 5.4: Example of different patterns: Image (c) and (d) show an example of a
horizontal and a vertical search pattern. Image (a) shows an example of a non-aligned
pattern. Image (b) shows the result of the matching: the blue crosses represent the sub
pattern to be searched for, the red ones represent the repeating patterns above or below
the subset pattern. The alignment has been slightly displaced in order to be able to see
the different crosses.
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Matching the Search Pattern
After choosing the search patterns, the positions where the dot pattern in the same
geometric relation can be found have to be computed. Visually speaking, one wants
to find all repetitions of the horizontal search pattern on the right or left side of
the search pattern. Similarly the vertical repetitions of the vertical search patterns
are computed. This is done using the technique described by Breuel in [17]. It
uses an optimal branch-and-bound search algorithm, called RAST (Recognition by
Adaptive Subdivision of Transformation Space). This method allows robust and
accurate finding of the positions of repetitions of the search patterns.
The RAST algorithm performs a branch-and-bound search on the parameter
space. For each direction, a separate search is done. The transformation parameter
space can thus be reduced to parameter tx ∈ [−W, W ] (in the case of the VPS
distance: ty ∈ [−H, H]) where W and H are the page width and height. To
be more robust against small distortions of the page, tx is set to allow for small
variations, too. Examples of the matching results can be found in Figure 5.4(b).
Estimating HPS and VPS Distances
The approach to solve this problem is to measure recurring translation values. If a
pattern has a certain HPS distance, the translation values returned by the search
are most likely multiples of the HPS distance, apart from a few “noise” matches.
Using several iterations of the search, a histogram of translation values is generated
that shows characteristic peaks having a distance approximately equal to the HPS
distance.
As the selection of the search pattern is a random process, it may happen that
the selected search pattern does not represent any pattern but e.g. only consits
of noise dots. It may also happen that a search pattern is chosen that is repeated
inside the base pattern. Therefore, several iterations of search pattern selection
and matching are run, each returning a set of matching parameters. All these
results are collected in one priority queue R = {(tx,1 , q1 ) . . . (tx,n , qn )}, where qi
is the quality of the match i and n is the total number of results returned by all
iterations. The quality qi is the number of dots from the search pattern that could
be matched to the remaining dots. A low quality thus means, that only a few dots
from the search pattern could be matched. This quality is used to select the best
m matches for generating the statistics, as matches with higher quality lead to a
higher degree of robustness.
Using the m best results, a histogram of the translation values tx is generated
by computing all pairwise distances. An example of such a histogram is shown
in Figure 5.5. Using this histogram, the HPS distance is computed by histogram
comparison: for all possible HPS distances, a reference histogram is generated. It
is generated by distributing equally high peaks in the histograms at all different
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Figure 5.5: Histogram of the values of the parameters tx . One can observe the peaks
with the constant distance that is equal to the HPS distance in pixel.

distances for HPS. All the reference histograms are compared with the measured
histogram using Jenson-Shannon-Divergence (JSD) [105]. The reference histogram
with the smallest JSD gives us the HPS distance.

5.2.3

CPS Code Comparison

In this section, the image based method to compare two patterns is explained. The
purpose of this method is to check if the patterns from two different pages are the
same or not. Simply speaking, approximations of the base patterns are extracted
from the two images and compared with each other. If the two base patterns are
the same, the same printer was used.
Automating this process is less trivial than it may seem at a first glance: first
of all, there is the problem of extracting a unique base pattern: the separating
distances do not give any information about where the base pattern starts and
ends, thus leading to ambiguities when extracting a base pattern. Moreover, only
the HPS and VPS distances are known, but not the exact size of the base pattern.
An example for this ambiguity is shown in Figure 5.6. Most CPS patterns seem
to have marks that show the start and the end of a pattern. Hard coding these
marks for all different pattern types is no option, therefore, a different solution is
needed. Another problem with the base pattern extraction comes from missing
and extra dots: these may be due to noise, dithered areas or dots being printed on
text regions. Thus, an area of the width and the height determined by the HPS
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Figure 5.6: Example demonstrating the prototype ambiguity: from the dot image in
the center, several possible prototypes might be extracted if the start and end points are
not known.

and VPS distances will not work.
Therefore, instead of a base pattern, a prototype is generated that allows to
deal with the afore mentioned problems. This prototype has the width and the
height of the HPS and VPS distance respectively. It also incorporates information
about the frequency of the dots it contains. Also, the prototypes are not compared
directly with each other in order to make a decision if both patterns are identical.
Instead, the prototype from the first image is matched to the second image to
find out how well its dots are explained by the second image and vice versa. If
all relevant dots can be “explained”, the documents are considered to be printed
on the same printer. This avoids the problem of aligning the different prototype
patterns to each other, a problem resulting from the missing start and end point
information.
In the next section, the prototype generation will be explained.
Prototype Pattern
As the tracking dots extraction is not perfect in a sense to deliver all and only
tracking dots, extracting a prototype pattern on a random position in the page
may lead to a prototype having extra dots or missing dots.
The method to extract a reliable prototype uses a similar approach as for the
computation of the HPS and VPS distances (Section 5.2.2): first a prototype
pattern is extracted from a random location. Then, this pattern is matched to the
dots all over the page, similarly as for the VPS and HPS computation. But this
time, no restriction on the x or y position is made.
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Figure 5.7: Examples of extracted prototypes. The darker the cross is the higher its
frequency of occurring in a match.

For each match, a matching list defining what point from the prototype is
matched to what point from the matched area is obtained. If two dots match,
they are clustered together and their frequency count is increased. If not, a new
prototype dot is created.
As the process depends on the choice of the first prototype and as, just as in
case of the search patterns, the region where the prototype pattern is extracted
from does not necessarily show a good example of the pattern, this process is
repeated several times (for a practical application, five iterations showed to work
well enough).
From these matchings it is possible to compute how frequent a dot at a certain
position has been encountered. Dots belonging to the base pattern pattern will
have high frequencies whereas noise dots will be much less frequent.
A visualization of the model is depicted in Figure 5.7. The darker the cross,
the higher its measured frequency.
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Prototype Comparison
In this step, the extracted prototype of one image is verified against the dots in
the other image. A decision has to be taken whether the prototype fits the image
or not. The idea to solve this is the following: if a dot is frequently present in
one prototype pattern, the other image should also show this dot. If a dot is less
frequent in one prototype, it should also be less frequent or even missing in the
other image.
Thus, the differences of frequencies of the pattern dots are analyzed. A threshold has to be fixed defining what differences are considered as significant. Consider
a normal CPS pattern on a standard page: it should be easily possible to find multiple occurrences of the pattern on that page. It might be that one or the other dot
might be missing but it is unlikely that by chance always the same dot is missing.
On the other side, if random noise dots appear, it is unlikely that they will appear
in the same position for different repetitions of the pattern. Therefore, the threshold is set to a high value: infrequent noise will be discarded and for the relevant
pattern dots, minor variations in frequency will not influence the outcome. A pattern is defined as different if there is at least one significant difference in frequency
between the prototype pattern and the matched prototype pattern in the image.

5.2.4

Evaluation

No public dataset was available for testing the proposed method. In cooperation
with the Electronic Frontier Foundation (EFF), the first dataset for evaluating
methods on CPS codes was generated3 : in an attempt to gain more information
about the CPS codes, the EFF invited the visitors of their web site to send printouts of the provided test documents, together with additional information as e.g.
the manufacturer, the printer model and its serial number. In a first step, these
documents had to be scanned. The scanner used for this task is a Fujitsu fi-4120C2
automatic document feeding scanner with a maximum optical scanning resolution
of 600 dpi and a color depth of 24 bit. All documents were scanned using 600 dpi
in full color mode.
A first sample set of 68 sets of test print-outs has been scanned. Each set
consists of 8 pages from the EFF printer test set sheets4 . An example of such a
sample set of 8 images is given in Figure 5.8. On a set level, the ground truth has
been generated manually. It contains the following information:
• manufacturer of the printer / copier
3 The dataset can be downloaded from http://madm.dfki.de/downloads-ds-mic, last retrieved
on July, 12th 2010
4 http://www.eff.org/wp/investigating-machine-identification-code-technology-color-laserprinters#testsheets, last retrieved on July, 12th 2010
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(a) Sheet 0

(b) Sheet 1

(c) Sheet 2

(d) Sheet 3

(e) Sheet 4

(f) Sheet 5

(g) Sheet 6

(h) Sheet 7

Figure 5.8: Test sheets from the Electronic Frontier Foundation.

• serial number of the printer / copier used to generate the print-outs
• presence or absence of dots
• manually measured horizontal pattern separation distance
• manually measured vertical pattern separation distance
• vertical pattern separation distance according to the classification given in
the paper by Tweedy [110], if available
• miscellaneous information
Evaluation of CPS Code Classification
For the evaluation of the classification based on the HPS and VPS distances, the
different classes have to be defined: Tweedy [110] proposed thirteen different classes
of VPS distances. For the 0.32 and 0.64 inch distances, Tweedy distinguished two
different subclasses based on different visual characteristics. As these subclasses
have the same VPS distance, these are merged into the same class for the current
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0.48 0.96
Epson Aculaser C1900
Epson AcuLaser C900
Epson AcuLaser C1500
Konica Minolta Magiccolor 2300 DL
Minolta QMS Magicolor 2210
Minolta QMS Magicolor 2300DL
Konica Minolta Magicolor 2300 DL
Konica Minolta Magicolor 2430 DL
Minolta QMS Magicolor 2430 DL
Minolta Magicolor 2300 DL
Minolta QMS Magicolor 2300 DL
Konica Minolta Magicolor 2430 DL
Minolta QMS Magicolor 2300 DL
Minolta QMS Desklaser 2200
Konica Minolta Magicolor 2430 DL
0.54 0.69
HP Color Laserjet 3700DN
HP Color LaserJet 4700
HP Color LaserJet 3700DN
HP Color LaserJet 2840
HP Color LaserJet 2600N
HP Color LaserJet 2605DN
HP Color LaserJet 4600
HP Color LaserJet 4600
HP Color LaserJet 2550N
HP Color LaserJet 3700
HP Color LaserJet 4650
HP Color LaserJet 4600
HP Color LaserJet 4600DN
HP Color LaserJet 2500

0.69 0.54
Lexmark C910
Lexmark C912
Kyocera C2630D
HP Color LaserJet 5500
HP Color LaserJet 5500DTN
0.64 1.28
Epson Aculaser C1100
Epson Aculaser C3000
Dell 3110CN
Dell 5100CN
Xerox Docucolor 1632
1.28 0.64
Xerox Phaser 790
Xerox DocuColor 6060
Xerox DocuColor 2045
Xerox DocuColor 12
0.96 0.48
Minolta DialtaColor CF 2001
Minolta-QMS Magicolor 7300
Konica Bizhub C252
Konica Minolta Bizhub 350C
2.54 0.16
Canon CLC-iR C3220-C1
-1 -1
Xerox Phaser 8400N
Xerox Tektronix Phaser 7750DN
OKI C9200 Model N31061A
Samsung CLP-500/XAA
Brother HL-2700 CN
OKI C5150n

Figure 5.9: Excerpt of the list of printer classes in the evaluation data set. The HPS
and VPS class is given at the top, followed by the printers in this class. An other list of
printers can be found in [110].

experiments. Thus, eleven different classes are considered: no CPS pattern, 0.16,
0.32, 0.48, 0.50, 0.54, 0.64, 0.69, 0.96, 1.20 and 1.28 inch distances. A list of
printers corresponding to the different VPS distances is given in [110]. A list of
HPS and VPS pairs and the associated printers can be found in Figure 5.9.
As two different measures are computed per page, three different accuracy
rates are being computed: the accuracy of computing the correct HPS distance,
the accuracy of computing the correct VPS distance and the accuracy of correctly
computing both VPS and HPS distances. A list of the different pairs of HPS and
VPS distances with more than two occurrences is presented in Table 5.1. In total
16 different pairs could be identified in the dataset.
Sheet 6 (Figure 5.8(g)) of each sample contains the most realistic document
type for the proposed scenario, namely a page containing mainly text regions. As
not all samples are complete. in total 67 images have been used.
The computation of the HPS and VPS distances is done using the method
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HPS distance [in inch]
0.48
0.54
-1.00
0.69
0.64
1.28
0.96
-1.00

VPS distance [in inch]
0.96
0.69
-1.00
0.54
1.28
0.64
0.48
0.16

# Occurrences
15
14
11
5
5
4
4
2

Table 5.1: List of pairs of HPS and VPS distances occurring more than once. Documents without dots are represented with the pair (−1.0, −1.0). A −1.0 in any other row
means that during ground truth generation, the respective HPS or VPS distance was not
measurable due to a sparse pattern (Section 5.2.5).

above. The classification is done using a simple threshold: if the difference between
the ground truth distance and the computed distance is less than 0.02 inch, it is
considered to be in the same class. If no tracking dots are present, no reasonable
matches for the search patterns can be found. The document is then considered
to be CPS code free.
Evaluation of CPS Code Comparison
The test setup for the evaluation of the CPS code comparison is as follows: a set of
image pairs was defined to compare print-outs with same HPS and VPS distances.
For each sample set, Sheet 3 was compared with Sheet 6 and Sheet 6 was compared
with Sheet 3 of the numerically next sample set. If Sheet 3 is not present for a
sample set, the next Sheet in numerical ascending order is taken (Sheet 4, etc.).
By this method a balanced set of 94 comparisons was generated. The full list of
files that have been compared is presented in Appendix B. The threshold which
decides if a dot significantly differs from one pattern to the other is set to 0.9.

5.2.5

Results for CPS Code Classification

The results for the test on the 67 images containing text and graphics are shown in
Table 5.2. It can be seen, that the results for the VPS distance are slightly better
than those for the HPS distance. An analysis of the errors showed the following
problems:
• diffuse patterns: some patterns (generated mostly by Canon machines)
have an irregular appearance that shows a clearly distinguishable VPS distance but a much less clearer HPS distance. For these patterns, repetitions in
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Figure 5.10: Example of a diffuse pattern. It can be seen that the pattern is repeating
in horizontal direction but that the repetitions have a small offset. A characteristic set
of dots is colored in red to make the repetitions more easily detectable.

horizontal direction are slightly shifted from one repetition to the next. An
exact horizontal repetition was not detectable. But due to the error margin
given for the matching, it will find a HPS distance that is actually not the
correct one when sticking to the definition. This is mostly observed for the
0.16 and 0.32 inch patterns. An example can be found in Figure 5.10.
• bad print quality: a few documents present printing defects that can be
observed when using an old drum: this leads to toner spreading all over
the page, resulting in many small dots everywhere that cannot be easily
distinguished from the CPS dots.
• sparse patterns: on several print-outs the pattern only appears around
printed areas. Thus the large white areas where the dots are easily identifiable do not contain any dots. This significantly reduces the number of dots
for reliable matching, leading to misdetection.
In only three cases, both VPS and HPS distances could not be correctly extracted. In all other cases at least one of the distances was correctly computed,
while the other distance was returned either as “no dots present” or as a distance
that does not fit any of the classes and that can thus be easily intercepted. Four
HPS distance errors are due to the diffuse patterns that Canon printers present.
However, in three of the four cases the VPS distance was correctly computed.
# of doc. images
67
Accuracy

VPS & HPS corr.
57
85.1%

HPS corr.
59
88.0%

VPS corr.
62
92.5%

Table 5.2: Results on the 67 document images of type 6 from the EFF-DFKI dataset.
The VPS distance is detected correctly in 92.5% of the documents.

The problem of diffuse patterns could be solved by accurately deskewing the
scanned image before processing. The allowed variation during horizontal matching of the search pattern could be reduced, leading to a more accurate estimation of
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the HPS distance. Another approach would imply verifying if the diffuse patterns
appear only in combination with the 0.16 and 0.32 inch VPS distances. In these
cases, the HPS distance information could be discarded for printer class detection.
Sparse patterns represent a major problem: depending on the document content, there may be enough dots left to detect a repetitive pattern. For some sample
sets, the ground truth had even to be updated as the automatic method correctly
found a pattern that had not been detected while manually generating the ground
truth. In most cases, however, there are only very few dots left which makes it hard
for an automated method to detect a recurring pattern. During manual ground
truth generation knowledge about the printer type often helped in steering the
search for the HPS and VPS distances into the right direction. Unfortunately this
information is not available in a real world scenario. Concerning the bad print
quality, a more sophisticated document cleaning could be tried.

5.2.6

Results for CPS Code Comparison

The evaluation of the accuracy on the CPS code comparison returned 83 correct
decisions and 11 wrong decisions, thus an accuracy of 88.3%. An analysis of the
results showed that all of the 11 errors were due to comparisons that should have
returned “same prototype” but did in fact return “different prototype”.
A detailed analysis of the errors made showed the following two issues:
• sparse patterns: seven out of the eleven errors are due to sparse patterns.
For these patterns the dots seem only to be present around page content
areas, so not in large white spaces. As only few dots are present and this
mostly in areas where dots may be missing due to overlaid text, it is hard
to compute a good prototype estimate. Examples of sparse patterns can be
seen in Figure 5.11.
• time variant CPS codes: several Xerox printers are known to have a time
variable coding that includes the date and the time when the print-out was
generated [37]. The remaining four errors are all due to this problem. An
example of two different patterns extracted from two images of the same
sample set can be found in Figure 5.125 . It is clear that the patterns have
common parts but that they consistently differ in places that are known to
encode the time information. Interestingly enough there are also sample sets
(e.g. sample set 0015, Xerox Phaser 790) of print-outs from Xerox printers
that do not encode date or time information.
Resolving the problem with Xerox printers could by done by using a mask to
ignore dots encoding time and date information. Another possibility would be to
5 Decoding information has been obtained by using the applet from the EFF:
http://w2.eff.org/Privacy/printers/docucolor/, last retrieved on March, 25th 2010
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(a) 0057-0004

(b) 0057-0006

Figure 5.11: Example of sparse patterns. It should be noticed, that for Sheet 00570004 only few dots are present. For the image containing Sheet 6, many more dots can
be observed, especially in the text area.

(a) 0057-0004

(b) 0057-0006

Figure 5.12: Examples of differing patterns from the same Xerox printer. It can be
seen that there is a considerable overlap in both patterns but some parts differ. The red
rectangle shows the region where the time and date information is encoded. This region
shows differences between the two patterns. The green region shows the serial number information. Using the decoding applet provided by the EFF, the following information for
the left pattern could be extracted: Printer serial number: 029246 [or 37029246], Date:
June 20, 2005, Time: 08:38. For the right pattern contains the following information:
Printer serial number: 029246 [or 37029246], Date: June 20, 2005, Time: 08:40.
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decode the pattern and use the serial number for comparison of two printers, as
the decoding method for this CPS pattern type is known.
The problem of the sparse patterns is much harder to solve: if only few dots
are present, no stable prototype pattern can be generated. In this case the system
could try to extract the prototype patterns and display these to an operator who
could then decide if the document should be analyzed further. Only comparing the
HPS and VPS distance could also be done, as these can more reliably be detected
even in presence of sparse dots.

5.2.7

Discussion

In this section, it could be shown that the counterfeit protection system codes
generated by most color laser printers and color copiers can be used in an automatic setup for detecting the printer class a document was printed on. If a forged
document is processed that claims to come from an invoice source that is known
to have used a color laser printer from manufacturer A, and if now this document
is classified as coming from a printer of manufacturer B, the invoice will be send
to an operator for further verification.
This approach is extended to detect if two print-outs have the same CPS pattern. In that case it can be concluded that exactly the same printer has been used
to generate both print-outs.
These two methods build an important barrier for document forgeries: a perpetrators would have to have at least a printer form the same printer class, or, at
worst, the person would need to have access to the original printer to circumvent
these barriers.
A useful extension of the proposed method of CPS code based authentication
using comparison of two patterns, would be an automated decoding for Xerox type
patterns, as these are the only patterns where the decoding procedure is known.
This would make comparison of these patterns working even if date and time
information is encoded.
In the next section, a different approach for authentication is presented. The
idea is to detect distortions that come from scanning or printing. This is done by
comparing positions of foreground content from genuine documents to the positions
of the corresponding parts in the questioned document. This approach is described
in Section 5.3.
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5.3

Authentication using Positional Variations

In the previous section, CPS codes were used for authentication. These codes,
however, are only produced by color laser printers and copiers. In this section an
authentication approach is presented that does not require the CPS codes. Instead,
a novel feature, positional variations, are used for document authentication. The
idea is to detect distortions that are commonly produced by scanning and printing
processes. This is done by comparing the positions of foreground elements in
constant text parts. In the considered scenario of invoice processing it can be
observed, that most documents have constant text parts for invoices from the
same source. If positions of elements in theses parts differ from the model to the
questioned document, this is a strong hint that the document has been tampered.
The forgery experiment in the Chapter 1 showed that the type of expected
forgeries are from the group of “Print, Paste & Copy” (PPC), ”Scan, Edit & Print“
(SEP) and ”Reverse Engineered Imitation“ (REI) forgeries. The first category of
forgeries are created by printing text on a new sheet that will be pasted on the
genuine document. Then, a copy of this document is made. The second category is
the type of forgeries generated by scanning a document, modifying it with standard
image manipulation software and printing it out again. The forgeries from the
last category are produced by rebuilding the genuine invoice in a layout or word
processing software.
In all three scenarios, positional variations were observed: reversely engineering
a document is a hard task as the positions of all the components depend on many
different variables: font types, font sizes, line spacings, etc. For the SEP and REI
forgeries it could be observed that even by scanning and printing (or by copying)
distortions are introduced. These are not directly visible but when comparing two
pages closely against each other it can be observed that not all parts of the image
match as expected.
The approach works as follows: observing a number of original invoices from
one invoice party allows to build a model signature of the non-variable part of an
invoice. A new invoice is checked against this model signature and if it is significantly different, it is considered as potentially forged. The doubtful document
could then be forwarded to a human operator for further inspection.
After a pre-processing step performing binarization [94] and skew correction
(Chapter 2), first an intrinsic document signature is constructed. The genuine
invoice images from an invoicing party are accurately aligned to one reference
invoice (Section 5.3.1). For the reference image a binary map representing the
areas of fixed content is created. Then, a signature for this invoicing party is built
based on an analysis of variations in positions and sizes of the bounding boxes
of the connected components among the aligned invoices (Section 5.3.2). Once a
signature is constructed for an invoicing party, the originality of the new invoices
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Figure 5.13: Visualization of the approach using positional variation modeling. First a
model is generated from several genuine invoices (training set) and a map defining what
areas are constant. The verification aligns the questioned invoice to the reference image
from the training set. Finally, bounding boxes of the connected components are verified
against the model.

from that source can be verified by comparing it to the signature. A diagram
showing the different parts is given in Figure 5.13.

5.3.1

Alignment

The first step is to accurately and robustly align the images. The alignment of two
document images aims at identifying the transformation parameters that allow to
overlay both images.
Different techniques have been proposed in literature for image registration and
alignment. The approaches for general image registration [128] are not well suited
for binary document image registration because binary documents lack the color
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and texture features that are typically used in image registration. Nakai et al. [77]
and Liang et al. [61] have proposed image registration techniques for document
images, but in that case only alignment/registration of the same document under
different kinds of distortions is considered.
For this application, the document image-matching technique described in the
authors previous work [115] is used to align two images from the same invoicing
party. This technique is tolerant to changes in the two documents to be matched
and is hence a good candidate for this scenario. It uses an optimal branch-andbound search algorithm, called RAST [17] (Recognition by Adaptive Subdivision
of Transformation Space). This method allows robust and accurate finding of the
globally optimal parameters describing the transformation needed to align both
images. Since the RAST algorithm finds the globally optimal alignment of the two
images, it is expected that it will align the two images based on their static part.
The quality function is defined as the number of model points matching an
image point under the error bound .
The RAST algorithm uses a branch-and-bound search for quickly finding a
global optimum, for the given quality function. The method uses a priority queue
containing parameter subspaces ordered by their upper bound quality. The highest
upper bound quality subspace is divided into two new subspaces, by splitting it into
two parts of equal size. For each part, the new upper bound quality is determined
and both subspaces are added into the priority queue. These steps are repeated
until a stopping criterion is met.
For applying RAST, first an initial parameter space (also called transformation space) has to be defined. Let [txmin , txmax ] × [tymin , tymax ] × [amin , amax ] ×
[smin , smax ] be the initial search space, where tx stand for translation in x direction, ty translation in y direction, a for the rotation angle and s for the scale. As
the pages are being deskewed before processing, the rotational dimension can be
discarded by setting amin = amax = 0.0◦ . A more detailed description of RAST
can be found in [17, 20].
As image points, the centers of the bounding boxes of the connected components are chosen. Matching all points from one image to all points of a second
image can be time consuming. In order to speed up the computation of the upper
bound for the quality, a filtering step is added before the branch-and-bound search:
to avoid comparing connected components that are not similar at all, Fourier descriptors for the contour of the connected components have been extracted [40].
These describe the shape of the connected component. For example it is not reasonable to match a round character as an ”o“ to an ”x“. In order to be invariant to
scale and rotation, the images of the connected components are downscaled to a
fixed size and the phase is discarded to obtain rotation invariance for the Fourier
Descriptors. For each model point (connected component) only the n most similar
image points are considered for the quality estimation.
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5.3.2

Positional Variation Modeling

The modeling of the positional variations is done on a connected component level.
The input of the modeling step consists of several sets of bounding boxes of connected components coming from a genuine document. A map defining the constant
areas in a document type is also given as input. The question to be solved is how to
generate a model out of this information that represents the positional variations
of the genuine connected components.
All the connected components that are not included in the areas defined by
the map are discarded. A bounding box of a connected component is defined by
four parameters: (xl , yl , xh , hy ), where (xl , yl ) define the lower left and (xh , yh ) the
upper right corner of the bounding box of the connected component. Modeling
the positional variations can thus be done on the level of these four parameters.
It is reasonable to assume that the values for these parameters are normally
distributed: their mean will be around the ”ground truth“ value and due to noise,
binarization artefacts and other distortions small variations may occur.
In order to build the model, the bounding boxes of the connected components of
the different genuine samples have to be clustered in order to compute the statistics
of the different connected components. This clustering is done by checking if two
bounding boxes overlap.
Dov (ci , cj ) = 1 −

2 × Ov(ci , cj )
area(ci ) + area(cj )

where Ov(ci , cj ) is the number of overlapping pixels of both connected components
and area(c) is the number of pixels of connected component c. This will return
1.0 if two bounding boxes are identical and 0 if two bounding boxes do not overlap
at all.
After this clustering the mean and standard deviation for each parameter of
each bounding box cluster is estimated. A simplified visualization of the model
is depicted in Figure 5.14. The blue ares show bounding boxes that have low
variability (stable bounding boxes) and the dark areas show components with
more variability.
Assuming a perfect match, the model and the images would contain exactly
the same number of connected components in the constant document areas. The
likelihood of a genuine document image I composed of connected components
C = (c1 , . . . , cn ) to be genuine (not forged: ¬f ) could be computed as follows:
p(I|¬f ) = p(c1 , . . . , cn |¬f ) = p(c1 |¬f ) . . . p(cn |¬f )

(5.2)

assuming independence of the parameters of the connected components:
p(c|¬f ) = p(xl , yl , xh , yh |¬f ) = p(xl |¬f )p(yl |¬f )p(xh |¬f )p(yh |¬f )
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Figure 5.14: Visualization of the model. The background is painted white. The blue
regions represent the bounding boxes of the document foreground. The lighter blue the
boxes are the more “stable” this box is.

where
p(xl |¬f ) = N (xl , µxl , σxl )

(5.4)

and p(yl |¬f ), p(xh |¬f ) and p(xh |¬f ) are modeled accordingly.
The authentication of a document is done by first aligning the image to the
reference image from the model. Then the likelihood in Equation 5.3.2 is computed.
In the end, a decision is needed whether the questioned document should raise an
alarm or not. As modeling of the variations for forged documents is complex due
to missing data, a thresholding approach is used: for the training set used to build
the model, the mean µL and the standard deviation σL of the computed likelihoods
are computed. A threshold is fixed on the basis of the confidence intervals.
As the connected components depend on print and scan quality, the question
of robustness against merging and breaking connected components arises. As the
scanning process can be optimized by the operator of the system, the remaining
source of merged and broken components is the invoice generation process. It may
happen that the printer of the person creating the invoice is low on ink or the paper
was changed which could lead to more ink smearing. These problems will result
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in merged and broken connected components and will lead also to new connected
components that are not covered by the model.
In order to deal with this problems, the following approach is chosen: only connected components that can be “explained” by the model (components where the
bounding box overlaps with one model component) are taken into account. This
could potentially lead to the problem that a forgery where only one component
matches the model would have a high likelihood. A preliminary classification step
is added based on the matching quality obtained by the alignment procedure: if
this alignment quality is to low, the document will be rejected as forgery. The rejection scheme is defined by modeling the matching quality as normally distributed
N (µq , σq ) and setting a low threshold at ±10.0 × σq , where µq is the mean and σq
the standard deviation of the matching quality computed on the model training
set.

5.3.3

Evaluation

In order to test the performance of the proposed signature, a dataset with forged
document samples is needed. As to the author’s best knowledge no public dataset
is available containing genuine and tampered documents from one and the same
invoice party, a new dataset of invoices was generated. These sample documents
were created by a student using a word processing software. Next, one document
was randomly picked and given to other students. Their task was to copy the
document as accurate as possible using the text editor or layout software of their
choice. The number of genuine documents is 40, the number of REI forgeries is
12. An example of a genuine and a forged document is given in Figure 5.15.
As the dataset was relatively small, an n-fold cross validation was run with
n = 4. Thus, four different training sets were generated out of the 40 genuine
invoices, each training set consisting of 10 images. The first image in alphabetical
order of the file names of each training set was chosen as reference image where
the remaining nine images were aligned to. The other 30 genuine images formed
the genuine part of the respective test set. To each of these test sets the forged
invoices (n = 12) were added.
A second test has been done in order to measure the performance of the method
on the SEP forgery scenario: instead of remaking the whole document using a word
processor, the forger could just scan an original invoice, make changes using an
image editor and print the changed invoice. As scanning and printing an original
invoice distorts it slightly, the proposed method should be able to detect these
cases. An example of such a distortion can be found in Figure 5.16.
To simulate this scenario the same four-fold cross validation setup was chosen.
Out of the 40 genuine invoices, 5 were copied on different multi function printers
(MFP) to simulate effects of scanning and printing the original invoice. A list of
the MFPs used in this test is given in Table 5.3. In total 8 different MFPs were
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Figure 5.15: The left image is an “original” document from the dataset. The image to
the right represents a sample of a forged document (REI type forgery).

used to obtain 40 copied invoices. The copies were scanned using the same scanner
as for the other invoices. The threshold is computed in the same manner as done
in the test before.

5.3.4

Results

The results of the test on the first dataset containing genuine documents and
manually generated REI forgeries are shown in Figure 5.18. It shows the box plot
of the classification error rate for the different folds relative to the threshold which
was fixed according to the different confidence intervals depending on σt . It can
be seen that for low values, the accuracy is quite low. Accuracies over 96% are
achieved setting the threshold σt > 4 × σL . The best mean accuracy of 97.0% is
obtained for settings of σt = 6 × σL . An example of an aligned and a resulting
image is shown in Figure 5.17.
Figure 5.19 shows the results on the copy dataset. In contrast to the test on
the pseudo-invoices, the maximum accuracy of 93.5% is obtained for σt = 3.5 × σl .
For higher values, the accuracy decreases slightly.
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Figure 5.16: Example of distortions induced by copying a genuine document. The
originally black pixels from the copies invoice are painted in blue, the black pixels from
the original document are painted in red. If blue and red pixels overlap, these are painted
black. It can be seen that the copying process moves blocks up and down: left part the
copy is too far down, the middle part fits well and the right part is again too far down.

Manufacturer
Brother
Canon
Nashutec
Ricoh
Ricoh
Ricoh
Samsung

Model
1010e
l220
MP 1500 SP
1224c
Aficio MPC 2500
Aficio MPC 3000
SCX 4216f

Type
Desktop fax machine
Desktop fax machine
Workgroup MFP
Workgroup MFP
Workgroup MFP
Workgroup MFP
Desktop fax machine

Table 5.3: List of the different MFP machines used to generate the test set for the SEP
scenario. It contains small desktop devices as well as A3 sized workgroup MFPs.

The two plots in Figure 5.20 show the matching qualities and computed likelihoods for the different class of samples. It can be clearly seen that the manual
forgeries tend to have the worst matching quality as well as the lowest likelihoods,
followed by the copies. Some copies are close to genuine invoices but still allowing
to detect most of them as forgery.

5.3.5

Discussion

In the previous sections a method was presented to detect forgeries on the basis of
the distortions that are introduced by scanning and printing or by reengineering of
a document. It is shown that a model-based approach for detecting and measuring
the positional variations of fixed page components can effectively be used to detect
these distortions and to use them for document authentication. Accuracies of up
to 97% are reported on classification between genuine and forged documents.
A few aspects of the method have to be dealt with in future: the map defining
the constant areas has to be automatically generated. One possibility would be to
generate this map by an automated learning step: given a set of invoices from the
same source, the matching result could be used to identify “stable” components
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(a) Alignment

(b) Resulting image

Figure 5.17: Example of the alignment and the resulting images. The alignment image
shows both images colored differently. Overlapping foreground pixels are painted black.
The resulting image shows the analyzed bounding boxes. The different colors show the
different levels of variations.

without the need of an additional map.
Also it could be analyzed whether the method can be extended to use relative
variations of components to each other: the distortions do not only affect the absolute position of constant page parts but also the positions and distances between
other foreground components. It has to be analyzed if variations in the relative
positions of variable documents part can also be used for forgery detection.

5.4

Conclusion and Future Work

In this chapter, document authentication methods were presented that use intrinsic
document features only. The first approach uses the counterfeit protection system
codes that are generated by most color laser printers and color copiers for detecting
the printer class a document was printed on. Using these CPS codes automatic
printer class identification and printer identification is presented. Accuracies of up
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Figure 5.18: Results of the test on the pseudo-invoices. The best mean accuracy 97.0%
is obtained for σt = 6.0
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Figure 5.19: Results of the test on the copied invoices. The best mean accuracy of
93.5% is obtained for σt = 3.5
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Figure 5.20: Sorted qualities and log-likelihoods for the different samples. It can be
seen that the generated forgeries have lowest scores in both cases.
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to 92.5% and 88.3% were obtained during evaluation of the respective methods.
The second approach uses the distortions that are introduced by scanning and
printing processes to the forged document. Using fixed page content areas these
variations can be measured and effectively be used for document authentication:
if the position of a component significantly differs from the position of that component in the model, the document could be forged. This approach proved that in
97% of the cases it was able to correctly determine if the document was genuine
or not.
The authentication methods presented in this chapter are thus important obstacles for perpetrators: if the invoice source is using a color laser printer producing
CPS codes, the person will need access to the same printer to make a forgery that
will pass the CPS authentication check. Also, most attempts involving a standard
scanners and printers will fail, due to the distortions introduced by these devices.
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Chapter 6

Line Examination for
Document Security
In Chapter 5, intrinsic document features have been used for document authentication. These features require prior knowledge about questioned the document in
order to authenticate them. Prior knowledge, however, is not always available.
If no prior knowledge is available, it is possible to use document source independent features for a general plausibility check of the document’s contents. In
this chapter, two methods are presented for this task: automatic verification of
text-line skew angle and text-line alignment variations. For both features general
assumptions can be made that hold for most document types. If a questioned
document violates these assumptions, it will be reported to an operator for further
investigation. The following contributions are presented in this chapter1 :
1. First approach for automated document forgery analysis using text-line skew
angle and alignment variations.
2. New data sets for evaluation of forgery detection methods.
3. An in depth evaluation of the proposed methods that shows its usefulness in
the context of document security (area under the ROC curve (AUC) score
of AU C = 0.89, n = 191).
1 This chapter is based on the author’s work in
[117] J. van Beusekom, F. Shafait, and T. M. Breuel. Automatic line orientation measurement
for questioned document examination. In Proc. of the 3rd Int. Workshop on Computational
Forensics, volume 5718 of Lecture Notes in Computer Science, pages 165–173, The Hague, The
Netherlands, August 2009, and
[120] J. van Beusekom, F. Shafait, and T. M. Breuel. Document inspection using the text-line
alignment. In Proc. of the 9th IAPR Workshop on Document Analysis Systems, Boston, MA,
USA, June 2010. accepted for publication.
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6.1

Introduction

In every day life, document authentication is an important task as many documents
present a potential value. A typical example are bank notes. When handling bank
notes, most people quickly authenticate them by verifying easy to detect security
signs as e.g. holograms, structured print and special inks. This is seamlessly done
by many people as they have got used to the money and its security features.
Assuming the scenario of a person handling an unseen bank note: the person
handling this bank note will not know exactly what features to look for. This
person might either just trust the source, or look for features he might know
from previously encountered bank notes: he might e.g. look for a watermark of a
metallic stripe insider the paper, as all of the notes he has seen so far contained
these security features.
For less secured documents, authentication is only feasible if the characteristic
features of the document are known. Assume e.g. that a perpetrator had a car
accident: the car has been repaired and the person receives the invoice from the
shop. In order to defraud money from the insurance company, he adds some
replacement parts to the invoice that actually haven’t been replaced or increases
the price of single entries. This can be done by printing the new items on a new
sheet and paste the part on to the original invoice to make a copy of that (PPC
forgery). Finally, he sends it to the insurance company and hopes to defraud the
extra money. The resulting invoice will look similar to a genuine invoice.
The insurance company receives the invoice and notices, that it has no previous
invoice from that specific shop in its archive to compare the new invoice with. Even
in this case, it is still possible for the insurance adjuster to do a plausibility check,
just as for the example of the bank notes. For printed documents it is possible
to find features that are common to most documents and that are potentially
being distorted in case of document forgery. These features can be extracted and
checked. Two of these generic features can be measured on text-line level, the
text-line skew and the text-line alignment.
One observation from the forgery experiment in Appendix A is that for the
PPC forgeries, text-line skew and alignment variations were higher than for genuine documents. These features are also being used in questioned document examination [65] and are therefore chosen as candidates for doing plausibility checks
on documents.
Several methods have been presented for extracting text-lines [63, 52], but to
the author’s best knowledge this is the first attempt to use the skew angle and the
alignment in an automated setup for document security purposes.
In this Chapter, an automatic plausibility check of printed documents using
text-line skew and alignment measures is presented. The features as well as the
statistical models to perform the plausibility check are presented in 6.2. Evaluation
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left alignment line

right alignment line

Figure 6.1: Example document with the left and the right alignment lines.

and results are presented in Section 6.3 and 6.4. The chapter concludes with
Section 6.5.

6.2

Text-Line Features for Document Security

For checking the plausibility of a document, two following two features are used:
the skew angle of text-lines and the alignment of text-lines. Measuring of the
text-line’s skew angle is straightforward using the method presented by Breuel [18]
(details are presented in Chapter 2).
To measure the alignment of a text-line, the following approach is used: first,
the left and right alignment lines are computed. These lines are defined as the left
and right margin lines where justified, left and right aligned text start or end on.
A visualization of the alignment lines is depicted in Figure 6.1.
After having extracted the alignment lines, the distance between the start and
end point of a text-line to the respective alignment line is computed. This distance
is used to perform a plausibility check.
In Section 6.2.1 the use of the skew angles of text-lines for the proposed application is explained. Section 6.2.2 explains the details of the method using the
alignment of text-lines for plausibility checks of documents. In Section 6.2.3 both
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Figure 6.2: Visualization of the text-line skew examination: the binarized document is
deskewed. The text-lines are examined if their skew angles are abnormally high or not.

features are combined into one framework.

6.2.1

Plausibility Check using Skew Angles

Using the skew angle of text-lines for identifying suspicious documents is a wellknown technique in questioned document examination [65]. Questioned document
examiners do this step mostly manually using standard image manipulation software. In this section, the first approach to automate this process is presented.
The main idea of the process is sketched in Figure 6.2. The binarized document
is correctly oriented and deskewed using the method presented in Chapter 2. Next,
the text-line skew angles are extracted. These are checked if they are within the
“natural” variation of text-line skew. Then, the text-line is considered as valid.
Else, the line is reported as an “implausible” line.
In the next section, the statistical modeling of the skew angle variations and
its application to the plausibility check are explained.
Text-Line Skew Variation Model
In order to define what “normal” and “abnormal” skew angles are, the natural
variation of text-line skew angles has to be measured. Although in the electronic
representation, all text-lines are exactly parallel, the transfer to the paper medium
and again back to an electronic image format adds text-line skew variations that
have to be considered before being able to make a decision on the skew angle:
• printing: variations introduced by printing can be speckles, noise and distortions.
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brown fox
Figure 6.3: Examples showing typographic enhancements. Note that the characters
“r”, “n”, “f”and “x” are located slightly above the horizontal red line which connects the
bottom points of the characters with a round part at the base-line level, like “b” and “o”.

• digitization: digitization of a paper-based document leads to many variations coming from the scanning [48] or from subsequent image processing, as
e.g. the regularly observed page stretching while using flatbed scanner.
• typographic enhancements: optical correction is often used in typography to improve the visual appearance of fonts on lines. This leads to characters starting slightly bellow the base-line, which will reduce the accuracy
of the measurement. An example is shown in Figure 6.3.
All these effects can lead to text-line skew variations that are frequently observed and that should thus not be considered as “abnormal”.
In Figure 6.4 a histogram of measured skew angles is shown. It can be seen,
that the distribution is peaked around 0◦ , that its variation is quite low and that
its shape should be reasonably well approximated by a Gaussian distribution with
parameters N (µα , σα ) being the mean and the standard deviation of the skew
angle α.
Using this model, a simple threshold based method to decide whether a text-line
skew angle is suspicious or not could be applied: using the confidence intervals, the
threshold could be set to ±3×σα , so every skew angle outside the 99.7% confidence
interval will be reported.
This approach has two drawbacks:
• no prior: due to the missing prior, forged text-lines are considered to be as
frequent as genuine ones. It is, however, more likely that genuine text-lines
are much more frequent than forged ones.
• text-line length: for longer text-lines, the skew angle can be measured
much more accurately than for shorter ones. Also, the skew angles of shorter
lines are more sensitive to noise. In an extreme case, for a line with a length
of 100 px consisting of two connected components, one supplemental pixel
at the bottom of one component would change the angle by at least ±0.57◦ .
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Figure 6.4: Histogram of skew angles measured on deskewed pages. The vast majority
of measured skew angles is close to 0◦ , although, small variations can be observed.

For longer lines with more connected components the effect of the noise pixel
will be lower.
To solve the first problem, a Bayesian formulation of the problem is proposed:
P (f |α) =

p(α|f ) × P (f )
p(α)

(6.1)

where P (f |α) is the posterior of having a forged text-line given the observation of
its skew angle α, p(α|f ) is the likelihood of observing the skew angle α knowing
it is a forged text-line. P (f ) is the prior for observing a forged text-line and p(α)
is the probability of observing the skew angle α (for forged as well as for original
text-lines).
In the ideal case, statistics on the parameters could be used to extract reliable
estimates. This, however, is only possible for genuine documents, as in a practical
setup, no training data for forged documents is available. Even worse, to the
authors best knowledge there is no public dataset with forged documents that
could be used to extract the necessary information. For original documents, the
information can partially be computed. Thus, the posterior of having a genuine
text-line given the observed skew angle α is written as:
P (¬f |α) =

p(α|¬f ) × P (¬f )
p(α)

(6.2)

In this case, p(α|¬f ) is estimated from training data consisting of genuine documents. As mentioned above, it is modeled as a Gaussian distribution N (µα , σα ).
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P (¬f ) is considered as a sensitivity parameter of the system that can be tuned by
the operator according to his needs. Still, p(α) is not known due to the missing
data from forged documents. The information of interest is which of both posteriors is higher and thus, the normalizing factor can be ignored. Consequently, a
text-line is classified as a forged one if:
P̂ (f |α) > P̂ (¬f |α)

(6.3)

where P̂ (¬f |α) = p(α|¬f ) × P (¬f ) and P̂ (f |α) = p(α|f ) × P (f ).
As no measurements can be done on the skew angles of forged documents
an assumption of the likelihood term has to be made: the assumption is that the
observed skew angles for forged text-lines are uniformly distributed in a symmetric
interval around the mean of 0◦ .
To solve the second problem concerning the measurement accuracy for lines
of different length, the following solution is adopted: instead of estimating the
parameters µα and α over all the text-lines, the parameters are estimated for
a certain text-line length interval. Ideally, the interval would have the size of
one pixel. This would require very large amounts of data to obtain reasonable
estimates of the parameters. Instead, a window of size 2 × W is defined for which
the parameters for a given line length l are computed around in the interval [l −
W, l + W ]. The size of the interval has to be fixed by the operator. In principal,
it is best to have small sized intervals. But this is only possible if enough training
data is available. If only few samples are available, a higher values has to be chosen
in order to have robust model parameter estimates.
Finally, the two terms that need to be evaluated and compared are:
P (¬f |α) =

N (α, µα,l , σα,l ) × P (¬f )
p(α)

(6.4)

and
P (f |α) =

U(α, −wα,l , +wα,l ) × P (¬f )
p(α)

(6.5)

where l is the text-line length, µα,l , σα,l the estimated mean angle and standard
deviation for the text-lines with length [l − W, l + W ] and where −wα,l , wα,l are
the left and right bound of the interval uniform distribution for the forged skew
angles. Ignoring the normalizing factor, a text-line is classified as forged if
U(α, −wα,l , +wα,l ) × P (f ) > N (α, µα,l , σα,l ) × P (¬f )
or as genuine in the other case.
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Figure 6.5: Visualization of the text-line alignment examination: the text-lines are
extracted from the binarized document image. Then the left and right alignment lines
are computed. Finally, each text-line is examined whether it shows normal alignment or
not.

6.2.2

Plausibility Check using Text-Line Alignment

The examination of the alignment property of text-lines has also been previously
used in questioned document examination [65]. The main idea of the process is
sketched in Figure 6.5.
In the first step, the text-lines are extracted from the binarized document
image. Then the left and right alignment lines are computed. These are finally
used to examine whether the text-lines are normally aligned or not. In the next
section, the alignment detection is explained.
Alignment Line Computation
After the text-line extraction, the alignment lines have to be detected. Four different alignment types are commonly distinguished in typesetting:
• left aligned: text-lines start at the left margin
• right aligned: text-lines end at the right margin
• justified: text-lines start at the left margin and end at the right margin
• centered: text-lines do neither touch the right nor the left margin. The
gaps between both margins are equal in size.
In practical document security applications, centered lines are unlikely to be
forged, as they are not frequent and mostly, they do not contain any valuable
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information. Therefore, the focus in this work lies on the left and right alignment
of the text-lines.
In order to find the alignment lines, the starting and the end points of the
text-lines have to be analyzed. The left alignment line is defined as a vertical
line where left-aligned and justified text-lines have their starting point. The right
alignment line is analogously defined as the vertical line where right-aligned and
justified text-lines have their end point.
Finding these lines is done using RAST line finding [21], similar to the text-line
finding explained in Section 2.3.3. The key difference is that no descender line has
to be modeled and that the parameterization of the line is different. Instead of
the (r, θ) parameterization, where r is the y-intercept and θ is the rotation angle
−
with respect to the horizontal, the polar representation ϑ = (|→
n |, β) is adopted,
→
−
where | n | is the norm of the vector that is normal to the line and that points to
−
the origin, and β is the rotation angle of →
n.
The advantage of this parameterization is that it is well suited for searching
for vertical lines. Consider feature points {x1 , x2 , · · · , xn }: the quality function is
written as:
ϑ̂ := arg max Qxn1 (ϑ)
(6.7)
ϑ

where
−
n |, β) =
Qxn1 (ϑ) = Qxn1 (|→

n
X
−
(q(|→
n |,β) (xi ))

(6.8)

i=1

and
−
q(|→
n |,β) (x) = max 0, 1 −

(x) 
d2(|→
−
n |,α)
2

(6.9)

−
and where d(|→
n |,β) (x) is the Euclidean distance of a point x to the line defined by
−
parameters (|→
n |, β).
The line finding is run twice, each time with different feature points: once with
the starting points and once with the end points of text-lines. The left and right
alignment lines are considered as the respective resulting highest quality lines, thus
the lines where most start or end points of text-lines lie on.

Text-Line Alignment Model
The alignment feature of a text-line is measured by the distance of the text-line’s
start and end point to the corresponding alignment line. A visualization can
be found in Figure 6.6. For each text-line two different distances are computed.
To simplify the explanation, in the following, only the left alignment distance is
considered. The modeling and computation of the right alignment distance is done
analogously.
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Lorem ipsum dolor sit amet, consetetur sadipscing elitr, sed diam nonumy eirmod tempor invidunt ut
labore et dolore magna aliquyam erat, sed diam voluptua. At vero eos et accusam et justo duo
dolores et ea rebum. Stet clita kasd gubergren, no sea takimata sanctus est.

distance to right alignment line

distance to left alignment line

Figure 6.6: Visualization of the text-line alignment measure: the crosses represent the
start and end points of each line. The vertical red and green lines represent the left and
right alignment lines. The distances are visualized for the last text-line only.

Again, just as for the text-line skew angle variance modeling, there is the
problem of missing training data for forged documents. Also, the modeling of
genuine documents features is not as straightforward as in case of the skew angle
based method: for the skew angle it is clear, that the angles to be encountered
are close to 0◦ . For the alignment distances, this is not true. Indented text-lines
e.g. will lead to measurements that are significantly off from the normal variations
for left aligned text-lines and these should not be considered as potentially forged
lines.
Therefore, instead of assuming a Gaussian distribution as done for the skew
angles, the distribution of the alignment distances is measured from a training set
of genuine text-lines. A Bayesian classification approach is chosen:
P (¬f |dl ) =

p(dl |¬f ) × P (¬f )
p(dl )

(6.10)

where p(dl |¬f ) is the likelihood of observing the distance dl of the left alignment
line to the start of the text-line given the information that the text-line is original.
As discussed above, assuming a Gaussian distribution would be a bad choice.
Therefore, the real distribution is measured on a training set.
For the forged case this becomes:
P (f |dl ) =

p(dl |f ) × P (f )
p(dl )

(6.11)

The problem to be solved is how to model the likelihood p(dl |f ). Again, training
data is not available. The assumption is that the variability around the correct
alignment distance is higher for forged lines than for original ones. However, this
distribution is not Gaussian, as, just as for genuine text-lines, forged text-lines
may start or end somewhere further away from the corresponding alignment line.
The distances are therefore modeled as a mixture of a Gaussian and a uniform
distribution:
p(dl |f ) = P (j) × p(dl |f, j) + (1 − P (j)) × p(dl |f, ¬j)
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where P (j) is the prior of observing a justified text-line, p(dl |f, j) the likelihood
of observing distance dl given the fact that the text-line is forged and justified and
p(dl |f, ¬j) the likelihood of observing distance dl given the fact that the text-line
is forged and not justified.
As argued before, p(dl |f, j) is modeled as being normally distributed N (µdl , dl ).
For the observed distance in a case of a non justified text-line, a uniform distribution is assumed U(d, 0, Lmax ) where Lmax is the longest expected text-line. The
prior P (j) is estimated from the training set as it is expected to be the same for
forged and genuine text-lines.
So far the modeling of one of the two alignment distances has been explained.
Next, these two measures have to be combined into one common framework. Two
different measures are generated for each text-line: dl and dr , representing the
distances of the left and right text-line point to the left and right alignment line
respectively. In the end, one decision is needed. In order to combine these two
features into one decision, the presented model is extended:
P (¬f |dl , dr ) =
and
P (f |dl , dr ) =

p(dl , dr |¬f ) × P (¬f )
p(dl , dr )
p(dl , dr |f ) × P (f )
p(dl , dr )

(6.13)

(6.14)

where dl and dr are the distances of the left and right text-line point to the left and
right alignment line respectively, p(dl , dr |¬f ) is the likelihood of observing dl , dr
knowing that the text-line is not forged and p(dl , dr |f ) is likelihood of observing
the afore mentioned distances knowing that the text-line is forged.
For classification, the normalizing term is discarded. Assuming independence
of dl and dr , the two terms are rewritten as:
P̂ (¬f |dl , dr ) = p(dl |¬f ) × p(dr |¬f ) × P (¬f )

(6.15)

P̂ (f |dl , dr ) = p(dl |f ) × p(dr |f ) × P (f )

(6.16)

and
where now p(dl |¬f ) and p(dr |¬f ) are measured from a training set and p(dl |f )
and p(dr |f ) are approximated by the mixture distribution described above. The
prior is used as a sensitivity parameter to tune the system.

6.2.3

Integration of Skew and Alignment

In the previous two sections, the skew angle and the alignment features were considered separately for detecting implausible text-lines. In this section, the combination of both features into a combined framework is presented.
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Two different combination schemes have been tested: the first scheme is a simple voting based on the two separate classification results: a text-line is classified
as forgery if one of the two classifiers presented in the previous two sections “fires”.
This is a restrictive approach that should prevent that many forged text-lines are
missed.
The second combination scheme extends the statistical model presented in the
previous section to include the text-line skew angle α and the alignment distances
dl and dr .
P (¬f |α, dl , dr ) =
and
P (f |α, dl , dr ) =

p(α, dl , dr |¬f ) × P (¬f )
p(α, dl , dr )
p(α, dl , dr |f ) × P (f )
p(α, dl , dr )

(6.17)

(6.18)

The normalization factor is discarded and independence of the observations is
assumed, leading to the following simplification:
P̂ (¬f |α, dl , dr ) = p(α|¬f ) × p(dl |¬f ) × p(dr |¬f ) × P (¬f )

(6.19)

P̂ (f |α, dl , dr ) = p(α|f ) × p(dl |f ) × p(dr |f ) × P (f )

(6.20)

and
Thus, a text-line is classified as forged if P̂ (f |α, dl , dr ) > P̂ (¬f |α, dl , dr ) and viceversa.

6.3

Evaluation

Evaluation of the proposed approaches showed to be a challenging task. On the one
hand, no public real-world dataset could be found to do a meaningful evaluation
on. On the other hand, apart from the observations made during the forgery
experiment in Section 1, no statistics could be found on the methods used by
amateur document forgers. For these reasons, new datasets had to be generated.
• the Two-pass Print 300 dpi (TP300) dataset contains 43 document images that were generated using a two pass printing process: in the first pass,
an electronic document page was printed. Then, an electronic document
was generated having extra text located in the whitespace at the end of the
printed document page. This extra text was printed in a second pass on the
paper. Finally, this paper was scanned using a resolution of 300 dpi. Images
001 to 015 were used as a training set for the method development. The remaining images were used as test set. Three different laser printers were used
in different combinations, assuring that the second pass was always printed
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on the same printer as the first pass. This test set focusses on the scenario
of a forger who wants to add additional text-lines to an original by printing
them onto the original page.
• the Print, Paste and Copy 300 dpi (PPC300) dataset contains 49 document images that were generated using a manual modification process: in
the first pass, an electronic document page was printed. Then, on a new
sheet, a supplementary text-line was printed. This was cut out manually
and pasted over an existing text-line on the printed page. A copy of this
page was made. The copy has been scanned using a resolution of 300 dpi.
• the Two-pass Print LaserJet (TPLJ) dataset contains 64 document images that were generated using a similar two pass printing procedure as for
the TP300 dataset. The first difference is that instead of deliberately adding
extra text at the end of an integral document page, the page was printed in
two passes, the first one printing all but the last part (e.g. leaving out the
last paragraph) and the second pass exclusively prints the last paragraph.
Again, the same printer was used for the two passes (a HP Laserjet 2100tn).
The focus of this test set is again the two print process, but this time with
much more constraint setup in order to find out what degree of exactness is
possible under ideal circumstances. The only source of distortions that will
be present are coming from the interaction with the printer hardware.
• the Two-pass Print Color LaserJet (TPCLJ) dataset contains 50 document images that were generated in exactly the same way as the TPLJ
dataset, except that a different printer was used (a HP Color Laserjet 4650dn).
The goal of this dataset is the same as for TPLJ, but this time with a different
printer.
• the Originals dataset contains 30 document images that were generated by
printing and scanning pages from an electronic document. This dataset is
used to learn the distributions of the features for genuine text-lines.
All images have been binarized and deskewed before further processing. The
deskewing method from Chapter 2 has been modified to use the median angle
instead of the angle of the text-line with highest quality, to avoid deskewing the
page by an angle of a forged text-line. It is reasonable to assume that for a given
page, the number of forged text-lines is lower than the number of genuine textlines. In the first part (Section 6.4.1) it will be shown, that the pre-processing of
the document (scanning, binarization and deskewing) is stable and that it is thus
likely that the distortions present in the measurements have been introduced by
the forging procedure. The hypothesis about the distributions of the features for
original text-lines are also verified. Therefore the text-line alignment distances and
the skew angles have been extracted automatically from the Originals dataset.
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The second part (Section 6.4.2) consists of evaluating the skew angle of textlines for the plausibility check. The tests were run on all four test sets. For the
TP300 and the PPC300 dataset, an extensive evaluation on the influence of both
parameters σdα ∈ [0.5, 8.0] and P (f ) ∈ [0.0, 1.0] has been done. The method has
also been evaluated on the TPLJ and TPCLJ dataset.
The third test setup (Section 6.4.3) repeats the tests from the second setup
for the alignment feature. The parameters of interest are σd ∈ [1.0, 30.0] and
P (f ) ∈ [0.0, 1.0]. In both tests, the prior was sampled in with higher density (step
size 0.005) in the start ([0.0, 0.1]) and end ([0.9, 1.0]) regions of the interval and
with a step size of 0.02 for the middle part of the interval (]0.1, 0.9[).
The fourth part (Section 6.4.4) deals with the evaluation of the combination of
both features into a combined framework by using reasonable parameter settings
found in the isolated case. Both methods of classifier combination have been tested.
For the statistical approach, the parameters σα = 2.5 and σd = 20.0 were fixed
according to the settings giving good performance from the previous experiments
and sole the parameter P (f ) was varied. Tests were done on all four test datasets.
For the evaluation of the alignment distances, centered text-lines are being
ignored as they do not fit the proposed model. In the case of the combination
of both approaches, if a centered text-line is encountered, only the skew angle is
considered to make a decision. Each line that does not start or end within a fixed
threshold of six pixels from an alignment line and that has its middle point on the
center alignment line is being considered as a centered text-line.
As evaluation measures, the receiver operating characteristic (ROC) [35] curves
and the area under the ROC curve (AUC) are used.

6.4

Results

In the following section, the results of the different evaluation steps are presented.
Hypothesis validation is presented in Section 6.4.1. Evaluation of the different
features and the combination of both features are given in Sections 6.4.2, 6.4.3,
and 6.4.4.

6.4.1

Hypothesis Validation

In this part, the hypothesis concerning the distributions of the skew and alignment text-line features are analyzed. The features were extracted on the Originals
dataset containing 30 deskewed and genuine document images. The histogram of
the extracted text-line skew angles is shown in Figure 6.7. It can be seen, that the
vast majority of the extracted skew angles lies around 0◦ .
The histograms of the left and right alignment distances are shown found in
Figure 6.8. As expected, the majority of the text-lines start at the left and end at
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Figure 6.7: Histogram of skew angles measured on deskewed pages. The vast majority
of measured skew angles is close to 0◦ . The text-lines were extracted from 30 genuine
document pages.

the right alignment line. Also, peaks coming from indented text-lines are observed.
It becomes clear, that a frequency measurement-based statistics for computing the
likelihood p(dl|r |¬f ) is a reasonable choice.
A last test was done to test if the variations that are being measured do not
come from the scanning or the pre-processing steps. Therefore, a small sample set
of 21 document pages has been printed once. These pages have been repeatedly
scanned, in total 15 times on the same scanner. For each run, the pre-processing
pipeline has been run to obtain deskewed images. Also, the mean and standard
deviation of the text-line skew angles and alignment distances have been measured.
The variance of these parameters over all runs has been measured. Results can be
found in Table 6.1. It can be seen that the variation between the different runs
is quite low. It can thus be concluded, that the pre-processing steps are stable
and that the variations measured in the test datasets are likely to be induced by
document generation process rather than by the digitization process.

6.4.2

Results on Text-Line Skew Angles

Results on the TP300 and the PPC300 dataset are presented in Figure 6.9. It
can be seen, that in both cases for the parameter σα = 2.5 the best results in
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Figure 6.8: Histogram of the distances of the left and right line points to the corresponding alignment lines. As expected, the majority of lines start on the left and end
on the right alignment line. Also, peaks can be identified that are likely to belong to
indented lines.

terms of area under the ROC curve (AUC) is found. Also, small values of σα
give bad performance. This is due to the high number of false positives (original
text-line detected as a forged one), as the threshold for identifying a skew angle as
suspicious is really low. Vice-versa, high values of σα > 3 lead to a high number
of false negatives (forged text-lines detected as original ones). It can also be seen,
that for these high values, there are practically no points in the center and end part
of the ROC curve, leading to the conclusion that for these parameters settings, the
prior influences the outcome only for extreme values.
It can also be seen that the performance on the two pass printing forgeries
is slightly lower compared to the manual forgeries. This goes along with the
observation that the skew angle variations on the manually forged text-lines are
much higher than for the two pass printed text-lines.
The results on the TPLJ and TPCLJ dataset are shown in Figure 6.10. The
overall performance is comparable to the performance obtained for the TP300
dataset. Also, the characteristic gap of graph points in the middle of the curve is
observed.
An analysis of the errors made by the proposed text-line skew examination
gave the following results:
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Figure 6.9: Results for the test on the skew angle of text-lines on the TP300 and
PPC300 datasets. The performance is best for σα = 2.5.
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Figure 6.10: Results for the test on the skew angle of text-lines on the TPLJ and
TPCLJ datasets. It can be seen, that the performance is best for σα = 3.0.
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run-01
run-02
run-03
run-04
run-05
run-06
run-07
run-08
run-09
run-10
run-11
run-12
run-13
run-14
run-15
stddev

mean α
-0.004
-0.006
-0.010
-0.004
-0.010
-0.002
-0.012
-0.010
-0.007
-0.005
-0.004
-0.010
-0.012
-0.015
-0.011
0.004

std α
0.112
0.106
0.117
0.107
0.115
0.104
0.110
0.109
0.116
0.108
0.106
0.111
0.123
0.112
0.105
0.005

mean dl
96.7
92.3
96.2
96.3
96.5
94.0
92.0
95.3
95.2
95.9
92.2
96.2
95.5
96.5
90.8
1.99

std dl
363.3
363.5
362.1
363.6
363.5
362.8
364.5
363.6
362.5
363.4
363.5
363.2
363.5
363.4
364.5
0.62

mean dr
-435.1
-434.8
-434.8
-435.1
-434.8
-434.3
-435.1
-434.7
-434.0
-435.5
-434.4
-435.0
-434.8
-434.8
-434.9
0.36

std dr
577.0
576.9
576.9
577.3
577.1
577.5
577.0
576.6
577.2
576.7
576.5
576.7
576.7
576.8
576.9
0.27

Table 6.1: Measurements of the features for different runs of the pre-processing pipeline
consisting of scanning, binarization and deskewing. The low standard deviations show
that the pre-processing step does not introduce any significant variations of the measurements.

• line splits: for the manually generated forgeries of the PPC300 dataset, it
occurs, that the forged text-line is split into two text-lines by the text-line
finding algorithm, due to the narrow constraints set on the positional error
of the points lying on the text-line. It is observed, that pasting pieces of
paper containing a single text-line on an existing document is a task that is
likely to introduce not only skew of the text-line but also a certain degree
of curl, leading to the split text-line during extraction. An example image
illustrating the problem can be seen in Figure 6.11(a).
• errors in deskewing: in rare cases, when more forged text-lines are present
than original ones, the deskewing will rotate the page in a way such that the
majority of the text-lines are horizontally aligned. In this case it happens,
that the forged text-lines are considered as original ones and vice versa. An
illustration is shown in Figure 6.11(b).
• limited discriminative power of the feature: in several cases, there is
no significant difference in skew angle of forged and original text-lines. In
these cases, the method basing on skew angle measurement alone cannot
detect the forgery. An example is given in Figure 6.11(c).
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(a) Split line error: due to the curvature of the line, the text-line finding split the line into
two parts, leading to a true positive and a false negative count for this text-line.

(b) Deskewing error: as the forged part contains more text-lines than the original lines, the
deskewing process rotated the page such that the forged lines are perfectly horizontal. A
genuine text-line is therefore classified as forged line.

(c) Error due to the discriminative limitations of the feature. The last two lines have no
significant difference in skew angle compared with the first two lines and are therefore classified
as genuine.

Figure 6.11: Example of errors for the skew-base classification of forged text-lines.
Green lines have been classified as valid text-lines, red ones have been classified as forged
lines by the system.

The first two error types reduce the accuracy of the proposed method in the
current evaluation setup, but in a real-world scenario, these problems would be
less important, as in both cases suspicious lines would be reported to the human
operator who can easily see that there are issues related to that document page.
For the last problem, no solution can be found relying on the skew angle alone.
Other features have to be added to detect these forgeries.

6.4.3

Results on Text-Line Alignment

The results on the TP300 and the PPC300 dataset can be found in Figure 6.12.
The figures show different ROC curves for different values of σd and a varying
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Figure 6.12: Results for the test on the alignment feature. Low values of σd lead to a
bad performance. Values of 15.0 or higher work well for the analyzed dataset.

prior P (f ) ∈ [0.0, 1.0]. For reasonable values of σd , the performance is good. For
values of σd > 10 the performance does not improve significantly anymore.
In contrast to the previous results on the skew angle based approach, the results
on the TP300 dataset are better than for the PPC300 dataset. This is likely due to
the increased amount of control over the alignment in the manual forgery process,
than in the case of the two pass print forgeries, where the alignment is only partially
controllable by adjusting the document page in the paper tray accordingly.
The results on the TPLJ and TPCLJ dataset can be found in Figure 6.13.
Again, the performance is better than on the manual forgeries, although slight
differences between the two printers can be observed.
An inspection of the errors made by the system showed the following reasons
for failure:
• typographic enhancement problems, as e.g. italics at the start of the
line or different characters that reach outside the line boundaries, as e.g. an
italic “J” at the start of the line: for optical correction reasons characters
may stick outside of the normal text-line borders, leading to false positives
as can be seen in Figure 6.14(a).
• wrong alignment line: when more indented text-lines are present than
regular ones or if the number of forged text-lines is higher than the number
of original text-lines, the wrong alignment lines may be found leading to
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(b) TPCLJ

Figure 6.13: Results for the test on the skew alignment of text-lines on the TPLJ
and TPCLJ datasets. It can be seen, that a good performance is obtained for values of
σd ≥ 15.0 approximatively.

misclassification of genuine lines. This rare error leads to both false positive
and false negative classifications. An example is shown in Figure 6.14(b).
• errors in text-line finding: in rare cases text-lines extend to border noise
or are split into two parts.
• indented text-lines: text-lines from enumerations are slightly indented,
leading to occasional false positives, as can be seen in Figure 6.14(d)
• limited discriminative power of the feature: in some cases the left and
right alignment of the forged text-lines is so accurate that a detection using
the alignment feature is not feasible. This problem leads to false negative
classifications. An illustrative example is given in Figure 6.14(c).
The problem with the optical corrections and with enumerations could be solved
by integrating optical character recognition information to the process. Text-lines
starting with numbers, italic characters or ending with characters presenting these
problems could be treated differently, e.g. by allowing more variation for these
text-lines.
The problem of extracting the wrong alignment line could be encountered by
extending the method to not only extract one alignment line but to extract more
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(a) Error leading to a false positive due to optical corrections on the italic character J. The
italic “J” extends outside of the text-line boundary.

(b) Error due to a wrong alignment line. The last line is falsely classified as not forged. The
upper two lines are still correctly identified as forged because of the bad alignment on the
right side.

(c) Error due to the discriminative limitations of the feature. The last three lines are not
recognized as forged lines. The last three lines show forged lines with accurate alignment to
genuine text-lines.

(d) Error due to indentation: the line of the enumeration is slightly indented and is therefore
falsely classified are a forged text-line.

Figure 6.14: Example of errors for the alignment-based classification of forged text-lines.
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and compare them pairwise by computing their distance. This feature could then
be used to detect suspicious alignment line constellations.

6.4.4

Results on the Combination of Both Features

The results for the combination using the voting scheme that classifies a text-line
as forged if at least one of the two separate classifiers does so can be found in
Figures 6.15 for TP300 and PPC300 and in Figure 6.16 for TPLJ and TPCLJ
test sets. It can be seen that in three of the four cases, the combination outperforms the best of the single classifiers on the respective dataset, using the AUC as
performance measure.
For the test on the combination using the statistical model, the parameters σα
and σd where fixed with values that proved to perform well in the previous tests:
σα = 2.5 and σd = 20.0.
The results for the TP300 and the PPC300 datasets can be found in Figure 6.17.
The results for printer specific tests on TPLJ and TPCLJ dataset are shown in
Figure 6.18.
In comparison to the results of the single features, using the AUC as a measure,
the combination of the two features does not significantly change the performance.
One can also see that for some datasets, the combination slightly outperforms the
best single feature (PPC300, TPCLJ) but for the other two cases using only the
alignment would have given a slightly better result in terms of AUC.

6.5

Conclusion & Future Work

In this chapter, the first approach for automatic plausibility checks for forgery
detection on printed documents has been presented. The text-line skew angle
and alignment features have been integrated into a statistical framework for automatically detecting implausible skew angles or alignment distances. Extensive
evaluation of the proposed methods on different datasets has been done to show
the usefulness of the approach.
Future work on the proposed method will have to analyze how to extend the
method to multi-level indented text and columns as they commonly occur in invoices. Instead of extracting only one alignment line for each border, several
alignment lines could be extracted and compared pairwise. A similar model on
the distances between alignment lines could be elaborated as for the distances of
text-lines to the alignment lines.
Another important aspect is the extension of the evaluation using real-world
datasets or at least datasets that have been generated by a wide variety of different
persons and methods, in order measure the impact of the method in the different
forging scenarios.
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Figure 6.15: Results for the test on the combination of the alignment and the skew
angle feature using the voting scheme for combining the results of both classifiers.
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Figure 6.16: Results for the test on the combination of the alignment and the skew
angle feature using the voting scheme for combining the results of both classifiers.
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Figure 6.17: Results for the test on the alignment feature on the TP300 and PPC300
dataset, using the statistical model to combine the skew angle and the alignment distance
features.
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Figure 6.18: Results for the test on the skew alignment of text-lines on the TPLJ and
TPCLJ datasets, using the statistical model to combine the skew angle and the alignment
distance features.
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Chapter 7

Discussion
The methods presented in this thesis address the increasingly common problem of
document forgery by standard printing and scanning means. The core concern of
this thesis was to find out if it is possible to automatically or semi-automatically
detect altered documents. Experimental results in Chapters 5 and 6 show clearly
that this is possible: it could be shown in Chapter 5 that it is even feasible to detect
copies of genuine documents as altered documents. This proves that the proposed
methods can be used to effectively filter forgeries generated using standard printing
and scanning technology.
The question that arose in Chapter 1 concerning the features to use for detecting forged documents was answered in Chapters 5 and 6. Using document
intrinsic features, two model-based approaches for document authentication are
presented in Chapter 5. It could be shown that the counterfeit protection system
codes generated by color laser printers are a strong feature, which can reliably
be used to detect if the same printer or printer type was used for two print-outs.
A more general approach for document authentication uses the positional variations of characters to measure the distortions introduced by scanning and printing.
Forgeries and even most copies could be detected as not being genuine. Finally,
text-line alignment and skew were presented in Chapter 6 as additional features for
alteration detection. It could be shown that even if no previous knowledge about
the questioned document is available, verification of the text-line consistency in a
document can be successfully applied for forgery detection.
The question concerning the requirements for the document pre-processing was
covered in Chapters 2, 3 and 4: to allow accurate measuring of the text-line skew
angles, an integrated approach for orientation and skew detection has been presented in Chapter 2. It could be shown that this method provides competitive
results on standard datasets while having the advantage that it can be computed
with only little overhead as it uses text-line information that is needed anyway
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in later processing steps. Also, in Chapter 3, a document cleanup method was
presented to specifically remove marginal noise by detecting the page content’s
bounding rectangle, the page frame. A comprehensive and multi-facet evaluation
scheme has been introduced. This proved the good performance of the developed
approach. After document cleanup, logical labeling of the document contents has
been presented in Chapter 4. A case-based reasoning approach has been followed
for developing a flexible yet accurate labeling method. This can be used to extract
meta-data from documents, which is suited for finding the corresponding model in
the model-based forgery detection approaches.
Despite of all these achievements, it could be argued that a professional forger can
generate a falsified document that the proposed system cannot detect. This may
be true and therefore, automatic document forgery detection remains a challenge:
the scanning and printing techniques will further evolve, and so have to do the
counterfeit detection techniques. This thesis presented a first important step into
the direction of making document digitization systems secure against forgeries.
The long-term goal is to develop a wide variety of approaches that, combined into
one toolkit, are able to analyze numerous features automatically and condense the
results into a single decision, whether a questioned document should raise an alert
or not. The toolkit will then also support the operator in verifying the outcome.
In order to continue on the path of the development of such a toolkit, new
features will be analyzed and integrated: questioned document examiners have a
wide variety of optically measurable features, such as font comparison, text-line
spacing, paper analysis, etc. and it has to be analyzed which of these can reliably
be computed in an automatic process. But also the existing methods can be
improved: the positional variation modeling has to automatically detect the areas
on which the scanning and printing distortions can be measured. Also the use of
CPS codes has to be extended in a way to decode patterns for which the decoding
scheme is known. Then print-outs from printers encoding the time and date in
the pattern can be identified. An important step will also be large-scale tests in
practical settings: although the data sets used throughout this thesis have been
generated in a way to represent real-world forgeries well, real world data is useful to
further improve the presented approaches. Furthermore, new features and further
directions of development can be identified when working on real-world data.
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Appendix A

Survey on Forgery
Techniques
One major problem in the development of techniques for forgery detection is that
it is not known how the man on the street would forge a document. It is reasonable
to assume that he will use standard hard- and software to solve this task, but even
with this restriction there are many possible scenarios leading to various kinds of
defects.
In an effort to get an overview on how people would forge documents using
standard hard- and software a small experiment was setup. In this experiment
people were given two invoices of and the following description:
Have a look at the invoice and consider the following scenario: a
person with criminal energy, Frau Gaby Musterfrau, can’t have enough
money and thinks of defrauding money from her insurance company.
She recently had a technical problem with the car that is covered by her
car insurance company. The idea she came up with is to somehow forge
the original invoice and increase the total amount of money stated in
the invoice. She will then send the invoice to the insurance company
and get more money back than she actually paid to have the car repaired.
Frau Gaby Musterfrau knows that the insurance company does not
check the invoice with the repair shop. But that when something looks
suspicious, the insurance company will do so. In that case, Gaby
Musterfrau would be in trouble because she knows it is illegal to defraud the insurance company.
Your Task: Play the role of Frau Gaby Musterfrau and forge the
invoice with the goal of increasing the total amount of money.
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(a) Anid Invoice

(b) DFKI Invoice

Figure A.1: Genuine invoices handed to the candidates for the forgery test

The candidates were not given any information about how they should or could
forge the document. As the candidates did not perform the forgery under supervision, they were asked not to discuss any ideas with their colleagues in order to
avoid biasing the results into one direction. However, it could not be verified if the
candidates sticked to this request.
The invoices that they were given were generated by the author using a word
processing software. Genuine bills from previous car repairs were taken as a basis
in order to have a realistic layout and to avoid copyright issues in case of publishing
the dataset. Figure A.1 shows the two genuine invoices. The “Anid” invoice was
printed on normal white paper. The “DFKI” invoice was printed on old stationary
from the DFKI with a logo on top and business related information at the bottom
right part of the page.
As the scenario implies that the test candidates are given a paper version of
the invoice and hand back a forged paper document, sending the task around by
email was not possible. Therefore, only a limited number of people could be asked
for participation. Approximately 40 samples (cover letter, DFKI invoice and Anid
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invoice) have been distributed. A small award was advertised for the best 1 forgery
of each invoice.
Unfortunately only 14 candidates delivered forgeries. In total 25 forgeries
were obtained, as some candidates submitted several forgeries using different approaches. The approaches can be divided into the following categories:
• Print, Paste & Copy (PPC) Forgeries: these forgeries are generated
by replacing a part of the invoice. This is done by printing the new text
(presenting higher values or more items) on an empty sheet and pasting this
part onto the genuine bill. This is than copied using a color copier.
• Reverse Engineered Imitations (REI) Forgeries: this approach follows
the idea of generating an editable document by imitating the genuine invoice.
The genuine invoice is scanned and used as a template to generate a new
document by retyping all the text, putting the logos in place, etc.
• Scan, Edit & Print (SEP) Forgeries: in this category the forgeries
are generated by digitizing the invoice and manipulating the digital image.
Here, mostly only numbers were modified, e.g. increasing the price of a tire
or increasing the number of tire from two to four.
An overview of the frequencies of the different approaches is given in Table A.1.
The first line gives the number of samples that have been received for each class of
forgery. The second line contains the number of candidates that provided a forgery
of that type. It can be noted, that the SEP forgery approach is by far the most
commonly used approach. An analysis of the background of the test candidate
gives a possible explanation: out of the fourteen candidates, ten are computer
scientists or study computer science, with an image processing background. The
other four have a less technical background. In the table, this information is broke
down to the number forgery types per background. This information is given in
the last two rows of the table. It can be seen that the computer scientists tend
to make REI and SEP forgeries, whereas PPC forgeries are mainly produces by
persons with non-technical backgrounds.
Manual inspection of the documents has been done to see what peculiarities to
forgeries show. First, the distortion is examined. Therefore, two unique horizontally overlapping feature points and two vertically overlapping feature points are
selected and their distances are measured using a ruler. The results for the “Anid”
invoice can be found in Table A.2
The quality of the logos was also analyzed. Great differences in quality could
be observed. Examples of the original and forged logos can be found in Figure A.2.
1“Best” has not been concretely defined. It was just said that the most genuine looking invoice
would win
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#
#
#
#

samples
of candidates
candidates with computer science background
candidates with other background

PPC
3
3
0
3

REI
5
3
2
1

SEP
17
9
8
1

Table A.1: Distribution of the forgery types, the forgery samples and the background
of the test candidates.

sample
Original
SEP-01
SEP-02
SEP-03
SEP-04
SEP-05
SEP-06
SEP-07
SEP-08
SEP-09
PPC-01
PPC-02
REI-01
REI-02

Height[cm]
19.12
18.58
18.36
18.58
18.10
19.60
18.60
17.96
19.10
19.10
19.62
19.61
18.80
18.50

Width[cm]
19.00
18.70
18.46
18.68
17.54
18.96
18.40
17.60
19.02
18.96
18.99
18.84
18.10
17.90

∆W [cm]
0.00
0.54
0.76
0.54
1.02
-0.48
0.52
1.16
0.02
0.02
-0.5
-0.49
0.32
0.62

∆H [cm]
0.00
0.30
0.54
0.32
1.46
0.04
0.60
1.14
-0.02
0.04
0.01
0.16
0.90
1.10

Table A.2: Distortion of the forged documents. The distance between two vertically
overlapping and two horizontally overlapping features points were measured. It can be
seen that for all forgery types, small variations are noticeable.

Concerning the font consistency there was only one forgery where at a first
glance different fonts could be identified. Text-line skew and alignment variations
were most significant in the PPC forgeries. Alignment inconsistencies for single
characters could be seen in some SEP forgeries.
Concerning the printing techniques, all of but one forgeries have been printed
using a color laser printer or a MFP machine that produces CPS codes. One PPC
forgery had been copied on a black and white laser printer as for that person no
color copier was available.
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(a) Genuine Anid logo

(b) Forged (1)

(c) Forged (2)

(d) Genuine DFKI logo

(e) Forged (1)

(f) Forged (2)

Figure A.2: The leftmost logo shows the genuine logo. The other two are examples for
forged logos. In (b) JPEG artifacts can be observed. In (c) it can be seen that the color
saturation is less high. The logo in (e) shows unusual color variations in the originally
dark blue areas. The forger that generated the page with logo (f) generated a REI forgery
using a digital version of the DFKI logo downloaded from the Internet: the gradients are
better than for (e) but the blue tone is slightly different and also the appearance of the
single characters.
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Appendix B

List of Comparisons for
Evaluation on CPS
This appendix contains the list of all file comparisons that were used for the evaluation of the CPS pattern comparison in Section 5.2.4. The first two entries are the
file names to be compared, followed by a one (same pattern) or a zero (different
patterns). The last two numbers are the ground truth HPS and VPS distances in
pixels.
#===== 0.96 x
0001/0005.png
0001/0008.png
0005/0005.png
0005/0008.png
0011/0005.png
0011/0008.png
0025/0005.png
0025/0008.png
0050/0005.png
0050/0008.png
0052/0005.png
0052/0008.png
0057/0006.png
0057/0008.png
0059/0005.png
0059/0008.png
0060/0005.png
0060/0008.png
0061/0007.png

0.48 (VPS x HPS) =====
0001/0008.png 1 288 576
0005/0005.png 0 288 576
0005/0008.png 1 288 576
0011/0005.png 0 288 576
0011/0008.png 1 288 576
0025/0005.png 0 288 576
0025/0008.png 1 288 576
0050/0005.png 0 288 576
0050/0008.png 1 288 576
0052/0005.png 0 288 576
0052/0008.png 1 288 576
0057/0006.png 0 288 576
0057/0008.png 1 288 576
0059/0005.png 0 288 576
0059/0008.png 1 288 576
0060/0005.png 0 288 576
0060/0008.png 1 288 576
0061/0007.png 0 288 576
0061/0008.png 1 288 576

0061/0008.png
0063/0005.png
0063/0008.png
0064/0005.png
0064/0008.png
0066/0005.png
0066/0008.png
0067/0005.png
0067/0008.png

0063/0005.png
0063/0008.png
0064/0005.png
0064/0008.png
0066/0005.png
0066/0008.png
0067/0005.png
0067/0008.png
0001/0005.png

#===== 0.16 x
0003/0005.png
0003/0008.png
0009/0005.png
0009/0008.png
0037/0005.png
0037/0008.png
0055/0005.png
0055/0008.png
0056/0005.png

0.32 (VPS x HPS) =====
0003/0008.png 1 192 96
0009/0005.png 0 192 96
0009/0008.png 1 192 96
0037/0005.png 0 192 96
0037/0008.png 1 192 96
0055/0005.png 0 192 96
0055/0008.png 1 192 96
0056/0005.png 0 192 96
0056/0008.png 1 192 96
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0
1
0
1
0
1
0
1
0

288
288
288
288
288
288
288
288
288

576
576
576
576
576
576
576
576
576

0056/0008.png 0003/0005.png 0 192 96

0022/0005.png
0022/0008.png
0023/0005.png
0023/0008.png
0024/0005.png
0024/0008.png
0028/0005.png
0028/0008.png
0029/0005.png
0029/0008.png
0030/0005.png
0030/0008.png
0031/0005.png
0031/0008.png
0032/0005.png
0032/0008.png
0046/0005.png
0046/0008.png
0048/0005.png
0048/0008.png
0049/0005.png
0049/0008.png

#===== 1.28 x
0004/0005.png
0004/0008.png
0018/0005.png
0018/0008.png
0021/0005.png
0021/0008.png
0034/0005.png
0034/0008.png
0044/0005.png
0044/0008.png
0053/0005.png
0053/0008.png

0.64 (VPS x HPS) =====
0004/0008.png 1 384 768
0018/0005.png 0 384 768
0018/0008.png 1 384 768
0021/0005.png 0 384 768
0021/0008.png 1 384 768
0034/0005.png 0 384 768
0034/0008.png 1 384 768
0044/0005.png 0 384 768
0044/0008.png 1 384 768
0053/0005.png 0 384 768
0053/0008.png 1 384 768
0004/0005.png 0 384 768

#===== 0.54 x
0006/0005.png
0006/0008.png
0033/0005.png
0033/0008.png
0042/0005.png
0042/0008.png
0045/0005.png
0045/0008.png

0.69 (VPS x HPS) =====
0006/0008.png 1 414 324
0033/0005.png 0 414 324
0033/0008.png 1 414 324
0042/0005.png 0 414 324
0042/0008.png 1 414 324
0045/0005.png 0 414 324
0045/0008.png 1 414 324 #===== 0.64 x
0006/0005.png 0 414 324 0015/0005.png
0015/0008.png
0.54 (VPS x HPS) ===== 0039/0005.png
0008/0008.png 1 324 414 0039/0008.png
0010/0005.png 0 324 414 0040/0005.png
0010/0008.png 1 324 414 0040/0008.png
0019/0005.png 0 324 414 0041/0005.png
0019/0008.png 1 324 414 0041/0008.png
0022/0005.png 0 324 414

#===== 0.69 x
0008/0005.png
0008/0008.png
0010/0005.png
0010/0008.png
0019/0005.png
0019/0008.png
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0022/0008.png
0023/0005.png
0023/0008.png
0024/0005.png
0024/0008.png
0028/0005.png
0028/0008.png
0029/0005.png
0029/0008.png
0030/0005.png
0030/0008.png
0031/0005.png
0031/0008.png
0032/0005.png
0032/0008.png
0046/0005.png
0046/0008.png
0048/0005.png
0048/0008.png
0049/0005.png
0049/0008.png
0008/0005.png

1
0
1
0
1
0
1
0
1
0
1
0
1
0
1
0
1
0
1
0
1
0

324
324
324
324
324
324
324
324
324
324
324
324
324
324
324
324
324
324
324
324
324
324

414
414
414
414
414
414
414
414
414
414
414
414
414
414
414
414
414
414
414
414
414
414

1.28 (VPS x HPS) =====
0015/0008.png 1 768 384
0039/0005.png 0 768 384
0039/0008.png 1 768 384
0040/0005.png 0 768 384
0040/0008.png 1 768 384
0041/0005.png 0 768 384
0041/0008.png 1 768 384
0015/0005.png 0 768 384

Appendix C

Ground-Truth Generation
for Logical Labeling
To the author’s best knowledge, there is no public dataset containing document
images of invoices. In order to evaluate the logical labeling method in Chapter 4,
a new dataset with corresponding ground truth had to be generated.
The ground truth information needed for the logical labeling contains two parts:
• Block ground truth: the block ground truth contains the geometric position of the different text blocks in the document image. Due to translational
variances introduced to the document image during scanning and due to the
varying block lengths, these blocks vary in position and in size.
• Label ground truth: for each block it has to be known what label it is
assigned.
As manually labeling of ground truth is a cumbersome and time-intensive work,
a semi automatic approach was chosen. The semi-automatic procedure is illustrated in Figure C.2. In the first step, not shown in the figure, document images
are deskewed using the method described in Chapter 2. The second step is the
manual step where for each layout type, one prototype is chosen. For this prototype
an image map is generated that contains filled rectangles. Each rectangle stands
for one text-block. The color of the rectangle is associated to a label (e.g. black
being the label “invoice body”). Now each image from one layout type is aligned
to its prototype. This is done using the document image alignment technique
introduced in Section 5.3.1. The corresponding text-blocks in the aligned image
are computed by merging all connected components that overlap with an image
map ground truth text-block. Finally, the back transformation of the computed
rectangles is done.
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(a) Telekom old

(b) Telekom new

(c) Tele2 old

(d) Tele2 new

Figure C.1: Layout type in invoice dataset. The two images to the left show the old
and the new Telekom invoices. The images to the right show the old and the new Tele2
invoices.

# samples
percentage

Telekom old
16
16.8

Telekom new
41
43.2

Tele2 old
15
15.8

Tele2 new
23
24.2

Table C.1: Distribution of layout types in the invoice dataset in absolute values (first
row) and in [%] (second row).

The dataset consists of 95 documents from two different invoice sources. As
both invoice sources changed the layout of their documents in the considered time
interval, two layout type had to be distinguished for each invoice source, leading
to four different layout types. One example of each layout type can be found in
Figure C.1. The types have been named according to the invoice sources. Table C.1
shows how many layouts of which type are in the dataset.
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prototype

map

new image

aligned prototype

aligned map

ground truth

Figure C.2: Illustration of the ground truth generation for logical labeling. For each
layout type, one prototype is selected. A ground truth map is generated for that prototype. Each document of that layout type is then aligned to the prototype. Using
the computed transformation parameters, the position of the ground truth map in the
original image is computed and the ground truth rectangles are computed by taking the
minimum bounding rectangle that includes all connected components included into the
rectangle of the image map.
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